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Introduction 

 

 

 

Top management teams (TMTs) are assumed to matter for their organizations. Yet, 

how these teams exert their impact is unclear. This dissertation addresses this 

question by investigating two types of determinants of TMT impact. First, we study 

the role of what happens inside the boardroom by examining the role of TMT internal 

processes and emergent states for team and organizational outcomes. Second, we 

focus on what happens outside the boardroom, in the interface of TMT and middle 

managers. In this first chapter, the key concepts of the dissertation are defined, two 

theoretical perspectives are introduced, and the outline of the further chapters is 

presented. 
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A widespread assumption in both organizational literature and business practice is that the 

performance of organizations is influenced by their top managers. Although heroic images of single 

Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) who steer organizations according to a „one-captain-on-a-ship 

approach‟ still abound in the media and the business press, organizational reality is that many 

organizations nowadays have a top management team (TMT) instead of a single decision-maker at 

the top (Cohen & Bailey, 1997; O'Toole, Galbraith, & Lawler, 2002; Wageman, Nunes, Burruss, & 

Hackman, 2008). 

 It has been established that TMTs somehow „matter‟ for their organizations (Certo, Lester, 

Dalton, & Dalton, 2006; Hambrick, 2007). However, the mechanisms by which such influence is 

exerted are less clear. TMT impact is the effect that the TMT has on the operation and outcomes of 

the organization and can be positive, negative, neutral, or even absent. The goal of this dissertation is 

to contribute to the scientific knowledge on TMTs by investigating determinants of TMT impact on 

their organizations. 

 In this chapter, I describe in more detail what TMTs are and why such teams exist at the top of 

organizations. Thereafter, I introduce existing research from paradigms in strategy and psychology 

that shed light on the issue of TMT organizational impact. Given my interest in understanding the 

phenomenon of TMTs operating in organizations and the state-of-the-art of current research, I 

identify gaps in scientific knowledge that currently hinder insight into TMT impact. Chapter 1 ends 

with an outline of the dissertation. 

 

What Is a Top Management Team? 

 

The concept of „top management team‟ was introduced in the organizational literature more than 

twenty years ago by Hambrick and Mason (1984), who simply referred to it as “the firm‟s officers” (p. 

196). These authors proposed to focus on demographic characteristics of TMT members as important 

determinants of why organizations act the way they do. More recently, a TMT was further specified to 

be the aggregate informational and decisional entity through which the organization operates and 

which forms the inner circle of executives who collectively formulate, articulate, and execute the 

strategic and tactical moves of the organization (Eisenhardt, Kahwajy, & Bourgeois, 1997; Klenke, 

2003). What a TMT is can be understood in more detail when considering its three components: „top‟, 

„management‟, and „team‟. 

 

Top 

The TMT is the group of managers highest in the organizational hierarchy. Such an 

organizational position implies that these managers have much freedom in the way they plan and 

execute their work, although they are held accountable by the board of directors (Forbes & Milliken, 

1999; Pettigrew, 1992). This place at the top also implies that aspects of TMT work differ from the 

work of teams operating on lower organizational echelons.  

First, TMTs‟ tasks are more complex and varied than those of most other teams. TMT members 

must comprehend a great deal of vague, ambiguous, and often conflicting information and decide 

which tasks are most critical to perform (Edmondson, Roberto, & Watkins, 2003; Hambrick, 1994). 
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Second, a TMT is highly visible for others inside and outside the organization. Hence, its actions carry 

symbolic meaning and are particularly prone to be scrutinized by others (Ancona, 1989; Gibson & 

Schroeder, 2003). Third, TMTs often consist of members from different parts of the organization, 

such that these managers are simultaneously part of the TMT and the head of their own business unit 

(Cohen & Bailey, 1997; O'Toole et al., 2002). Thus, although TMTs might be comparable to 

nonmanagerial teams in some ways (see Cohen & Bailey, 1997), the tasks they perform pose specific 

demands on their work. 

 

Management 

 Carrying out 'management' has been defined as “deciding what to do and getting it done 

through and with other people by making the best use of the available resources” (Armstrong, 1999, 

p. 8). The tasks of top management in particular have been described as the formulation and 

implementation of strategic decisions in order to ensure the survival and growth of the organization 

(Guth & MacMillan, 1986; Hambrick, 1994). 

 Strategic decision making consists of the choice of a particular course of strategic action and 

strategy implementation comprises the subsequent actions to make that strategy happen (Mintzberg, 

1983; Nutt, 1986). The crafting of high quality strategic decisions and the successful implementation 

of these decisions are two important mechanisms by which a TMT influences organizational outcomes 

(Amason, 1996; Hambrick & Mason, 1984; Mintzberg, 1983). 

 

Team 

 Having a team at the top implies that the management task becomes the responsibility of more 

than one person. Not a single CEO, but two or more top managers work together to formulate and 

implement strategic decisions (O'Toole et al., 2002). A team can be defined as a collection of 

individuals who are interdependent in their tasks, who share responsibility for outcomes, who see 

themselves and who are seen by others as an intact social entity embedded in one or more larger 

social systems and who manage their relationships across organizational boundaries (Cohen & Bailey, 

1997; Hackman, 1987).  

Reflecting on this definition of a team, researchers have sometimes expressed doubts about 

the actual „teamness‟ of TMTs (Hambrick, 1994). For example, it has been stated that a TMT might be 

more accurately described as a co-acting group, in which the CEO and his or her direct advisors 

function as „semi-autonomous barons‟, than as a real team (Hambrick, 1994, 2007). It has also been 

argued that the composition of the TMT might vary with the strategic decision that is at issue, further 

challenging the teamness of a TMT (Roberto, 2003).  

On the other hand, recent research has indicated that many organizations in fact do have „real 

teams‟ at the top (Wageman et al., 2008). A TMT can be seen as a real team, when it is a distinct 

organizational entity, has clear boundaries about who is in the team, is reasonably stable in 

membership over time, and in which TMT members are interdependent in their work (Hackman, 2002; 

Wageman et al., 2008). The prevalence of such teams also seems to expand in response to the 

turbulence and complexity of the current global business environment of many organizations (Cohen 
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& Bailey, 1997; Wageman et al., 2008). Consistent with this previous research, I am primarily 

interested in this dissertation in TMTs that do exist as real teams and have a „teamness‟ to them. 

 

Why a Team at the Top? 

 Working as a team instead of individually is generally the preferred option when work is too 

voluminous and too complex to be performed alone. Teams also have the advantage of being flexible 

in how they deploy and use their resources and they provide opportunities for team members to learn 

from one another to build a larger pool of knowledge and expertise for themselves (Hackman, 2002). 

This reasoning also applies to work at the top of organizations. Researchers have stated that the 

current organizational reality, at least in large organizations, is too complex for a single manager to 

oversee and that a division of tasks among TMT members in a team structure could overcome this 

(Edmondson et al., 2003; O'Toole et al., 2002). 

More specifically, it has been proposed that by working in a TMT, the quality of strategic 

decisions can be increased, because multiple managers can apply more and more diverse 

perspectives to solve a problem (Hambrick & Mason, 1984; Janis, 1982). The synthesis of these 

perspectives is expected to be superior to an individual‟s decision (Amason & Mooney, 1999). The 

commitment of executives to implement decisions can increase through the understanding and 

acceptance generated by joint decision making processes (Amason, 1996; Korsgaard, Schweiger, & 

Sapienza, 1995). In addition, having a TMT at the top instead of a single manager has the potential to 

improve communication and cooperation among executives from different subunits. 

 

Theories about Top Management Teams 

 

Despite the theoretical advantages of having a team at the top, effective TMT functioning is not self-

evident. Assuming that „good‟ performance of a TMT translates into an organization performing well, 

researchers have been interested in specifying which characteristics of the TMT and its internal 

dynamics matter for organizational performance and how these matter. Two streams of research 

provide primary insight in these questions: research from the upper-echelons perspective in the 

strategy discipline and team research from the social and organizational psychology areas. 

 Scholars of strategy have studied TMTs from the perspective of the upper-echelons theory 

(Carpenter, Geletkanycz, & Sanders, 2004; Hambrick, 2007; Hambrick & Mason, 1984). This theory 

emphasizes the role of TMT composition in terms of TMT members‟ demographic characteristics, such 

as age or functional background, for explaining organizational performance. TMTs with 

demographically diverse members are proposed to have more capabilities for processing information 

than TMTs in which members are similar and this diversity is expected to benefit strategic decision 

making and organizational performance (Haleblian & Finkelstein, 1993; Leifer & Mills, 1996). Scholars 

of upper-echelons theory have also introduced a focus on financial organizational performance as 

the main outcome measure of interest for studying TMT organizational impact. 

 Despite much empirical work, the results of studies that link TMT composition to organizational 

performance are inconsistent and inconclusive (Carpenter et al., 2004; Certo et al., 2006; Priem, 
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Lyon, & Dess, 1999). Researchers have repeatedly concluded that considering TMT composition 

alone does not provide real insight in how TMTs influence organizational performance (Lawrence, 

1997; Priem et al., 1999). Some have even proposed to “call a moratorium for the use of 

demographic variables as surrogates for psychological constructs” (Boal & Hooijberg, 2000, p. 523). 

 As a reaction to these inconsistent findings, researchers have proposed to explore the so 

called „black box‟ in order to uncover the mechanisms through which TMT composition influences 

organizational performance (Lawrence, 1997; Priem et al., 1999). In doing so, they have built on 

theories about nonmanagerial teams from social and organizational psychology. In these fields, the 

interactions between members of small groups have since long been of central interest (Bales, 1950; 

Hackman, 1987; McGrath, 1964; Steiner, 1972; Tuckman, 1965). Scholars in psychology have often 

used an input-process-output model of teamwork to explain team outcomes (Cohen & Bailey, 1997; 

Hackman, 1987; McGrath, 1964), or used this model as a base for formulating more detailed, 

recursive, and time-based models (Ilgen, Hollenbeck, Johnson, & Jundt, 2005; Marks, Mathieu, & 

Zaccaro, 2001). According to the input-process-output model, team inputs, including TMT 

composition, shape team internal processes and emergent states that subsequently lead to outcomes 

of teamwork, such as performance. 

 In this dissertation, we are primarily interested in TMTs that function as real teams. Yet, even 

these TMTs are different from the nonmanagerial teams (e.g., work teams, parallel teams, project 

teams; Cohen & Bailey, 1997) on which most of the psychological team research has been based. In 

particular, numerous researchers have noted that the type of task teams perform have implications 

for team functioning (McGrath, 1984; Steiner, 1972, Stewart, 2006). Some aspects of the TMT task 

that distinguish them from those of other teams, include the high technical, social, and political 

complexity, high ego involvement of team members, and the high visibility of the TMT and its 

outcomes to others inside and outside the organization (Ancona, 1989; Hambrick 1994). Since the 

tasks of a TMT are different from those of other teams and task type has an impact on the 

relationships in the input-process-output model, findings on nonmanagerial teams cannot be directly 

transferred to TMTs (Hambrick, 1994). However, since the real team TMTs that are the focus of this 

dissertation can still be characterized as 'teams', I assume that the general model of teamwork 

provides a meaningful starting point for investigating determinants of TMT impact. 

 Researchers from the social and organizational psychological disciplines have studied various 

aspects of team inputs, team processes, and team outputs (for reviews, see Cohen & Bailey, 1997; 

LePine, Piccolo, Jackson, Mathieu, & Saul, 2008; Stewart, 2006). For example, as input factors, the 

design, composition, tasks, and structure of teams have been studied, and as output factors multiple 

aspects of objective and self-perceived team effectiveness and performance have been identified. 

For the TMT literature, the concepts of team internal processes and team emergent states are 

particularly relevant. Team internal processes describe the nature of team members‟ interaction and 

behavior while working on achieving the team‟s goals (Marks et al., 2001; Smith et al., 1994), 

whereas team emergent states  are the cognitive and affective modes of a team at a certain moment 

(Marks et al., 2001; Srivastava, Bartol, & Locke, 2006). Both type of constructs can add 

understanding to how team inputs are transferred to outcomes. TMT researchers have studied both 

internal processes and emergent states, but the focus has been on studying processes as 
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determinants of TMT outcomes and as potential mediators and moderators of TMT composition - 

organizational performance relationships (Carpenter et al., 2004; Peterson, Smith, Martorana, & 

Owens, 2003; Smith et al., 1994). 

 

Research Gaps 

 

Scholars in the field of TMT research have stated that studying TMT composition alone is not enough 

for explaining TMT impact on organizations. In particular, they have proposed to assess TMT internal 

processes and to identify other factors as determinants of TMT impact (Carpenter et al., 2004; 

Hambrick, 2007; Peterson et al., 2003). However, some problems in the current TMT literature can 

be identified that limit understanding of these issues, which are the starting points of this 

dissertation. 

 First, existing empirical studies on TMT internal processes are relatively scarce and there is no 

clear overview on the relationships between TMT internal processes and organizational outcomes 

(Hambrick, 2007; Peterson et al., 2003; Pettigrew, 1992). Reasons for this scarcity include the 

difficulty for researchers to get access to TMTs for highly confidential data (Pettigrew, 1992), to 

publish null results (Carpenter et al., 2004), and to obtain the dual skill set in both micro- and macro-

organizational research that is required for this research (Hambrick, 2007). Additionally, since 

existing empirical research spans multiple disciplines and theoretical domains (Carpenter et al., 

2004), the results of different studies are not always compatible and there is currently no 

overarching framework to integrate empirical knowledge. 

 Second, there is a lack of integration of different processes and emergent states into broader 

patterns of team behavior and a lack of knowledge on how such patterns develop over time. In the 

upper-echelons tradition, researchers have suggested to study temporal aspects of TMT processes 

and outcomes. (Cannella & Holcomb, 2005; Carpenter et al., 2004). In psychological team research, 

theoretical models acknowledging temporality in team functioning and suggestions for researchers 

who want to empirically study these topics are growing in importance (Arrow, McGrath, & Berdahl, 

2000; Ilgen et al., 2005; Marks et al., 2001; Weingart, 1997). In particular, researchers have 

proposed to study joint patterns of processes and emergent states as a way to understand the 

complex dynamics of teams (Arrow et al., 2000; McGrath, Arrow, & Berdahl, 2000). However, both in 

the upper-echelons tradition and in psychological team research, empirical progress in this direction 

is limited. 

 A third difficulty that limits researchers‟ understanding of TMT internal processes as 

determinants of TMT impact on organizations, is a methodological singularity that characterizes the 

research field of TMTs. Most studies have relied on databases and large-scale surveys and failed to 

achieve a realistic picture of how strategic decisions are made in real-world firms (Cannella & 

Monroe, 1997; Carpenter et al., 2004; Samra-Fredericks, 2000). To circumvent the inherent 

problems with any single research method and data source, researchers have advocated the 

triangulation of research methods, data sources, and analysis approaches (Edmondson & McManus, 

2007; McGrath, 1964). In line with this recommendation, researchers have proposed to use 

qualitative data and methods to study TMTs and achieve „realistic pictures‟ of TMT functioning 
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(Carpenter et al., 2004; Peterson, Owens, Tetlock, Fan, & Martorana, 1998; Peterson et al., 2003). 

However, empirical research using new methodologies is rare. 

 The fourth problem is the variety of outcome measures used in studying TMT impact. The 

majority of upper-echelons researchers has relied on indicators of financial organizational 

performance to assess the outcomes of TMTs‟ work (Carpenter et al., 2004) or have used 

characteristics of TMTs‟ strategic decisions as criteria of interest (Amason, 1996; Amason & Mooney, 

1999). When researchers started to incorporate TMT internal processes from psychological team 

research, they also started to adapt outcome criteria and defined indicators of TMT performance on 

the team level (Edmondson et al., 2003). Quite problematically, the observed effects of processes 

and emergent states vary with the outcomes chosen (Barrick et al., 2007; Elron, 1997). Therefore, 

the current variety of outcome measures limits the comparability of findings and, thereby, hinders 

clear insight in the role and operation of these processes. 

 A final problem of the current research on TMT impact is that the proposed determinants are 

mostly limited to factors that are internal to the TMT. That is, the main variables of interest — TMT 

composition and TMT internal processes — both relate to what is happening inside the boardroom, 

when TMT members work together to make strategic decisions. However, the way in which such 

strategic decisions are subsequently implemented by the TMT and exert their influence on the 

operation of the organization, has received considerable less attention (Hickson, Miller, & Wilson, 

2003). In order words, it is unknown what happens outside the boardroom, when TMT members 

interact with other organizational actors to achieve strategic decision implementation. Nor do 

researchers have insight in how what happens inside the boardroom transfers into what happens 

outside. 

 In sum, the following open issues in the current literature on TMT impact are identified: 1) lack 

of insight in the role of TMT internal processes as determinants of TMT impact on organizations, 2) no 

consideration of how various TMT internal processes and emergent states relate to each other and 

develop over time, 3) methodological singularity and a lack of studies providing realistic pictures of 

TMT internal processes, 4) ambiguity regarding the outcomes on which TMT internal processes are 

proposed to have effects, and 5) limited attention to what happens outside the boardroom where TMT 

members cooperate with other organizational actors on strategic decision implementation. 

 For both scholars and practitioners, it would be desirable to get more knowledge about these 

open issues in the literature. Such knowledge is scientifically valuable, because despite an 

accumulation of TMT studies during the past twenty years, scholars do not know very well how TMTs 

influence their organizations. As TMT research is an active field with many researchers from different 

disciplines, more clarity about the effects of TMT internal processes would provide more detailed 

explanations for TMT impact on organizations. From the perspectives of practicing TMTs, Human 

Resources professionals, executive recruiters, and consultants, knowledge about the determinants of 

TMT impact on organizational success could assist in developing guidelines for the hiring, training, or 

coaching of TMT members. 
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Dissertation Outline 

 

This dissertation is perhaps best characterized as a journey through TMT research. The path follows 

the intersection of the research fields of strategic upper-echelons theory and psychological team 

research to finally arrive at a surprising, new perspective for research on TMT impact. 

 The journey starts in chapter 2 and 3 with an investigation of the relation between TMT 

internal processes and outcomes. The inductive qualitative study in chapter 4 provides an unexpected 

new direction and leads to a focus on a previously neglected determinant of TMT impact: TMT 

leadership toward middle managers. Chapter 5 continues to follow this new road and examines the 

perspectives of middle managers on TMT performance.  

 Finally, chapter 6 represents the destination of the dissertation where the findings from 

previous chapters are integrated and a new theoretical model is presented. This „interface model of 

TMT and middle managers‟ builds on and extends current knowledge about determinants of TMT 

impact. The contents of the chapters are outlined in more detail below. 

 

Chapter 2 

 In this chapter, a review and critical evaluation is presented of the studies that investigated the 

effects of TMT internal processes on outcomes. To organize existing research, we
1
 propose to adopt 

the distinction between task processes, relationship processes, and team emergent states from 

psychological team research (Marks et al., 2001), and we classify investigated variables accordingly. 

The outcomes of team processes are categorized as organizational, TMT, or decisional. We propose 

that further progress in the area of TMT processes should investigate joint patterns of processes and 

emergent states over time. 

 

Chapter 3 

 In this chapter, we studied the evolution of one task process (task conflict), one relationship 

process (relationship conflict), and one team emergent state (team trust) in relation to two measures 

of team effectiveness. To be able to study these constructs over the period of a year and to 

circumvent the problem of changes in team composition during this period, we chose for a sample of 

41 management teams of student organizations in the Netherlands. Task conflict, relationship 

conflict, and trust were studied over a 10-month period with five measurement moments.  

 The results showed that two significantly different patterns exist for conflict- and trust-

evolution in teams over time: a stable pattern with low conflict and high trust and an unstable pattern 

in which conflict increased over time and trust decreased. The teams with the stable pattern were 

more effective than teams with the unstable pattern. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 When using „we‟ in this dissertation, I designate myself and the co-authors with whom the various studies 
have been performed, who are mentioned at the beginning of each chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

 Since researchers have called for the use of qualitative methods to get a more realistic picture 

of TMT work (Cannella & Holcomb, 2005; Carpenter et al., 2004), this chapter presents the results of 

a qualitative and longitudinal study of one TMT. The goal of this study was theory building instead of 

theory testing. We used a grounded-theory approach (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to find out what 

stands out when observing TMT internal processes „in action‟ and to see what previous research 

might have missed due to the inherent limitations of quantitative survey research.  

 For this study, observational data from 23 meetings of a TMT were analyzed together with 

data from interviews and archival sources. The results point at a so far neglected aspect of how TMT 

internal processes can have an impact on organizational performance, namely through influencing 

TMT sensemaking about leading middle managers, which is expected to shape actual TMT leadership 

vis-à-vis middle managers. 

 

Chapter 5 

 In this chapter, we present a study on the expectations and evaluations of 251 middle 

managers from the Netherlands and France regarding their TMTs‟ performance. The aim of this study 

was to establish the dimensionality of TMT performance by assessing middle managers‟ expectations 

and evaluations of their TMT. Middle managers were chosen, because they are important 

stakeholders of a TMT and the assessment of stakeholders‟ evaluations has been proposed as an 

important criterion for team performance (Hackman, 1987, 2002).  

 The results of this study indicate the existence of five dimensions of TMT performance: 

company results, strategic leadership, connectedness, TMT unity, and moral leadership. Establishing 

the dimensionality of TMT performance contributes to developing more comprehensive models of 

TMT impact by specifying in more detail the outcomes of such models. 

 

Chapter 6 

 Through the qualitative approach in the study reported in chapter 4, the interface of TMT and 

middle managers was identified as an important, yet neglected, determinant of TMT impact on 

organizational performance. Subsequently, in chapter 5, it became clear that middle managers have 

expectations and evaluations about their TMT and we suggested that these could be consequential for 

middle managers‟ commitment and effort in the implementation of TMT decisions. 

 Therefore, chapter 6 presents a theoretical model about the interface of TMT and middle 

managers. This model extends the current state of TMT research by proposing „interface 

mechanisms‟ as determinants of decision quality and commitment and, subsequently, organizational 

performance, beyond the effects of TMT composition and TMT internal processes. Thereby, we 

propose to broaden researchers‟ current focus on what happens inside the boardroom with a focus on 

what happens outside.  

 To summarize the open issues and related research questions addressed in this dissertation, 

an overview is presented in table 1.1, together with the chapters in which these are covered.  
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Table 1.1. Open issues in TMT literature and associated research questions of this dissertation 

 

Open issue in the literature Research question Chapter 

1. What is the role of TMT internal 
processes as determinants of TMT 
impact on organizations? 

- How can existing studies on TMT 
internal processes be organized in a 
comprehensive framework? 

2 

 
- How do TMT internal processes and 

emergent states relate to outcomes on 
various levels? 

2 

2. How are different TMT processes 
and emergent states inter-related 
over time? 

- Do teams exhibit distinguishable 
patterns of conflict and trust over time? 

3 

 
- Are patterns of conflict and trust related 

to team performance? 
3 

3. Which internal processes can we 
see when observing TMTs with a 
qualitative approach; has anything 
been overlooked so far?  

- When observing a TMT during meetings 
and interviewing the TMT members 
about their team‟s functioning, what can 
be seen regarding TMT internal 
processes? 

4 

 
- How does a TMT make sense of its 

leadership role vis-à-vis middle 
managers? 

4 

4. Can dimensions of TMT 
performance be organized in a 
comprehensive framework? 

- Can middle managers‟ expectations and 
evaluations be organized according to 
dimensions of TMT performance? 

5 

 
- What is the dimensionality of TMT 

performance? 
5 

5. Which mechanisms that happen 
outside the boardroom describe the 
interface of TMT and middle 
managers?  

- How does the interface of TMT and 
middle managers influence strategic 
decision quality and implementation 
commitment? 

6 

 

- What are the TMT- and middle 
manager-related determinants and 
consequences of the interface 
mechanisms? 

6 

 



2 
 

What Happens in the Boardroom? 

A Review on the Effects of Top Management 

Team Internal Processes and Emergent States 

on Outcomes 

 

 

 

The internal processes of top management teams (TMTs) have been proposed to be 

crucial for understanding the impact TMTs can have on their organizations. Despite 

empirical progress, insight into the importance of these processes for outcomes is 

limited due to conceptual and theoretical fragmentation within the field. This chapter 

presents a framework to organize existing research, as well as a review of the 

theoretical arguments and empirical findings on the relationship between TMT 

internal processes and outcomes. The results show that task processes, relationship 

processes and emergent states all relate to outcomes, but that inconsistent findings 

hinder further progress. Suggestions for future research in this area include 

examining the nature of TMTs, studying the temporal nature of processes and states, 

and performing integrative research that considers the simultaneous occurrence of 

multiple processes and their joint effect on outcomes. 

 
 
 
 

 
This chapter is based on: 
 
Raes, A. M. L., Roe, R. A., Glunk, U., & Heijltjes, M. G. What happens in the boardroom? A review on 
the effects of top management team internal processes and emergent states on outcomes. 
Manuscript submitted for publication. 
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Introduction 

 

Strategic decision making at the top of organizations has increasingly been acknowledged to be a 

collective activity (Hambrick & Mason, 1984; O'Toole, Galbraith, & Lawler, 2002; Yukl, 2006). The 

‗top management team‘ (TMT), the group of top managers that steers decision making and 

implementation, has attracted the interest of scholars of strategy and decision making for the past 

decades. Although TMT composition was initially considered to be a direct determinant of TMT impact 

on organizations (Hambrick & Mason, 1984), researchers have become increasingly interested in the 

mechanisms by which TMT composition leads to organizational outcomes (Carpenter, Geletkanycz, & 

Sanders, 2004; Lawrence, 1997; Smith et al., 1994). One such mechanism is the interaction of TMT 

members toward each other during TMT taskwork, often referred to as ‗TMT internal processes‘. 

TMT internal processes describe the nature of team members‘ interaction and behavior while 

working on achieving the TMT‘s goals (Marks, Mathieu, & Zaccaro, 2001). These processes are 

referred to as ‗internal‘ as they designate actions taking place among TMT members and exclude acts 

that take place in interaction with others, who are not part of the TMT. Consistent with a general 

input-process-output model of teamwork, TMT processes have been advocated as moderators and 

mediators between TMT composition and outcomes (Hackman, 1987; McGrath, 1984), and as crucial 

for understanding how, when, and why TMT composition matters for organizational outcomes 

(Carpenter et al., 2004; Hambrick, 2007). 

Despite the now common agreement that studying TMT internal processes would contribute to 

a better understanding of TMTs‘ impact on their organizations (Carpenter et al., 2004), doing so 

empirically is a challenge. Empirical studies are relatively scarce, because getting access to TMTs for 

sensitive and confidential data is difficult (Hambrick, 2007; Pettigrew, 1992) and because studying 

the effects of TMT processes on organizational performance requires a ―dual skill-set in both micro- 

and macro-organizational research‖ (Hambrick, 2007, p. 337). An additional difficulty for 

researchers interested in TMT internal processes is that existing empirical research spans multiple 

disciplines and theoretical domains, such as strategy, organizational behavior, and psychology. As a 

result, a clear overview of the current state-of-the-art of research on TMT processes and outcomes 

is lacking. 

The aims of this review are fourfold: 1) to provide a framework for organizing existing studies 

on TMT internal processes, 2) to identify what is currently known about how TMT internal processes 

relate to outcomes, 3) to assess what is currently unclear regarding the effects of TMT processes on 

outcomes, and 4) to present suggestions for advancing research on the role of TMT processes. The 

review covers the intersection of the field of upper-echelons theory and team research. As such, it 

relates to two previous review articles. We extend Carpenter and colleagues‘ (2004) review on 

upper-echelons theory by zooming in on the role of TMT internal processes, a topic that they touched 

upon, but could not explore in detail; we also build on Cohen and Bailey‘s (1997) review on teams, but 

do not systematically review the research on nonmanagerial teams. 

In the following, we will first outline our model for organizing existing studies on TMT internal 

processes. This model builds on a general input-process-output model of teamwork (Cohen & Bailey, 

1997; Hackman, 1987; McGrath, 1964) and incorporates recent conceptual insights that distinguish 
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team processes from emergent states (Marks et al., 2001). While using this framework, our focus is 

primarily on the relationship between processes and outcomes, leaving aside the effects of inputs — 

most notably TMT composition — on processes. We have chosen to do so, because we reasoned that a 

first prerequisite for using internal processes as mechanisms of TMT impact is to establish a clear 

relationship between these processes and outcomes. We analyze the results from these studies to see 

what is known and what is unclear regarding the relationship between TMT processes and outcomes, 

and we conclude with formulating suggestions for further research on TMT internal processes. 

 

A Framework for Organizing Research on TMT Internal Processes 

 

Since Hambrick and Mason in 1984 introduced the term ‗top management team‘, these authors‘ 

upper-echelons theory has been the major theoretical perspective for understanding how and why 

TMTs influence organizational performance (Carpenter et al., 2004; Hambrick, 2007; Hambrick & 

Mason, 1984). According to this theory, diversity in demographic characteristics of TMT members 

enhances the information-processing capabilities of the TMT and, hence, benefits strategic decision 

making and, ceteris paribus, organizational performance (Haleblian & Finkelstein, 1993; Leifer & 

Mills, 1996). Although upper-echelons theory has succeeded in showing that the demographic 

profiles of executives ‗matter‘ for organizational performance (Carpenter et al., 2004; Hambrick, 

2007), a recent meta-analysis concluded that it is difficult to pinpoint the effects of individual 

demographic variables (Certo, Lester, Dalton, & Dalton, 2006). This meta-analysis indicated that 

while significant relationships exist between TMT composition - in terms of team members' 

demographic characteristics - and organizational performance, ―results do not hold across the TMT 

indicators, nor do they hold across the performance indicators; as importantly, those relationships 

that are significant indicate relatively modest associations between the relevant TMT indicators and 

firm performance‖ (Certo et al., 2006, p. 829). Other scholars have even proposed to ―call a 

moratorium for the use of demographic variables as surrogates for psychological constructs‖ (Boal & 

Hooijberg, 2000, p. 523). 

As a result of these conflicting empirical findings, upper-echelons theory has been criticized 

for having created a ‗black box‘, prohibiting insight in psychological and social mechanisms that link 

TMT members‘ characteristics to outcomes (Lawrence, 1997; Priem, Lyon, & Dess, 1999). The 

interaction among top managers during taskwork
1
, often simply equated to strategic decision making, 

was proposed to be one such neglected mechanism and researchers started to use the generic term 

‗TMT processes‘ to designate aspects of this interaction. TMT internal processes have been proposed 

as both mediators and moderators of the relationship between TMT composition and outcomes 

(Carpenter et al., 2004). 

When researchers started to acknowledge the importance of TMT internal processes and 

incorporated them in empirical research, they drew on approaches from related research fields to 

                                                 
1 The overall tasks of a TMT can be described as strategic decision making and implementation (Hambrick & 
Mason, 1984; Roberto, 2003; Srivastava, Bartol, & Locke, 2006). Their tasks have been characterized as 
consisting of ―unstructured task streams‖ (Edmondson et al., 2003), ―a great deal of vague, ambiguous, and 
often conflicting information‖ (Edmondson et al., 2003; Hambrick, 1994), and ―uncertainty, complexity, 
competitive pressures‖ (Srivastava et al., 2006). 
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analyze how TMT processes can influence outcomes (Boal & Hooijberg, 2000; Smith et al., 1994). 

Most notably, they drew on knowledge about nonmanagerial teams from the fields of social and 

organizational psychology, where researchers have since long been interested in the interactions 

between members of small groups (Bales, 1950; Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Hackman, 1987; McGrath, 

1964; Steiner, 1972; Tuckman, 1965). The basic input-process-output model of teamwork provided 

a meaningful framework for incorporating both TMT composition from upper-echelons research as 

well as TMT internal processes as determinants of TMT and organizational performance (Cohen & 

Bailey, 1997; Hackman, 1987; McGrath, 1964). According to this model, team inputs, such as TMT 

composition and structure, shape interaction processes that subsequently lead to outcomes of 

teamwork. Our framework to categorize the TMT studies in this review, depicted in figure 2.1, also 

follows the input-process-output model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Conceptual framework for organizing studies on TMT internal processes (dashed arrows 

indicate relationships not covered in this review) 

 

 

The input-process-output model of teamwork is applicable to understanding TMT work, as 

TMTs are similar to nonmanagerial teams in that they have to combine the inputs of multiple 

individuals (such as TMT members' individual information, values, and experiences) during interaction 

and coordination processes, which result in certain outcomes (such as strategic decisions). However, 

the specific findings within this input-process-output model from research on nonmanagerial teams 

might not be directly transferable to TMTs, for several reasons (Hambrick, 1994). First, the tasks of a 

TMT are different from those of other types of teams, in that the TMT task is highly complex, 

dynamic, and uncertain (Ancona, 1989; Edmondson, Roberto, & Watkins, 2003; Hambrick, 1994) and 

task characteristics may moderate relationships between team inputs, processes, and outcomes 

(Stewart, McGrath, 1984). Second, the presence and relevance of certain processes and states has 

been proposed to vary with the activities teams perform (Marks et al., 2001). Thus, processes and 
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states that play a role in the interaction of nonmanagerial teams might not be relevant for generating 

TMT outcomes and, conversely, processes and states that would be important for understanding TMT 

outcomes might not have been covered by research on other types of teams. Third, TMTs comprise 

team members with very specific characteristics and this may influence the relationship between TMT 

inputs and processes. For example, TMT members have been argued to be "relatively aggressive and 

achievement-oriented" (Hambrick, 1994, p. 176) and to display different priorities, languages, and 

values because they come from different parts of an organization (Ancona, 1989; Hambrick, 1994). 

In this context, power and status dynamics can be expected to play a larger role in TMT processes 

than in other teams (Finkelstein, 1992). 

 

TMT Internal Processes and Emergent States 

In the first study that empirically investigated the role of TMT internal processes of Smith and 

colleagues (1994), the basic model for the role of TMT processes for explaining outcomes proved 

valid. The authors found support for their hypothesized ‗intervening model‘ in which processes 

mediated the relationship between TMT demographic composition and organizational performance. 

They also found support for a ‗process model‘, in which processes contributed incrementally beyond 

TMT composition to explaining organizational performance (Smith et al., 1994). In contrast, no 

support was found for a ‗demography model‘, in which only TMT composition was a determinant of 

organizational performance without any effects of processes. This finding was later confirmed in 

another study that also explicitly compared the roles of TMT composition and processes in explaining 

outcomes. The model in which processes partly mediated the effects of TMT composition on strategic 

consensus showed superior fit above ‗direct effects only‘ and ‗full mediation by TMT processes‘ 

models (Knight et al., 1999). Thus, including TMT internal processes in research models seemed to 

explain TMT impact on organizational performance beyond the effects of TMT composition. 

 In subsequent studies on TMT processes, a variety of constructs has been used to represent 

processes, among which such conceptually diverse ones as communication (Smith et al., 1994), 

conflict (Amason, 1996; Barsade, Ward, Turner, & Sonnenfeld, 2000), knowledge sharing (Srivastava 

et al., 2006), and cohesion (Elron, 1997). These constructs were often adapted from studies on 

nonmanagerial teams and adapted to fit to the particular tasks and work context of TMTs. The many 

new constructs that got introduced to this newly established research area at the intersection of 

upper-echelons theory and team research can be seen as an indication that this area is currently 

‗intermediate theory research‘ (Edmondson & McManus, 2007). A problem commonly encountered in 

research in this phase, is that existing constructs lack reliability and external validity (Edmondson & 

McManus, 2007). This seems to also be the case for the field of TMT processes where the broad 

variety of constructs that capture TMT internal processes has contributed to conceptual 

inconsistency regarding the nature of TMT processes. 

A possible way to organize this variety of constructs comes from psychological research on 

nonmanagerial teams, where researchers have recently started studying the complex, adaptive, and 

dynamic nature of teams and paid attention to temporal and multi-level aspects of team functioning 

(Arrow, McGrath, & Berdahl, 2000; Ilgen, Hollenbeck, Johnson, & Jundt, 2005; Marks et al., 2001). 

To advance thinking about dynamic aspects of team functioning, a distinction has been made between 
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team processes that describe characteristics of members‘ interaction, and team emergent states, 

which are cognitive and affective states of teams that vary as a function of team context, inputs, 

processes, and outcomes (Ilgen et al., 2005; Marks et al., 2001)
2
. For example, cohesion is a team 

emergent state as it reflects the extent to which TMT members are attracted to each other (Barrick, 

Bradley, Kristof-Brown, & Colbert, 2007; Elron, 1997), whereas conflict is a process as it describes a 

characteristic of TMT members‘ interaction (Amason, 1996; Barsade et al., 2000).The distinction 

between processes and emergent states contributes to studying dynamic aspects of team 

functioning, because it provides conceptual clarity and because it models team states as both inputs 

and outcomes of team processes. 

TMT researchers have also recently adopted the distinction between processes and emergent 

states, acknowledging that the two constructs capture fundamentally different aspects of TMT 

dynamics (Barrick et al., 2007; Srivastava et al., 2006). However, more emergent states had already 

been studied before without classifying them as such, and often under the label of TMT processes 

(Elron, 1997; Hendriks, 2004; Smith et al., 1994). Since processes and emergent states describe 

different aspects of TMT work that might relate differently to TMT outcomes, we analyze in this 

review all constructs that have been studied as TMT processes and see if these should be classified as 

processes or rather as emergent states. 

 

TMT Task and Relationship Processes 

 TMT internal processes can be further classified as being primarily related to tasks or 

relationships. Task processes comprise the cognitive, verbal, and behavioral acts that describe TMT 

taskwork, such as task conflict, debate, and dissent (for examples of task processes, see Pitcher & 

Smith, 2001; Rau, 2006; Simons, Pelled, & Smith, 1999). Relationship processes are the affective, 

verbal, and behavioral acts that relate to TMT members relationships while working on their tasks, 

such as relationship conflict (for examples of relationship processes, see Amason, 1996; Amason & 

Mooney, 1999; Amason & Sapienza, 1997; Jehn, 1995). 

 The distinction between task and relational aspects of team interaction has been made in 

various ways in previous taxonomies of team interaction. For example, Bales (1950) in his Interaction 

Process Analysis of group dynamics distinguished between task and socio-emotional activities and 

Hackman (1987) distinguished between ‗performance‘ and ‗affective‘ aspects of team interaction. 

Research on communication and networks has identified ‗instrumental‘ versus ‗expressive‘ ties, where 

instrumental ties reflect the exchange of task-related information and expressive ties are ‗affect-

laden‘ and represent friendships (Balkundi & Harrison, 2006; Reagans & Zuckerman, 2001). Marks 

and colleagues (2001) make the distinction between taskwork, describing what teams do, versus 

teamwork, describing how they do it. Finally, in the literature on conflict, the distinction between 

‗task‘ and ‗relationship‘ aspects of conflict is often used (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003; Jehn, 1995; 

Simons & Peterson, 2000). In the TMT literature, scholars with a strategic, upper-echelons 

perspective have traditionally emphasized task-related aspects of TMT interaction, such as strategic 

                                                 
2 It should be noted that almost no research has explicitly focused on the stability or change of processes 
and states, so the extent to which team processes might change and states are ‗emergent‘ is as yet 
unknown, as is the way in which processes and states influence each other over time. 
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decision making (Carpenter et al., 2004; Hambrick, 2007), whereas the field of team research has 

served as a source of inspiration for constructs describing relational aspects of team dynamics. 

Researchers who study task processes have typically focused on TMT information exchange as 

the central conduit for reaching strategic decisions. To come to a decision, top managers obtain, 

interpret, explain, and act on information from the environment (Amason, 1996; Dooley & Fryxell, 

1999; Leifer & Mills, 1996). Since any single top manager has a limited field of vision and is subject to 

perceptual filters that influence perception and choice (Cyert & March, 1963; Hambrick & Mason, 

1984; March & Simon, 1958), researchers have argued that the exchange of information and 

perspectives among TMT members reduces the effects of such limits and enhances top 

management‘s ability to reach complex decisions. Accordingly, they have reasoned that TMT task 

processes characterized by differentiation in information and opinions will lead to the incorporation 

of more and more diverse information, the generation of creative ideas and multiple alternatives, and 

the application of the diverse skills and experience that TMT members possess (Edmondson et al., 

2003; Olson, Parayitam, & Bao, 2007). These processes are supposed to improve the quality of TMT 

decision outcomes (Amason & Sapienza, 1997). 

Researchers who study relationship processes have focused on time and energy as the main 

resources in TMT interaction. They often build on the underlying mechanism of minimizing ‗process 

losses‘ in teamwork (Steiner, 1972) — coordination and motivation difficulties that waste or misapply 

members‘ time, energy, and expertise of which team performance suffers — and maximizing potential 

‗process gains‘. For example, Smith and colleagues (1994) have reasoned that positive relationship 

processes limit coordination and control demands (i.e., monitoring behavior) for a team and, thus, 

result in better TMT performance. In contrast, when TMT interaction is characterized by tensions and 

animosities, TMT members‘ resources are distracted from taskwork and TMT performance will suffer 

(Amason, 1996; Amason & Mooney, 1999; Simons & Peterson, 2000). 

Although task and relationship processes highlight conceptually distinct aspects of TMT 

interaction and operate according to different theoretical mechanisms, they are intimately 

connected. Task-related discussions during strategic decision making carry relational meanings and 

relationship processes permeate task behavior. Some researchers have argued that ―it is entirely 

possible for groups to have high levels of both interpersonal attraction and task-oriented 

disagreement‖ (Forbes & Milliken, 1999, p. 496) and that ―effective strategic decision making teams 

are somehow able to synthesize the contradictory forces of dissent and consensus during the 

strategic decision-making process‖ (Dooley & Fryxell, 1999, p. 389). Other research indicates that 

achieving optimal levels of task conflict — a task process — on one hand and relationship conflict — a 

relationship process — on the other, might in practice be difficult because the two tend to reinforce 

each other (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003; Simons & Peterson, 2000). We will provide insight in this 

apparent contradiction by analyzing which task and relationship processes have been studied and 

how they relate to outcomes. 

 

TMT Outcomes on Three Levels 

 Most studies on TMT processes have included outcomes that refer to either the organizational, 

TMT, or decision level. Researchers in the upper-echelons tradition with the main objective of 
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explaining organizational performance have typically used indicators of organizational performance 

as outcome measures: Return on Assets - ROA (Iaquinto & Fredrickson, 1997), innovation (Chen, Liu, 

& Tjosvold, 2005; Pitcher & Smith, 2001; West & Anderson, 1996), Return on Investment - ROI 

(Smith et al., 1994), growth, revenues, and profit (Ensley & Pearce, 2001; Ensley, Pearson, & 

Amason, 2002; Pitcher & Smith, 2001) are some examples of these measures. A key strength of 

these indicators is that they are objective measures of TMT outcomes and scholars have suggested 

that organizational performance should be the ultimate criterion for TMT success (Cohen & Bailey, 

1997; Srivastava et al., 2006). 

As outcomes on the TMT level, self perceptions of TMT members about the team‘s 

effectiveness, defined as the extent to which TMT members perceive that they have reached the 

TMT‘s goals, have been used (Flood et al., 2000). Additionally, Edmondson and colleagues (2003), 

referring to the literature on nonmanagerial teams (Hackman, 1987, 2002), proposed three TMT 

level indicators of team effectiveness: first, the degree to which the TMT‘s decisions enhance 

organizational performance; second, TMT members‘ commitment to implementing team decisions and 

willingness to work together in the future; and third, the extent to which the TMT process meets 

members‘ psychological needs for growth and satisfaction (see also Cohen & Bailey, 1997, for more 

examples of team effectiveness measures from team research). 

On yet another level, researchers have used characteristics of TMT strategic decisions as 

outcome measures. Examples are: decision quality (Amason, 1996; Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2006; 

Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; Janssen, Van de Vliert, & Veenstra, 1999), TMT members‘ acceptance of 

decisions (Amason, 1996; Janssen et al., 1999), and TMT members‘ commitment to implementing 

decisions (Amason, 1996; Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; Olson et al., 2007). In this review, we will 

investigate whether the relationships between TMT processes and outcomes vary with different 

outcome measures. We distinguish between outcomes that relate to organizational performance (i.e., 

the various financial indicators), to the TMT (i.e., team effectiveness), and to characteristics of 

strategic decisions (i.e., quality, timeliness)
3
. 

 

Method 

 

We performed a structured literature search by using the Ebsco Business Premier and PsychArticles 

databases to identify studies that empirically investigated TMT internal processes and emergent 

states. From the articles that emerged from this search, we traced references to other articles that 

could be relevant to our purpose. We included articles that empirically investigated TMT processes 

and at least one outcome measure. Two studies have been included that did not incorporate outcome 

measures, but that specifically tested relationships among task processes, relationship processes, 

and emergent states (Knight et al., 1999; Simons & Peterson, 2000). We took the study of Smith and 

colleagues (1994) as our starting point as this was the first to empirically investigate the role of TMT 

processes. As we focused on studies that related processes to outcomes, TMT studies that only 

                                                 
3 For a more detailed perspective on the dimensionality of TMT performance, see chapter 5 of this 
dissertation. In the current chapter, we focus on existing outcome measures from the reviewed studies with 
the purpose of assessing the effects of TMT processes and emergent states on these outcomes. 
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investigated the effects of TMT composition on TMT processes and/or outcomes have not been 

included in the review
4
. 

For classifying investigated variables as task processes, relationship processes or emergent 

states, we based ourselves on the conceptualizations and operationalizations of the constructs. For 

example, when ‗communication‘ was included as a variable (Smith et al., 1994), we analyzed the 

operationalization and measures that the authors used and concluded that this study‘s 

‗communication frequency‘ could be seen as a task process, as it referred to the frequency of TMT 

meetings. In contrast, their variable ‗informal communication‘ was classified as a relationship 

process, because informality was seen as a relational aspect of interaction rather than primarily 

referring to taskwork. To make the distinction between processes and emergent states, we analyzed 

if the construct represented ―TMT members‘ interdependent acts‖, or rather ―qualities of a team that 

represent member attitudes, values, cognitions, and motivations‖ (Marks et al., 2001, p. 357), in 

which case the construct was classified as an emergent state. When in doubt about classifying a 

construct as a task or relationship process or emergent state, the scale items of the measure were 

the final criterion for our decisions. 

 

TMT Structure and the Teamness of TMTs 

Some variables in the studies we reviewed related to aspects of TMT dynamics that were not 

processes or emergent states, but rather represented structural characteristics of the TMT. Team 

structure is the relatively stable pattern of relationships among team members that determine the 

allocation of tasks, responsibilities, and authority (Forsyth, 1999; Stewart & Barrick, 2000). Two 

important features of team structure are interdependence and team autonomy (Cohen & Bailey, 

1997; Stewart & Barrick, 2000). Using this classification, we identified the constructs of ‗TMT 

interdependence‘ (Barrick et al., 2007; Janssen et al., 1999) and ‗decision centralization‘ (Hendriks, 

2004) as characteristics of TMT structure. TMT structure has been proposed as a moderator for the 

relationship between TMT processes and outcomes (Barrick et al., 2007), and therefore, we analyzed 

the role of these variables as they could aid in achieving our primary goal of getting insight in how 

TMT internal processes and emergent states relate to outcomes
5
. 

 Related to TMT structure is the question to the ‗teamness‘ of TMTs. Although the term ‗top 

management team‘ has been used in scientific publications for more than twenty years, scholars have 

argued that TMTs might function rather as co-acting groups in which the CEO and direct advisors 

function as ‗semi-autonomous barons‘ (Hambrick, 1994, 2007). Others have suggested that TMTs 

should be seen as flexible groups that include and exclude top executives depending on the specific 

decisions to be made (Roberto, 2003). This is in contrast to the description of an actual team as ―a 

collection of individuals who are interdependent in their tasks, who share responsibility for outcomes, 

                                                 
4 Some studies have investigated the internal processes of the TMTs from 'new venture' organizations. We 
choose to not include these studies, because of the inherent faultline between members from the two 
merging organizations that is present in such TMTs (Li & Hambrick, 2005). This can be expected to lead to 
TMT internal processes that are qualitatively different from those in other TMTs. 
5 Team researchers have also studied TMT structure as an input (e.g., Stewart & Barrick, 2000) or output 
(e.g., Langfred, 2007) variable to explain TMT internal processes and states. We report here the studies that 
incorporated team structure in a TMT setting, in which TMT structure was modeled as a moderator for the 
relationship of TMT processes and states to outcomes. 
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who see themselves and who are seen by others as an intact social entity embedded in one or more 

larger social systems and who manage their relationships across organizational boundaries‖ (Cohen & 

Bailey, 1997; Hackman, 1987). Hambrick (1994, 2007) argued that a TMT‘s teamness is enhanced 

when it is behaviorally integrated and when TMT members engage in mutual and collective 

interaction. A behaviorally integrated TMT shares information, resources, and decisions. Additionally, 

a TMT has been argued to be a ‗real team‘ if it is interdependent in its work, has clear boundaries 

about who is in the team, and is reasonably stable in its membership over time (Hackman, 2002; 

Wageman, Nunes, Burruss, & Hackman, 2008). 

The teamness of TMTs might influence the relationships between TMT internal processes, 

emergent states, and outcomes. Internal processes might be different and have differential effects 

depending on the extent to which TMTs function as a real team versus as a co-acting group (Barrick 

et al., 2007). Although most studies did not explicitly measure variables that could indicate the 

degree of teamness of the TMTs in the samples, researchers have used multiple ways to identify the 

TMTs, such as selecting all managers above the level of vice-president or asking the CEO to identify 

the TMT (Certo et al., 2006; Cohen & Bailey, 1997). Differences in selection method might serve as a 

coarse indicator of the extent to which the TMTs are real teams or not. When a TMT exists as a 

distinct social entity in an organization, it is likely to have more characteristics of a real team than a 

when researchers have identified TMT members by selecting top managers on the base of job titles. 

Therefore, we inspected in the reviewed studies how researchers had identified the TMTs by 

distinguishing between three options: the TMT was identified by the organization (i.e., the TMT 

existed as distinct social entity), by the CEO (i.e., a TMT could be identified, but it is not necessarily 

clear if this identified group of top managers functions as a distinct social entity or not), or by the 

researchers (i.e., researchers constructed a TMT based on job titles). 

 

Presentation of Review Results 

Table 2.1 presents the results of the search and classification process. We identified 27 

studies that empirically investigated TMT processes and emergent states. The table provides an 

overview of the measured variables in the studies — classified as composition, structure, task 

processes, relationship processes, emergent states, and outcomes — the research methods and 

samples that were used, the identification of the TMTs — by the researchers, CEO, or organization, — 

as well as the main results of the studies. To indicate significant relationships, we used the criterion 

that the results were at least significant at the level of p < .05. In the following, we will describe the 

characteristics of the studies included in the review and analyze the results. 
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Table 2.1. Characteristics of empirical studies on TMT processes and emergent states in relation to outcomes 

 

Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

1.  
Amason 
(1996)  
Academy of 
Management 
Journal 

- TMT size 
- CEO tenure 
- Average team 

tenure 

Task process 
- Cognitive 

conflict 
 
Relationship 
process 
- Affective 

conflict 
 

Decision level 
- Decision 

quality 
- Understanding 

of decision 
- Commitment 

to decision 
- Affective 

acceptance of 
decision 

Questionnaires to 
all team members 
about one specific 
strategic decision.  
 
In sample 2: 
additional semi-
structured 
interviews  

2 samples: 
 
1. 48 TMTs 
from food 
industry (USA) 
 
2. 5 TMTs 
from 
manufacturing 
firms (USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size sample 1: 
3.44 
 
Average TMT 
size sample 2: 
5 
 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
* Cognitive conflict 
 decision quality: + 
* Cognitive conflict 
 understanding: + 
* Cognitive conflict 
 commitment: n. s. 
* Cognitive conflict 
 affective 
acceptance: + 
 
* Affective conflict 
 decision quality: -  
* Affective conflict 
 understanding: n. 
s.   
* Affective conflict 
 commitment: n. s. 
* Affective conflict 
 affective 
acceptance: - 

2. 
Amason & 
Mooney 
(1999)  
International 
Journal of 
Conflict 
Management 

- TMT size 
- CEO tenure 

Task process 
- Cognitive 

conflict 
 
Relationship 
process 
- Affective 

conflict 
 

Organization level 
- ROA (3-year 

average) 
- ROS (3-year 

average) 
- Organizational 

slack 
 
NB. Outcomes are 

Questionnaires to 
all team members 
about one specific 
strategic decision 

44 TMTs in 
mid-size firms 
from 
computer 
software and 
restaurant 
industry (USA) 
 
TMT identified 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
Past performance  
cognitive conflict: n. 
s.  
 
Past ROA  
affective conflict: - 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

Emergent states 
- Openness 

norms 
- Mutuality 

norms 
 

studied as inputs 
for conflict 
 

by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
4.8 

Past ROS  affective 
conflict: - 
Past slack  
affective conflict:    
n. s. 
 
Openness & 
mutuality norms 
cognitive conflict: n. 
s.  
Mutuality norms 
affective conflict: -  
Openness norms   
affective conflict:    
n. s.  

3. Barrick, 
Bradley, 
Kristof-
Brown, & 
Colbert 
(2007) 
Academy of 
Management 
Journal 

- TMT size 
- Firm size 
- Firm age 
- TMT demographic 

composition in 
terms of tenure, 
age, education, 
sex 

 
TMT structure 
Interdependence 
 

Task process 
Communication 
 
Emergent states 
Cohesion 
 
NB. In analyses 
communication and 
cohesion combined 
into one factor 
‗team mechanisms´ 
(classified as task 
process) 

TMT level 
Team performance 
(CEO rating) 
 
Organization level 
Organizational 
performance (mean 
of 4 measures 
obtained with 1-
year time-lag: Net 
worth to total 
assets, delinquent 
loans to total loans, 
net charge-offs to 
average loans, 
return on average 
assets (ROA).  
 

Questionnaires to 
CEO and TMT 
members 

94 TMTs from 
credit union 
industry 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
6.4 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
* Team 
interdependence  
team performance: - 
* Team 
interdependence  
firm performance: - 
* Team mechanisms 
 team 
performance: - 
* Team mechanisms 
 firm performance: 
- 
Team 
interdependence x 
team mechanisms  
team performance: + 
Team 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 
interdependence x 
team mechanisms  
firm performance: + 

4. 
Barsade, 
Ward, Turner 
& Sonnenfeld 
(2000)  
Administrative 
Science 
Quarterly 

- Positive affect 
(PA) 

- Perceived group 
positive culture 

- CEO participative 
leadership 
(treated as 
outcome & judged 
by team 
members) 

 

Task processes 
Task conflict 
 
Relationship 
process 
Emotional conflict 
 
Emergent state 
TMT 
cooperativeness 

Organizational 
level 
Market adjusted 
return 
 
NB. Also individual 
level outcomes 
included: 
- interpersonal 

satisfaction 
within the 
TMT 

- perceived 
influence on 
TMT 

Questionnaires 
(distributed at 2 
CEO conferences) 

62 TMTs from 
various 
industries 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
4.41 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
* Task conflict  
market adjusted 
return: n. s. 
* Emotional conflict 
 market adjusted 
return: n. s. 
* TMT 
cooperativeness  
market adjusted 
return: n. s. 
 

5. 
Bunderson & 
Sutcliffe 
(2003) 
Journal of 
Applied 
Psychology 

- Market 
favorability 

- Team size 
- Average position 

tenure 
- Position tenure 

heterogeneity 
- Average industry 

tenure 
- Industry tenure 

heterogeneity 
- Functional 

background 
heterogeneity 

Task process 
Communication 
frequency 
 
Emergent state 
Team learning 
orientation 

Organization level 
- Performance-

to-plan 
- Profit-per-

unit 

Questionnaires 44 TMTs from 
business units 
from Fortune 
100 consumer 
products 
company 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
Organization 
( real teams) 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
11 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
* Communication 
frequency  
performance-to-
plan: n. s. 
* Team learning 
orientation  
performance-to-
plan: -  
Team learning 
orientation

2
  

performance-to-
plan: -  
 
* Communication 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 
frequency  profit-
per-unit: n. s. 
* Team learning 
orientation  profit-
per-unit: -  
Team learning 
orientation

2
  

profit-per-unit: -  
 
Team learning 
orientation x 
performancet-1  
performance-to-
plan: - 
Team learning 
orientation x 
performancet-1  
profit-per-unit: - 

6. 
Carmeli & 
Schaubroeck 
(2006)  
Leadership 
Quarterly 

- Industry 
conditions (5 
aspects) 

- Organizational 
age 

- Organizational 
size 

Task process 
Behavioral 
integration 
(collaborative 
behavior, 
information 
exchange, and joint 
decision making) 

TMT level 
TMT decision 
quality (self-
perception) 
 
Organization level 
Organizational 
decline 
 

Questionnaires 116 TMTs, via 
executive 
training 
program 
(Israel) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
Researcher 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
5.86 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
* TMT behavioral 
integration  
organizational 
decline: - 
* TMT behavioral 
integration  
decision quality: + 
Decision quality  
organizational 
decline: - 
NB. Effect of TMT 
behavioral 
integration still 
significant 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

7. 
Chen, Liu, & 
Tjosfold 
(2005) 
Journal of 
Management 
Studies 

n. a. Task processes 
- Cooperative 

conflict 
- Competitive 

conflict 
- Avoiding 

conflict 
- Productive 

conflict 

TMT level 
Team effectiveness 
(CEO rating) 
 
Organization level 
Organizational 
innovation  
(CEO rating) 

Questionnaires to 
CEO‘s and vice 
presidents via 
executive education 
program 

105 TMTs 
from various 
industries 
(China) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
"between 3 
and 6" 

Analysis: structural 
equation analysis 
 
Cooperative conflict 
 productive 
conflict: + 
Competitive conflict 
 productive 
conflict: - 
Avoiding conflict  
productive conflict: 
n. s. 
* Productive conflict 
 TMT 
effectiveness: + 
TMT effectiveness  
innovation: + 

8. 
Dooley & 
Fryxell, 
(1999) 
Academy of 
Management 
Journal 

- TMT size 
- Organizational 

slack 
 

Task process 
Dissent 
 
Emergent states 
- Loyalty 
- Competence 
 

Decision level 
- Decision 

commitment 
- Decision 

quality 

Questionnaires 86 TMTs of 
hospitals 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
8.14 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
* Dissent  decision 
quality: + 
* Dissent  decision 
commitment: + 
 
* Loyalty  decision 
quality: n. s. 
* Loyalty  decision 
commitment: n. s. 
 
* Competence  
decision quality: n. s. 
* Competence  
decision 
commitment: + (NB. 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 
Significant direct 
effect disappears 
when interaction 
effect included) 
 
Dissent x loyalty  
decision quality: + 
Dissent x 
competence  
decision quality: n. s. 
Dissent x loyalty  
decision 
commitment: n. s. 
Dissent x 
competence  
decision 
commitment: + 

9. 
Elron (1997) 
Leadership 
Quarterly 

Cultural heterogeneity Task process 
Issue-based 
conflict 
 
Emergent state 
Social cohesion 

TMT level 
TMT performance  
(self-ratings of 
TMT members) 
 
Organization level 
Subsidiary 
performance: 
(weighted 
composite from 
TMT members‘ 
perceptions) 

Pilot interviews, 
questionnaires, 
computed 
measures for 
cultural 
heterogeneity 

121 
subsidiary 
TMTs from 22 
multinationals 
(34 countries) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
Researcher 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
"between 6 
and 7" 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
* Issue based conflict 
 TMT performance: 
- 
* Social cohesion  
TMT performance: + 
TMT performance  
subsidiary 
performance: + 

10. Farrell, 
Flood, Mac 
Curtain, 
Hannigan, 

- CEO 
transformational 
leadership 

- Team size 

Emergent state 
TMT trust 

Organization level 
Organizational 
learning, consisting 
of 2 subscales: 

Questionnaires to 
TMT members and 
"core workers"  

38 TMTs from 
small to 
medium-sized 
software 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
* TMT trust  ability 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

Dawson, & 
West (2005) 
The Irish 
Journal of 
Management 

- [Employees‘] 
Ability to 
combine and 
exchange 
information 

- [Employees‘] 
Motivation to 
combine and 
exchange 
information 

companies 
(Ireland) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
not reported 

to combine and 
exchange 
information: + 
* TMT trust  
motivation to 
combine and 
exchange 
information: n. s. 
 
CEO 
transformational 
leadership  TMT 
trust: + 
CEO 
transformational 
leadership  ability 
to combine and 
exchange 
information: + 
CEO 
transformational 
leadership  
motivation to 
combine and 
exchange 
information: + 

11. 
Flood, 
Hannan, 
Smith, Turner, 
West, & 
Dawson 
(2000) 
European 
Journal of 

CEO characteristics: 

CEO Leadership style 
(authoritarian, 
transactional, 
transformational, 
laissez faire) 

Task process 
Consensus decision 
making 
 
Emergent state 
Social integration 

TMT level 
TMT effectiveness 
(self-reported by 
TMT members) 

Questionnaires 83 TMTs from 
high 
technology 
firms (67 USA 
and 26 Irish) 
 
NB. No 
differences in 
results 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
Social integration  
consensus decision 
making: + 
* Social integration 
 TMT 
effectiveness: + 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

Work and 
Organisational 
Psychology 

between 
samples 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
not reported 

* Consensus decision 
making  TMT 
effectiveness:  +   
(NB: Effect social 
integration 
disappears) 
 
Authoritarian 
leadership  TMT 
effectiveness: n. s. 
(NB. Effect becomes 
n. s. after consensus 
decision making in 
model) 
Laissez faire 
leadership  TMT 
effectiveness: - 
Transactional 
leadership  TMT 
effectiveness: n. s. 
Transformational 
leadership  TMT 
effectiveness:  +  
(NB. Effect remains 
significant. after 
consensus decision 
making in model) 

12. 
Hendriks 
(2004) 
PhD thesis 

- Functional 
diversity 

- Skill diversity 
- Locus of control 

diversity 
 
TMT structure 
Centralization of 

Task process 
Accurate 
communication 
 
Emergent states 
Cohesion 

Organization level 
- Project 

problems (as 
inverse 
indicator for 
implementatio
n 
effectiveness) 

Interviews with CEO 
and questionnaires 
for TMT 

38 TMTs of IT 
service firms 
(Netherlands 
and Belgium) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
* Accurate 
communication  
firm profitability: + 
* Cohesion  firm 
profitability: n. s. 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

decision making - Firm 
profitability –
(Return on 
Sales) 

 
Average TMT 
size:  
4.94 

* Centralization  
firm profitability: + 
 
* Accurate 
communication  
project problems:    
n. s.  
* Cohesion  project 
problems: - 
* Centralization  
project problems: - 

13. 
Iaquinto & 
Fredrickson 
(1997) 
Strategic 
Management 
Journal 

- Environmental 
stability 

- Past performance 
- Organizational 

size 
- TMT size 
- TMT tenure 

Emergent state 
TMT agreement on 
comprehensiveness 
of strategic 
decision process  

Organization level 
ROA (5-year 
average: following 
decision and prior 
to decision) 

Decision scenario 
questionnaire 

95 TMTs from 
three different 
industries  
(use of 
samples from 
earlier studies 
Fredrickson 
and 
colleagues, 
1984, 1984, 
& 1989) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
4.29 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
* TMT agreement  
ROA: +  
Past performance  
TMT agreement : + 

14. Janssen, 
Van de Vliert, 
& Veenstra 
(1999) 
Journal of 

TMT structure 
Positive 
interdependence 

Task processes 
- Task conflict 
- Integrative 

conflict 
behavior 

Decision level 
- Decision 

quality 
- Affective 

acceptance of 

Questionnaires 102 managers 
that 
functioned in 
management 
teams 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
(on individual level) 
 
Positive 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

Management - Distributive 
conflict 
behavior 

 
Relationship 
process 
Person conflict 
 

decisions (Netherlands) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
Respondents 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
7 

interdependence  
integrative behavior: 
+ 
Task conflict  
integrative behavior: 
n. s. 
Person conflict  
integrative behavior: 
- 
 
Positive 
interdependence  
distributive behavior: 
+ 
Task conflict  
distributive behavior: 
n. s. 
Person conflict  
distributive behavior: 
+ 
 
Positive 
interdependence  
decision quality: + 
Task conflict  
decision quality: n. s. 
Person conflict  
decision quality: - 
 
Positive 
interdependence  
affective 
acceptance: + 
Task conflict  
affective 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 
acceptance: n. s. 
Person conflict  
affective 
acceptance: - 
 
NB. For all 
dependent variables: 
3-way interaction 
effects of PI x TC x 
PC; effect is negative 
for distributive 
behavior and positive 
for all other 
variables. All 2-way 
interaction effects: 
n. s.  

15. 
Knight, 
Pearce, 
Smith, Olian, 
Sims, Smith, & 
Flood. (1999) 
Strategic 
Management 
Journal 

- Location (USA or 
Ireland) 

- Functional 
diversity 

- Age diversity 
- Educational 

diversity 
- Employment 

tenure diversity 

Task process 
Agreement seeking 
 
Relationship 
process 
Interpersonal 
conflict 
 
Emergent state 
Strategic 
consensus 
(measured as 
similarity in mental 
models in TMT 
members' 
interpretations of 
firms‘ strategic 
orientation) 

n. a. Interviews with 
CEO‘s 
Questionnaires for 
TMT on 
demographic, 
process-oriented 
issues and 
questions testing 
mental models 

2 samples  
 
53 TMTs from 
high-
technology 
firms (USA) 
26 TMTs from 
subsidiaries of 
USA multi-
nationals 
(Ireland) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
not reported 

Analysis: structural 
equation modeling 
 
Interpersonal conflict 
 agreement 
seeking: - 
Agreement seeking 
 strategic 
consensus: + 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

16. Lubatkin, 
Simsek, Ling, 
& Veiga 
(2006) 
Journal of 
Management 

- TMT size 
- TMT tenure 

Task process 
Behavioral 
integration (during 
past 3 years) 

Organization level 
- Firm 

ambidextrous 
orientation 

- Firm 
performance 
(with 1-year 
time-lag) 

Questionnaires 139 TMTs 
from small- to 
medium-sized 
firms from 
various 
industries in 
New England 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
4.4 

Analysis: structural 
equation modeling 
 
* TMT behavioral 
integration  firm 
ambidextrous 
orientation: + 
Firm ambidextrous 
orientation  firm 
performance: + 
 
NB. Model that 
included additional 
direct link between 
TMT behavioral 
integration and firm 
performance had 
poorer fit 

17. Olson, 
Parayitam, & 
Bao (2007) 
Journal of 
Management 

- Cognitive 
diversity 

- TMT size 
- TMT tenure 
 

Task process 
Task conflict 
 
Relationship 
process 
Relationship 
conflict 
 
Emergent state 
Competence-
based trust 
 

Decision level 
- Decision 

understanding  
- Decision 

commitment 
- Decision 

quality 

Questionnaires 85 TMTs of 
hospitals 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
4.8 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
and structural 
equation modeling 
 
Relationship conflict 
 task conflict: + 
Cognitive diversity  
task conflict: + 
Competence-based 
trust  task conflict: 
+ 
Cognitive diversity x 
competence-based 
trust  task conflict: 
+ 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 
* Task conflict  
decision 
understanding: + 
* Task conflict  
decision 
commitment: + 
* Task conflict  
decision quality: + 

18. 
Peterson, 
Owens, 
Tetlock, Fan, 
& Martorana  
(1998) 
Organizational 
Behavior and 
Human 
Decision 
Processes 

n. a. Emergent states 
1. Rigidity - 
flexibility 
2. Control - crisis 
3. Optimism - 
pessimism 
4. Leader 
weakness - 
strength 
5. Factionalism - 
cohesiveness 
6. Legalism - 
corruption 
7. Decentralization 
- centralization  
8. Risk averse - 
risk taking 

Organization level 
Successful and 
unsuccessful TMTs 
pre-defined 

Analysis of 
historical case 
studies (texts) by 
using Corporate 
Group Dynamics Q-
sort (GDQ) 
 

7 TMTs from 
large business 
organizations 
in successful 
and 
unsuccessful 
period 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
Researchers 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
not reported 

Analysis: 
correlations 
 
Successful TMTs 
showed: 
- more 

intellectual 
ability 

- less 
consciousness 
of crisis 

- less pessimism 
(more optimism) 

- greater leader 
strength 

- more 
cohesiveness 

- less corruption 
- less 

centralization 
- more risk-

taking 
19. 
Peterson, 
Smith, 
Martorana, & 
Owens (2003) 

CEO characteristics  
- Conscientiousness 
- Neuroticism 
- Agreeableness 
- Extraversion 

Emergent states 
1. Rigidity - 
flexibility 
2. Control - crisis 
3. Optimism - 

Organization level 
Income growth 
(corrected for 
attenuation)  

Studies of archival 
material (written 
reports) 
Personality data 
from archival 

17 CEO‘s of 
different, 
large 
organizations 
from the past 

Analysis: 
correlations 
 
Flexibility  income 
growth: + 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

Journal of 
Applied 
Psychology 

- Openness pessimism 
4. Leader 
weakness - 
dominance 
5. Factionalism - 
cohesiveness 
6. Legalism - 
corruption 
7. Decentralization 
- centralization  
8. Risk averse - 
risk taking 

sources, for 
classifying: 
California Adult Q-
Set 
TMT group 
dynamics, for 
classifying: Group 
Dynamics Q-sort 

25 years 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
Researchers 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
not reported 

Crisis  income 
growth: n. s. 
Pessimism  income 
growth: - 
Leader dominance  
income growth: n. s. 
Cohesiveness  
income growth: + 
Corruption  income 
growth: n. s. 
Centralization  
income growth: n. s. 
Risk taking  
income growth: + 

20. 
Pitcher & 
Smith (2001) 
Organization 
Science 

- Industry 
experience 

- TMT tenure 
- Functional 

diversity 
- Personality 

diversity 
 
TMT structure 
Power distribution 

Task processes 
- Formal vs. 

informal 
decision 
making 
process  

- Centralized 
vs. 
decentralized 
decision 
making 
process 

 

Organization level 
- Diversification 
- Innovation 
- Asset growth 
- Market/book 

value 

Observation, 
archival data, 
informal meetings 
and 50 interviews 
with TMT members 

TMT from 
financial 
services firm 
over an eight 
year period in 
which TMT 
composition 
changed 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
8 

Analysis: qualitative 
analyses 
 
Informal and 
decentralized 
decision making 
processes were 
associated with high 
diversification and 
good TMT 
performance. 
 
Increased formalized 
and centralized 
decision making 
processes were 
associated with a 
moderate degree of 
diversification, as 
well as reaching an 
assets plateau. 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 
 
Complete formalized 
and centralized 
decision making 
processes were 
associated with low 
diversification, low 
innovation, and 
decreased market-
book values. 

21. 
Rau (2005) 
Small Group 
Research 

- Organizational 
size 

- Organizational 
strategy 

- Expertise 
composition 

Relationship 
process 
Relationship 
conflict 
 
Emergent states 
- Trust 
- Expertise 

location (as 
dimension of 
TMT 
transactive 
memory) 

 
As controls: 
Control resolution 
(4 techniques: 
ignoring or 
avoiding issues, 
smoothing over 
issues, openly 
confronting issues, 
resorting to 
authority) 

Organization level 
Return on average 
assets at the end of 
the year 

Questionnaires 111 TMTs 
from banks in 
Minnesota 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
5.05 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
* Relationship 
conflict  
performance: - 
* Trust  
performance: n. s. 
("marginally 
significant") 
* Expertise 
location 
performance: + 
 
Conflict resolution  
performance: n. s. 
 
Expertise location x 
relationship conflict 
 performance: n. s. 
("marginally 
significant") 
Expertise location x 
trust  
performance: n. s. 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

22. 
Simons, 
Pelled, & 
Smith (1999) 
Academy of 
Management 
Journal 

- TMT tenure 
- Educational level 
- Functional 

background 
- TMT size 
- Perceived 

environmental 
uncertainty (PEU) 
diversity 

 

Task process 
Team debate 

Decision level 
Decision 
comprehensiveness 
 
Organization level 
- Change in 

profitability 
- Change in 

sales 

Questionnaires 
(about one specific 
decision) 

N= 57 TMTs 
of high 
technology 
firms 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
6.06 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
* Debate  
comprehensiveness: 
+ 
* Debate  change 
in profitability: n. s. 
* Debate  change 
in sales: n. s. 
 
Debate x PEU 
diversity  change 
in profitability: + 
Debate x PEU 
diversity  change 
in sales: + 
 
After interaction 
effects 
comprehensiveness 
has mediating effect 
on both change in 
sales and 
profitability 

23. 
Simons & 
Peterson 
(2000)  
Journal of 
Applied 
Psychology 

n. a. Task processes 
- Control tactics 
- Task conflict  
 
Relationship 
process 
Relationship 
conflict 
 
Emergent state 

n. a. Questionnaires 70 TMTs of 
hotel 
companies 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
 

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
Task conflict  
relationship conflict: 
+ 
Intra-team trust  
relationship conflict: 
- 
Control tactics  
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

Intra-team trust 
 

Average TMT 
size:  
5 

relationship conflict: 
- 
Loudness  
relationship conflict: 
+ 
 
Task conflict x intra-
group trust  
relationship conflict: 
- 
Task conflict x 
control tactics  
relationship conflict: 
n. s. 
Task conflict x 
loudness  
relationship conflict: 
n. s. 
 
NB. In model with 
interaction terms, 
the direct effects of 
control tactics and 
loudness disappear, 
but not the direct 
effects of task 
conflict and intra-
team trust. 
 
NB. Low intra-team 
trust is related to a 
stronger positive 
association between 
task conflict and 
relationship conflict 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

24. 
Simsek, 
Veiga, 
Lubatkin, & 
Dino (2005)  
Academy of 
Management 
Journal 

- CEO collectivistic 
orientation 

- CEO tenure 
- TMT demographic 

diversity in terms 
of TMT tenure, 
education level, & 
functional 
background 

- TMT goal 
preference 
diversity 

- TMT tenure 
- TMT size 

Task process 
Behavioral 
integration  
 
NB. Emergent state 
studied as outcome 

Organization level 
Firm performance 
(measured as 
control for 
behavioral 
integration) 

Questionnaires 
 
CEO‘s reported 
characteristics of 
their TMT 

402 CEO‘s of 
small and 
medium-sized 
firms 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
4.75 

Analysis: structural 
equation modeling 
 
TMT goal preference 
diversity  
behavioral 
integration: - 
 
Firm size  
behavioral 
integration: - 
Firm performance  
behavioral 
integration: + 
 
R

2
 was highest for 

model with 
determinants from 
CEO, TMT, and firm 
level  ―TMT 
behavioral 
integration is multi-
level in origin‖ 

25. 
Smith, Smith, 
Olian, Sims, O‘ 
Bannon & 
Scully (1994) 
Administrative 
Science 
Quarterly 

- TMT size 
- TMT tenure 
- TMT 

heterogeneity 

Task process 
Communication 
frequency 
 
Relationship 
process 
Informal 
communication 
 
Emergent state 
Social integration 

Organization level 
- ROI 
- One-year 

sales growth 

Interviews with 
CEOs and 
questionnaires 
Model testing for 
influence 
demographics and 
process variables 

53 TMTs of 
high-
technology 
firms (USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
5.2 

Analysis: multiple 
regression and path 
analysis 
 
Little support for 
demography model. 
Partial support for 
intervening model. 
 
* Communication 
frequency  ROI: - 
* Communication 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 
frequency  Sales 
growth: - 
 
* Informal 
communication  
ROI: n. s. 
* Informal 
communication  
Sales growth: - 
 
* Social integration 
 ROI: + 
* Social integration 
 Sales growth: + 

26. 
Srivastava, 
Bartol, & 
Locke (2006) 
Academy of 
Management 
Journal 

- TMT tenure 
- Number of 

respondents 
- Educational 

diversity 
- Proportion of 

members with 
hotel 
management 
education 

 
CEO characteristic: 
Empowering 
leadership 

Task process 
Knowledge sharing 
 
Emergent  state 
TMT efficacy 
 

Organization level 
Hotel property 
performance: 
relative room rate 
realization as 
compared to local 
competitors 
 
NB. The authors 
have named this 
‗team performance‘ 

Questionnaires 102 TMTs 
of medium-
sized hotels 
(USA) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  
Organization 
( real teams) 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
3.81 

Analysis: structural 
equation modeling 
 
Empowering 
leadership  
knowledge sharing: + 
Empowering 
leadership  TMT 
efficacy: + 
 
* Knowledge sharing 
 organizational 
performance: + 
* TMT efficacy  
organizational 
performance: + 

27. 
West & 
Anderson 
(1996) 
Journal of 

1. TMT size 
2. TMT tenure 
3. Proportion of 
innovators 

Task processes 
- Team 

objectives 
(Clarity of and 
commitment 

Organization level 
- Overall 

innovation 
- Number of 

innovations 

- Questionnaires 
- Minutes of 

TMT meetings 
- Audio 

recording of 

27 TMTs from 
hospitals (UK) 
 
TMT identified 
by:  

Analysis: multiple 
regression analysis 
 
NB. Regressions for 
all 9 outcome 
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Author(s), 
year of 
publication, & 
journal of the 
study 

TMT composition 
(selection) & TMT 
structure 

TMT  processes & 
emergent states 

Outcome measures  Research methods Sample, TMT 
identification, 
& average 
TMT size 

Main results for 
relationship TMT 
processes and 
emergent states to 
outcomes 

Applied 
Psychology 

to) 
- Participation 
- Task 

orientation 
- Support for 

innovation 

- Innovation 
radicalness 

- Innovation 
magnitude 

- Innovation 
novelty 

- Innovation 
effectiveness 

- Staff well-
being 

- Administrative 
effectiveness 

- Team self-
reports of 
innovative- 
ness 

 

TMT meetings 
 
NB. Longitudinal 
study 

CEO 
 
Average TMT 
size:  
9 

dimensions and the 4 
task processes as 
predictors.  
 
Team objectives  
any outcome 
measure: n. s. 
Participation  
number of 
innovations: + 
Participation  team 
self-reports of 
innovation: + 
Task orientation  
administrative 
effectiveness: + 
Support for 
innovation  overall 
innovation: + 
Support for 
innovation  
innovation novelty: + 
All other 
combinations of 
processes and 
outcome measures: 
n. s.   

 

Notes. * denotes relationship that is included in figure 2.2; n. s. = not significant; n. a. = not applicable; ROA = Return on Assets; ROS = Return on Sales; ROI = 
Return on Investment 
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Results 

 

Descriptives of Studies in the Review 

 In this section, we will describe characteristics of the studies that investigated TMT processes 

and emergent states that relate to samples, research methods, data analysis, constructs, and 

measures of the studies. 

Samples. The 27 studies in our selection included 29 samples. The sample sizes in these 

studies ranged between 1 and 402 TMTs with a mean of 77 and standard deviation of 73. Most 

studies gathered data from most or all TMT members for an analysis on the team-level. In these 

cases, the criterion for the inclusion of a TMT in the study was usually that at least two TMT members 

had answered the administered questionnaires. Exceptions were two studies in which only CEO‘s were 

included, whom was asked to rate characteristics of their TMTs without further surveying other TMT 

members (Janssen et al., 1999; Simsek, Veiga, Lubatkin, & Dino, 2005). When removing the samples 

that did not include measures from more than one TMT member (Janssen et al., 1999; Simsek et al., 

2005), and samples in which qualitative data were analyzed (Peterson, Owens, Tetlock, Fan, & 

Martorana, 1998; Peterson, Smith, Martorana, & Owens, 2003; Pitcher & Smith, 2001), the mean 

sample size was 74 TMTs with a standard deviation of 33. The average team size of the TMTs in these 

samples ranged from 3.44 (Amason, 1996) to 11 (Bunderson and Sutcliffe, 2003) with a mean of 

5.78 TMT members. 

From the 29 samples, all but 9 consisted of TMTs from the USA. Exceptions included Israel 

(Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2006), China (Chen et al., 2005), Ireland (Farrell et al., 2005; Flood et al., 

2000; Knight et al., 1999) and the Netherlands and Belgium (Hendriks, 2004; Janssen et al., 1999). 

One study explicitly reported to have investigated TMTs from multinational companies that were 

based in the USA and had at least five subsidiaries outside the USA (Elron, 1997).  

TMTs from a variety of industries have been studied. Particularly well represented were high-

technology firms (Farrell et al., 2005; Hendriks, 2004; Janssen et al., 1999; Knight et al., 1999; 

Smith et al., 1994), hospitals (Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; Olson et al., 2007; West & Anderson, 1996), 

financial services organizations (Barrick et al., 2007; Pitcher & Smith, 2001; Rau, 2005), and hotels 

companies (Simons & Peterson, 2000; Srivastava et al., 2006). Other industries included those of the 

consumer products (Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2003), food, and manufacturing (Amason, 1996). 

 Research methods. The research methods used for assessing TMT internal processes and 

emergent states were mostly the administration of questionnaires by TMT members. Organizational 

performance indicators were usually provided by the company, or obtained by analyzing annual 

reports. For the assessment of outcomes on the TMT and decision levels, data were mostly gathered 

from TMT members.  

Data analysis. The data analysis in the studies typically consisted of multiple regression 

analysis on the TMT level, and sometimes structural equation modeling (Chen et al., 2005; Knight et 

al., 1999; Simsek et al., 2005). When processes or emergent states were added as a separate step in 

regression analyses, usually an increase in R2
 of around .10 was achieved (Amason, 1996; Barrick et 

al., 2007; Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2003; Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2006; Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; 

Farrell et al., 2005; Iaquinto & Fredrickson, 1997). 
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 Some interesting exceptions were the studies in which the researchers used qualitative 

techniques for analyzing observational or textual data (Peterson et al., 1998; Peterson et al., 2003; 

Pitcher & Smith, 2001). For example, Peterson and colleagues (1998, 2003) used their 

organizational 'Group Dynamics Q-sort' methodology (GDQ). The GDQ consists of 100 items and 

eight dimensions that describe patterns of TMT dynamics, namely: rigidity - flexibility, control - 

crisis, optimism - pessimism, leader weakness - dominance, factionalism - cohesiveness, legalism - 

corruption, decentralization - centralization, risk averse - risk taking (Peterson et al., 1998; 

Peterson et al., 2003). With as raw data sources the historic texts about companies and TMTs, 

multiple raters completed the GDQ and thereby assessed the TMTs under study on the eight 

dimensions. This methodology is interesting, as it allows for the use of texts as data and a detailed 

analysis of TMT processes by multiple objective raters instead of relying on the self-reports of TMT 

members. 

 Another exception in terms of methodology was Pitcher and Smith‘s (2001) study with a 

combination of quantitative and qualitative data of a series of TMTs in one company during eight 

years. Through the use of observational, archival, interview and questionnaire data from TMT 

members and key others in the organization, the authors provide a rich account of relationships 

between top managers‘ personalities, TMT processes, and organizational performance. In particular, 

this paper showed how a case study method can be combined with large sample research and the 

unique knowledge that can be gained from such triangulation of methods. 

Notwithstanding the insights gained from these exceptions, the majority of the reviewed 

studies used cross-sectional designs and static measures for assessing TMT processes and emergent 

states. This is noteworthy, as a process, by definition, is something which evolves over time and thus 

could best be captured by repeated measures of activities (Weingart, 1997). An additional problem 

with cross-sectional designs is that causal effects of processes and emergent states on outcomes 

cannot be ascertained, amongst others because the effects might become manifest only after a 

certain time-period. Indeed, some recent studies have incorporated a time-lag in their research 

design for the effects of TMT processes on outcomes (Rau, 2005; Srivastava et al., 2006), thereby 

providing more confidence in the conclusion that TMT processes lead to outcomes, instead of the 

other way around (Amason & Mooney, 1999; Peterson & Behfar, 2003). We will come back to the 

implications of this apparent neglect of a temporal dimension in research on TMT processes when 

discussing suggestions for future research. 

 Constructs: task processes. In table 2.2, the definitions of all processes and emergent states 

that have been studied are presented. Most of the processes were classified as task processes and 

most of these referred to aspects of TMT decision making. Task conflict, also called cognitive 

(Amason, 1996; Amason & Mooney, 1999) or issue-based (Elron, 1997) conflict, has been studied 

the most, together with two other variables that essentially capture the same construct: dissent 

(Dooley & Fryxell, 1999) and debate (Simons et al., 1999). Other task processes have been studied 

that describe characteristics of decision making even more explicitly: comprehensiveness of decision 

making (Simons et al., 1999), consensus decision making (Flood et al., 2000; Knight et al., 1999), 

and agreement seeking (Knight et al., 1999). Other task processes that describe more general 

characteristics of TMT interaction are knowledge sharing (Srivastava et al., 2006) and communication 
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frequency (Smith et al., 1994). Finally, the concept of behavioral integration was studied as a meta-

construct encompassing information exchange, collaborative behavior, and joint decision making 

(Hambrick, 1994, 2007; Li & Hambrick, 2005). 

Constructs: relationship processes. Constructs referring to TMT relationship processes are 

informal communication (Smith et al., 1994) and relationship conflict, which was also named 

affective, emotional, person, or interpersonal conflict (Amason, 1996; Amason & Mooney, 1999; 

Barsade et al., 2000; Janssen et al., 1999; Knight et al., 1999; Olson et al., 2007). 

Constructs: emergent states. The emergent states that have been studied vary to a larger 

extent in scope than the task and relationship processes. Therefore, we further classified them as 

primarily referring to either cognitive or affective aspects of TMT states (e.g., Marks et al., 2001). 

States that were primarily cognitive in nature included TMT cooperativeness (Barsade et al., 2000), 

learning orientation (Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2003), competence (Dooley & Fryxell, 1999), loyalty 

(Dooley & Fryxell, 1999), agreement (Iaquinto & Fredrickson, 1997), expertise location (Rau, 2005), 

efficacy (Srivastava et al., 2006), norms of openness and mutuality (Amason & Mooney, 1999), and 

strategic consensus (Knight et al., 1999). 

 Emergent states that were primarily affective in nature included social integration and 

cohesion. In one study, social cohesion was explicitly defined as an emergent state, but could in a 

factor analysis not be clearly distinguished from ‗communication‘ and the authors combined the two 

constructs under the heading of ‗team mechanisms‘ (Barrick et al., 2007), which we classified as a 

task process. The emergent state of intra-TMT trust has both a cognitive and an affective 

component. Partly reflecting the variety of existing conceptualizations of trust in the larger trust 

literature (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, & Camerer, 1998), researchers in the reviewed studies have used 

slightly different ways to conceptualize intra-TMT trust (Farrell et al., 2005; Olson et al., 2007; Rau, 

2005). Without going into an in-depth analysis of the trust construct (but see Mayer, Davis, & 

Schoorman, 1995; Rousseau et al., 1998), we assume that all studies have essentially captured a 

similar construct of generalized expectations of trust among the TMT members and we will treat the 

outcomes of the studies as comparable. 

 Measures. A variety of measures has been used to capture TMT processes and emergent 

states. Given the fact that many constructs were only used in one study, researchers have developed 

their own scales for measuring these constructs, often based on existing measures of team processes 

in research on nonmanagerial teams (Smith et al., 1994). An exception is relationship conflict, which 

has always been measured by using Jehn‘s (1995) four-item scale for this construct (Amason, 1996; 

Amason & Mooney, 1999; Janssen et al., 1999; Knight et al., 1999; Olson et al., 2007; Rau, 2005; 

Simons & Peterson, 2000). Another construct that has been measured in a consistent way is 

behavioral integration (Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2006; Simsek et al., 2005), but this is to date 

relatively new to the literature and has been related to outcomes in only two studies (Carmeli & 

Schaubroeck, 2006; Lubatkin, Simsek, Yan, & Veiga, 2006)
6
.  

Results. Figure 2.2 provides a summary of the direction and significance of the investigated 

direct effects of task processes, relationship processes, and emergent states on organizational, TMT, 

                                                 
6 It has also been shown to relate to firm performance for new venture TMTs (Li & Hambrick, 2005), but the 
studies on new venture TMTs are not reviewed here. 
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and decision outcomes. To ensure comparability, we report only results from studies on the TMT level 

that were analyzed via regression and structural equation analyses and in which processes and 

emergent states were modeled as determinants of TMT outcomes. This involves 19 studies from the 

original selection of 28 studies, in which in total 59 direct-effect relationships were investigated. The 

results from the remaining studies will be considered separately. Figure 2.2 shows that mostly 

relationships between task processes and outcomes (27 relationships) and between emergent states 

and outcomes (24 relationships) have been studied; relationship processes have been studied the 

least (8 relationships). To get a more detailed insight into the variables that had shown significant 

relationships to outcomes, table 2.3 specifies which TMT processes and emergent states were found 

to be significantly related to outcomes as well as the direction of the effects. Thus, whereas figure 

2.2 presents an overview of all relationships, table 2.3 contains significant relationships only. 

In the following, we will first discuss the main effects of task processes, relationship processes, 

and emergent states on outcomes. Next, we will review other findings regarding the potentially 

moderating role of outcome levels, sample characteristics, and relationships among different 

processes and emergent states. 

 

Effects of TMT Task Processes on Outcomes 

 All task processes in the studies were hypothesized to be positively related to outcomes, 

because they were proposed to increase the quality and amount of information during decision 

making. For decision outcomes, such positive effects were found indeed: ten times a positive effect 

was found, whereas only one relationship (i.e., between cognitive conflict and decision commitment, 

Amason, 1996) was not significant. Moreover, no unexpected, opposite effects were found with 

regard to task processes and decision outcomes. The task processes task conflict, dissent, and debate 

(Amason, 1996; Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; Olson et al., 2007; Simons et al., 1999), all referring to the 

open discussion of differences of opinion about the task or decision at hand, were associated with 

better decision quality, understanding, and decision comprehensiveness, and sometimes with higher 

commitment to the decision. However, one of the three relationships for decision commitment was 

not significant. Behavioral integration, which captures the degree to which mutual and collective 

interaction exists in a TMT, also had a positive effect on TMT members‘ perceptions of decision 

quality (Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2006). 

Task processes were also found to positively relate to TMT and organizational outcomes. 

Consensus decision making (Flood et al., 2000) and productive conflict (Chen et al., 2005) both 

contributed to TMT members' higher perceptions of team effectiveness. Accurate communication 

(Hendriks, 2004) and knowledge sharing within the TMT (Srivastava et al., 2006) positively related to 

organizational performance. Behavioral integration was associated with less organizational decline 

(Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2006) and with a higher ambidextrous orientation of organizations (Lubatkin 

et al., 2006). Thus, when decision making is focused on reaching consensus and when conflict is 

perceived to be managed satisfactorily, TMT members perceive their team to perform well. The more 

TMT members perceive that information is openly shared among the members and that the 

information exchanged is accurate, the higher organizational performance. When more mutual and 

collective interaction exists among TMT members, they perceive less organizational decline. 
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Table 2.2. Definitions of investigated constructs classified as task processes, relationship processes, 

and emergent states 

 

Category Construct Definition 

Task 
processes  

1. Task conflict 
(cognitive -;  
Issue-based -) 

Disagreements among team members about the content 
of the task being performed, including differences in 
viewpoints, ideas, and opinions (Barsade et al., 2000; 
Jehn, 1995; Simons & Peterson, 2000) 

 2. Dissent The extent to which TMT members openly express 
differences of opinion during strategic decision making 
(Dooley & Fryxell, 1999) 

 3. Debate The open discussion of task-related differences (Simons 
et al., 1999) 

 4. Comprehensiveness 
of decision making 

The extent to which a TMT attempts to be exhaustive or 
inclusive in making and integrating decisions (Simons et 
al., 1999) 

 5. Consensus decision 
making 

Those processes that encourage and facilitate 
participation by, and agreement among team members 
(Flood et al., 2000; Knight et al., 1999) 

 6. Agreement seeking Those behaviors that are intended to produce consensus 
or agreement among TMT members regarding firm 
strategy (Knight et al., 1999) 

 7. Knowledge sharing Team members sharing task-relevant ideas, information, 
and suggestions with each other (Srivastava et al., 2006) 

 8. Communication 
frequency 

The amount of interaction among team members, whether 
communication occurs in face-to-face meetings (one-
on-one or group), by telephone, by written notes, or by 
electronic mail (Smith et al., 1994) 

 9. Behavioral 
integration 

The degree to which mutual and collective interaction 
exists within the group with three main manifestations: 
information exchange, collaborative behavior, and joint 
decision making (Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2006; Li & 
Hambrick, 2005; Simsek et al., 2005) 

Relationship 
processes 

10. Relationship 
conflict 
(affective -; person 
-; emotional -; 
interpersonal) 

Interpersonal incompatibilities among team members, 
which typically include tension, animosity, and annoyance 
among members in a TMT (Amason, 1996; Amason & 
Mooney, 1999; Barsade et al., 2000; Janssen et al., 
1999; Jehn, 1995; Knight et al., 1999; Olson et al., 2007) 

 11. Informal 
communication 

The extent to which TMTs favor less formal 
communication channels, such as spontaneous 
conversations and unstructured meetings, over more 
formal channels such as highly structured meetings and 
written communication (Smith et al., 1994) 

Emergent 
states 
- cognitive 

12. Cooperativeness The degree to which TMT members view themselves as a 
team, identify with the team and work together 
cooperatively rather than competitive (Barsade et al., 
2000) 

 13. Learning 
orientation 

A team‘s climate of proactive learning (Bunderson & 
Sutcliffe, 2003) 

 14. Competence TMT members‘ belief that the other individuals in a 
decision process are competent in their professed areas of 
expertise (Dooley & Fryxell, 1999) 

 15. Loyalty TMT members‘ belief that the others in a decision process 
will not do him or her harm or take advantage should an 
opportunity arise to do so (Dooley & Fryxell, 1999) 

 16. Agreement on 
decision making 

The shared understanding of the decision-making process 
(Iaquinto & Fredrickson, 1997) 
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Category Construct Definition 

 17. Expertise location TMT members‘ awareness of the location of expertise in 
the team, i.e., knowing who knows what (Rau, 2005) 

 18. Team efficacy The belief of team members in their joint capability of 
executing certain behaviors necessary to attain a desired 
level of performance on specific tasks (Srivastava et al., 
2006) 

 19. Openness norms The TMT‘s willingness to engage in frank and tolerant 
interaction (Amason & Mooney, 1999) 

 20. Mutuality norms The extent to which group members see themselves as 
being mutually responsible and accountable for their 
actions (Amason & Mooney, 1999) 

 21. Strategic 
consensus 

Agreement or overlap among individual team members‘ 
mental models of strategy, but not necessarily implying a 
deliberative consensus-seeking process (Knight et al., 
1999) 

Emergent 
states 
- affective 

22. Social integration The attraction to the TMT, satisfaction with other 
members of the TMT, and social interaction among the 
TMT members (O'Reilly, Caldwell, & Barnett, 1989; Smith 
et al., 1994) 

 23. Social cohesion - An affective, psychological state that reflects the 
shared commitment, attraction, and team pride that 
emerges from the experiences and interactions 
among team members (Barrick et al., 2007) 

- The degree to which TMT members are attracted to 
each other (Elron, 1997; Hendriks, 2004) 

 24. Intra-TMT trust - The expectations, assumptions, or beliefs about the 
likelihood that another‘s future actions will be 
beneficial, favorable, or at least not detrimental to 
one‘s interests (Rau, 2005) 

- A construct being based on the cognitive process of 
choosing whom we will trust (Olson et al., 2007) 

- A construct being based on perceptions of TMT 
members‘ ability, benevolence, and integrity (Farrell 
et al., 2005; Mayer et al., 1995) 
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Notes. Relationships of West and Anderson (1996) are not incorporated in figure 2.2 due to the large 
number of tested relationships in this study (54), which would inflate the results; ROI = Return on 
Investment; n. s. = not significant 
 
Figure 2.2. Number of positive, negative, and non significant relationships of TMT task and 

relationship processes and emergent states to TMT outcomes. 

N pos. effect = 8 
N neg. effect = 3 
N n. s. effect = 4 

N pos. effect = 4 
N neg. effect = 1 
N n. s. effect = 0 

N pos. effect = 1 
N neg. effect = 0 
N n. s. effect = 3 TMT 

emergent 
states 

N total: 24 
N n. s.: 7 

Organizational 
outcomes (e.g., ROI) 

Decision outcomes 
(e.g., quality) 

TMT outcomes  
(e.g., effectiveness) 

N pos. effect = 2 
N neg. effect = 2 
N n. s. effect = 1 

N pos. effect = 3 
N neg. effect = 3 
N n. s. effect = 5 

N pos. effect = 10 
N neg. effect = 0 
N n. s. effect = 1 

TMT 
task 

processes 

Organizational 
outcomes (e.g., ROI) 

Decision outcomes 
(e.g., quality) 

TMT outcomes  
(e.g., effectiveness) 

N total: 27 
N n. s.: 7 

N pos. effect = 0 
N neg. effect = 2 
N n. s. effect = 2 

N pos. effect = 0 
N neg. effect = 0 
N n. s. effect = 0 

N pos. effect = 0 
N neg. effect = 2 
N n. s. effect = 2 

TMT 
relationship 
processes 

N total: 8 
N n. s.: 4 

Organizational 
outcomes (e.g., ROI) 

Decision outcomes 
(e.g., quality) 

TMT outcomes  
(e.g., effectiveness) 
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Table 2.3. Overview of task processes, relationship processes, and emergent states, which have 

shown a significant positive or negative relationship to organizational, TMT, and decision outcomes 

 

 
 
 
 

Organizational outcomes 
(e.g., ROI) 

TMT outcomes 
(e.g., 

effectiveness) 

Decision outcomes 
(e.g., quality) 

Task 
processes 

Positive 
effect 

- Accurate 
communication 
(Hendriks, 2004) 

- Knowledge sharing 
(Srivastava et al., 
2006)  

- Behavioral 
integration (Carmeli 
& Schaubroeck, 
2006; Lubatkin et 
al., 2006) 

- Consensus 
decision 
making (Flood 
et al., 2000)  

- Productive 
conflict (Chen 
et al., 2005) 

 

- Task conflict 
(Amason, 1996; 
Olson et al., 
2007) 

- Dissent (Dooley & 
Fryxell, 1999) 

- Debate (Simons 
et al., 1999) 

- Behavioral 
integration 
(Carmeli & 
Schaubroeck, 
2006)  

Negative 
effect 

- Communication 
frequency (Smith et 
al., 1994) 

- Team mechanisms 
(Barrick et al., 2007) 

- Task conflict 
(Elron, 1997) 

- Team 
mechanisms 
(Barrick et 
al., 2007)  

n. a. 

Relationship 
processes 

Positive 
effect 

n. a. n. a 
 
 

n. a. 

Negative 
effect 

- Relationship conflict 
(Rau, 2005) 

- Informal 
communication 
(Smith et al., 1994) 

n. a. Relationship conflict 
(Amason, 1996) 

Emergent 
states 

Positive 
effect 

- TMT trust (Farrell et 
al., 2005) 

- Centralization 
(Hendriks, 2004) 

- TMT agreement 
(Iaquinto & 
Fredrickson, 1997) 

- Expertise location 
(Rau, 2005) 

- Social integration 
(Smith et al., 1994)  

- TMT efficacy 
(Srivastava et al., 
2006) 

- Social 
cohesion 
(Elron, 1997; 
Hendriks, 
2004) 

- Social 
integration 
(Flood et al., 
2000) 

- Centralization 
(Hendriks, 
2004) 

Competence (Dooley 
& Fryxell, 1999) 

Negative 
effect 

- Team 
interdependence 
(Barrick et al., 2007) 

- Team learning 
orientation 
(Bunderson & 
Sutcliffe, 2003) 

Team 
interdependence 
(Barrick et al., 
2007) 

n. a. 

 

Notes. Relationships of West and Anderson (1996) are not incorporated in this table due to the large number 
of tested relationships (54), which would inflate the results; ROI = Return on Investment; n. a. = not 
applicable 
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Some relationships between task processes and outcomes were not significant and some were 

even in the opposite direction. Task conflict had a negative rather than the expected positive effect 

on TMT performance in one study (Elron, 1997) and communication frequency was unexpectedly 

negatively related to organizational performance (Smith et al., 1994). In response to the negative 

effect of task conflict (Elron, 1997), the authors examined the effects of task conflict on subsequent 

organizational performance — a relationship that had not been hypothesized in their original model — 

and found a positive relationship. The negative relationship between task conflict and self-perceived 

TMT effectiveness and the positive relationship between task conflict and organizational performance 

could indicate that self-perceptions of TMT effectiveness merely represent TMT members‘ 

satisfaction with the TMT process and that task conflict is negatively related to satisfaction (Elron, 

1997). It might also imply that the relationship between task conflict and self-perceived TMT 

effectiveness does not only exist in researchers‘ analyses of TMT functioning, but also in the minds of 

TMT members, which is reflected in their answers on the questionnaire (Staw, 1975; Weingart, 

1997). This suggests a necessity for careful consideration of the outcome measures chosen, as well 

as the specification of the mechanisms that are expected to lead to these outcomes. Common source 

and common method biases should also be considered (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 

2003), as these are possible concerns when interpreting these relationships. 

Communication frequency also had an unexpected negative relationship to organizational 

performance (Smith et al., 1994). Whereas the authors had expected that frequent communication 

would be beneficial for high-speed decision making in the fast-paced environment in which the TMTs 

in their sample operated, the opposite was found: less frequent communication was related to better 

organizational performance. Thus, it might be that frequent TMT communication is an indicator for 

conflict and disagreement, which could lead TMT members to react with ―a flurry of meetings and 

written memos that detract from task-oriented activities‖ (Smith et al., 1994, p. 432). Infrequent 

communication would then indicate that the team is working well with little need for information 

exchange and communication (Smith et al., 1994). 

A later study possibly sheds more light on the negative effect of communication frequency. 

Namely, team mechanisms, consisting of cohesion and communication (Barrick et al., 2007), were 

also found to be negatively related to TMT and organizational performance. This effect only occurred 

when interaction effects between team mechanisms and interdependence were included in the 

regression analyses. Inspection of the interaction effects showed that when interdependence was 

high, team mechanisms had a positive impact on TMT and organizational performance; when 

interdependence was low, team mechanisms had a negative impact. The interaction effects also differ 

somewhat depending on the outcome measure used: when considering TMT performance, TMTs with 

high levels of both interdependence and team mechanisms (i.e., high cohesion and communication) 

outperform team with low interdependence regardless of the level of team mechanisms. When 

considering firm performance, the case is more extreme. With low interdependence, increased team 

mechanisms are related to lower performance; with high interdependence, increased team 

mechanisms have a positive effect, but performance only rises to the same level of teams with low 

interdependence and low team mechanisms. In case the TMTs in the sample of Smith and colleagues 
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(1994), were low in interdependence, these results might explain their unexpected findings. We will 

discuss the role of TMT interdependence in more detail later on in this chapter. 

In summary: 1) TMT interaction that is characterized by dissent and task-related 

disagreements benefits strategic decision making. However, it does not always translate into better 

TMT and organizational performance. 2) The effects of task processes on different outcomes vary, 

pointing at the need for an explicit consideration of the outcome levels chosen (Barrick et al., 2007; 

Elron, 1997) and more insight in the mechanisms by which these outcomes are achieved. 3) 

Interdependence, as an aspect of TMT structure, can moderate relationships between TMT task 

processes and outcomes, showing that increased cohesion and communication are only beneficial for 

TMTs that are highly interdependent. 

 

Effects of TMT Relationship Processes on Outcomes 

 As relationship processes, the constructs of relationship conflict and informal communication 

have been studied. Relationship conflict was found to significantly and negatively relate to decision 

quality and the affective acceptance of decisions (Amason, 1996), and, on the organizational level, 

return on assets (Rau, 2005). On the decision level, the proposed negative effects of relationship 

conflict on decision understanding and -commitment were not found (Amason, 1996). On the 

organizational level, relationship conflict did not have the expected negative effect on market 

adjusted return (Barsade et al., 2000). Relationship conflict was also studied on the individual level, 

as a single TMT member‘s perception of conflict in the TMT as a whole (Janssen et al., 1999). In this 

study, perceptions of relationship conflict were negatively related to perceptions of integrative 

behavior, decision quality, and affective acceptance of decisions and positively to distributive conflict 

behavior, which was defined as the extent to which TMT members try to maximize unequal outcomes 

(Janssen et al., 1999). 

Thus, for relationship conflict, it can be said that although not all effects were significant, if a 

significant effect was found, it was always in the expected direction. We could not detect any 

systematic relationship between the significance of the findings and the type of outcome measures or 

characteristics of the sample. Furthermore, relationship conflict was found to be negatively related to 

the task process of TMT agreement seeking (Knight et al., 1999) and was significantly and positively 

associated with task conflict (Amason, 1996; Amason & Mooney, 1999; Olson et al., 2007; Simons & 

Peterson, 2000). 

For the other relationship process that has been studied, informal communication, an 

unexpected negative effect was found on sales growth and return on investment (Smith et al., 1994). 

While the authors had expected a positive effect, because of the lower needs for coordination and 

control implied by informal communication, apparently, TMTs might need a certain degree of 

formality in communication to ensure frequent information exchange, even when they are socially 

integrated (Smith et al., 1994). Alternatively, informal communication could indicate the existence of 

intra-TMT politics, which may detract time and energy from productive task work and lead to 

decreased performance (Eisenhardt & Bourgeois, 1988). 
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In summary: 1) TMT processes that are characterized by interpersonal animosities are never 

beneficial for TMT outcomes in terms of decision quality and organizational performance, but they do 

not always harm either. 2) The negative effect of relationship conflict could theoretically be mitigated 

through its positive association with task conflict, which was found to positively relate to outcomes. 

However, since relationship conflict is also negatively related to agreement seeking in decision 

making, it might in practice be hard to positively influence outcomes when having relationship conflict 

in the TMT. 3) Informal communication might be a detrimental rather than a beneficial aspect of TMT 

interaction; however, more research is needed to corroborate findings on its effects. 

 

Effects of TMT Emergent States on Outcomes 

 Although the term ‗emergent state‘ is relatively new to the TMT literature (Barrick et al., 2007; 

Srivastava et al., 2006), we found numerous studies that had in fact measured such states. In the 

analysis of the main results, 24 relationships were found. Emergent states have been linked most 

often to organizational outcomes (15 times), and less to TMT (5 times) and decision (4 times) 

outcomes. Most emergent states were hypothesized and found to be positively related to outcomes. 

Emergent states of a cognitive nature for which significant positive effects on outcomes were 

found, included TMT efficacy on organizational performance (Srivastava et al., 2006), TMT 

competence on decision commitment (Dooley & Fryxell, 1999), TMT agreement on ROA (Iaquinto & 

Fredrickson, 1997), and expertise location on ROA (Rau, 2005). Cognitive emergent states for which 

no significant relationships to outcomes were found, included the effect of competence on decision 

quality, those of loyalty on decision quality and -commitment (Dooley & Fryxell, 1999), and the effect 

of cooperativeness on market adjusted return (Barsade et al., 2000). 

Finally, team learning orientation was studied with the aim of testing a non-linear and 

moderating relationship to outcomes (Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2003). Although a negative main effect 

was found for learning orientation on the organizational level outcomes of performance-to-plan and 

profit-per-unit, the effects that the authors had hypothesized and found in their sample were non-

linear. Their theoretical rationale and empirical results show that although a learning orientation is 

positive for a team, from a certain point onward, it distracts time and energy from task behavior in 

which case team performance will decrease. Additionally, the relationship between learning 

orientation and performance is moderated by past performance in such a way that teams with lower 

past performance benefit more from a learning orientation than teams with higher past performance 

(Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2003). 

Emergent states of an affective nature included social integration and cohesion. When TMTs 

were more cohesive and socially integrated as perceived by the TMT members, these members also 

reported the TMT to be more effective (Elron, 1997; Flood et al., 2000) and have less project 

problems (Hendriks, 2004). An increase in their organization‘s ROI and sales growth was also 

observed (Smith et al., 1994). In one case, however, the expected positive effect of cohesion on firm 

performance was not significant (Hendriks, 2004). Barrick and colleagues' (2007) study, in which 

cohesion and communication were combined into a single factor, suggests that the relationship 

between cohesion and performance might be moderated by TMT interdependence. 
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Intra-TMT trust, an emergent state with both cognitive and affective components, was only 

studied in relation to outcomes in two studies (Farrell et al., 2005; Rau, 2005). Farrell and colleagues' 

(2005) results showed that trust was positively related to one measure of organizational learning, 

namely employees‘ ability to combine and exchange information, but not to their other measure, 

employees‘ motivation to combine and exchange information. Rau (2005) found no significant 

relationship between TMT trust and ROA. Other studies on trust that did not aim to establish a 

relationship between trust and outcomes, showed a positive relationship between trust and task 

conflict (Olson et al., 2007), a negative relationship between trust and relationship conflict (Simons & 

Peterson, 2000), and an interaction effect of trust and task conflict on relationship conflict, such that 

the correlation between task and relationship conflict was higher when intra-TMT trust was low 

(Simons & Peterson, 2000). 

In summary: 1) Cognitive states that indicate increased confidence of TMT members in the 

team and in each other and having a team-level information system in place where TMT members 

know who knows what and understand their work in a similar way, seem to benefit organizational 

outcomes. However, since all relationships have been studied only once, the conclusions about the 

effects of any single state on outcomes should be interpreted tentatively. 2) For affective states, it 

seems that TMT cohesion would rather have a positive than a negative effect on outcomes, even 

more so when teams are highly interdependent. Thus, when TMTs experience a state of shared 

commitment, attraction, and team pride and TMT members are attracted to each other, performance 

benefits. However, since not all relationships were significant, the results should be interpreted 

tentatively. 3) The effects of trust on outcomes are indirect via its relation to processes such as task 

and relationship conflict, rather than direct, which was also suggested by recent research on 

nonmanagerial teams (De Jong, 2007; Dirks, 1999; Langfred, 2004). 

 

Moderators: TMT Structure and the Teamness of TMTs 

Some constructs in the studies described structural characteristics of the TMT: TMT 

interdependence and decision centralization. TMT interdependence is ―the extent to which contextual 

features outside an individual and his or her behavior (i.e., tasks and outcomes) define a relationship 

between entities as collective, so that one entity should affect and be affected by the other‖ (Barrick 

et al., 2007, p. 546). Janssen and colleagues (1999, p. 117) have referred to the related construct of 

‗positive interdependence‘ as ―the perceived positive relation between the attainment of one's own 

and the other‘s goals‖. TMT interdependence moderated the relationships between team mechanisms 

— cohesion and communication — and TMT- and organizational-level outcomes (Barrick et al., 2007). 

The other study that also investigated interdependence — albeit with a single TMT member as data 

source instead of the whole TMT — proposed a direct relationship between interdependence and team 

decision effectiveness and suggested that team processes moderated this relationship (Janssen et al., 

1999). This study‘s significant three-way interaction effect led the authors to suggest that 

interdependence is particularly important for a positive impact on team outcomes when task and 

relationship conflict interfere, but less so in situations where only task conflict, only relationship 

conflict, or no conflict at all exist. 
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 Decision centralization has been described as the degree to which decision rights and 

opportunities formally rest with the one person that is highest in the hierarchy versus are equally 

divided among all team members (Bunderson, 2003; Hendriks, 2004). This variable was positively 

related to firm profitability and negatively to project problems (Hendriks, 2004). Thus, there seem to 

be outcome benefits from centralized decision making, possibly relating to the proposed positive 

effects of a certain degree of formality in communication discussed earlier (Smith et al., 1994). 

However, an opposite conclusion was drawn from Pitcher and Smith‘s (2001) eight year multi-

method study. These authors document how subsequent TMTs, with different members, in one 

organization increasingly relied on centralized decision-making processes and formalized 

procedures. This was detrimental to innovation and company performance. Investigating decision 

centralization as a structural characteristic that could shape TMT processes and emergent states has 

been proposed as a necessary step for TMT research (Bunderson, 2003; Finkelstein, 1992). The 

seemingly contradictory findings from the studies included in this review support the need for further 

research. 

We also mentioned earlier that differences might exist between TMTs in their degree of 

'teamness'. Although it was not possible to analyze if the TMTs under study were interdependent in 

their tasks, had clear boundaries and were reasonably stable over time — criteria for the extent to 

which a TMT is a real team (Wageman et al., 2008) — due to a lack of information, we did find some 

teams that clearly existed as distinct social entities in their organizations (Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 

2003; Srivastava et al., 2006) and studies in which the degree of ‗teamness‘ was explicitly 

investigated (Barrick et al., 2007; Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2006; Simsek et al., 2005). Yet, most of 

the teams were identified by the CEOs and might or might not exist in their organizations as distinct 

social entities. Two variables that we discussed before and which could be indicators for teamness of 

TMTs are interdependence and behavioral integration. As interdependence was found to be a 

moderator for the effects of communication and cohesion on organizational performance (Barrick et 

al., 2007) and positive effects were found of TMT behavioral integration on outcomes (Carmeli & 

Schaubroeck, 2006), more attention to the degree of teamness of TMTs seems warranted. These 

constructs could then be modeled as moderators of the relationships between processes, emergent 

states, and outcomes to possibly clarify current conflicting findings. 

 

Moderators: Characteristics of Research Designs and Samples 

 In the previous section, we have discussed TMT structure and TMT teamness as potential 

moderators of the relationships between internal processes and states to outcomes that could 

possibly explain inconsistent empirical results with regard to these relationships. However, other 

reasons for such inconsistent results might relate to characteristics of the research designs and 

samples. In the following, we will discuss if differences in the outcome measures that were used or 

differences with regard to the country in which the TMTs operated systematically influenced the 

results. 

 Outcome measures. Multiple outcomes of TMT processes and emergent states have been 

proposed and tested, which we categorized in this review as organizational, TMT, and decision 

outcomes, and we wanted to see if the type of outcome measure was related to the reported effects 
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of processes and emergent states. The majority of the investigated relationships (30) involved 

outcomes on the organizational level, while 10 relationships involved outcomes on the TMT level, and 

19 relationships involved decision outcomes. Two studies showed differential effects based on the 

outcome measures that were chosen (Barrick et al., 2007; Elron, 1997). Relatively more non 

significant relationships were reported for organizational level outcomes than for decision and TMT 

outcomes. In some cases, different outcome measures were explicitly found to be related to each 

other. For example, firm ambidextrous orientation was positively related to firm performance 

(Lubatkin et al., 2006), decision quality was negatively related to organizational decline (Carmeli & 

Schaubroeck, 2006), TMT effectiveness was positively related to organizational innovation (Chen et 

al., 2005), and TMT self-perceived performance was positively related to organizational performance 

(Elron, 1997). 

The variety of outcome measures included in the reviewed studies and the conflicting findings 

regarding the effects of processes and states on different outcomes have led to at least two 

considerations. First, researchers need to carefully select the outcomes of interest to study the 

effects of processes and emergent states. For some processes or states that capture subtle 

differences in TMT interaction, one might expect effects on the decision level, but perhaps not on a 

distal measure of organizational performance. For some processes or states, it might be appropriate 

to select an outcome on the team level, whereas for other processes, one might prefer the objective 

nature of financial measures of organizational performance. Second, there seems to be a need for a 

comprehensive model for assessing the extent to which a TMT is performing well. Such a model 

should acknowledge the multi-dimensional nature of TMT performance (e.g., Edmondson et al., 

2003) and could inform more detailed models of TMT impact. By acknowledging that TMTs might be 

good in some aspects of their work, but do less well on others, more detailed insight regarding the 

effects of processes and states on outcomes could be gained. 

Differences between countries and industries. No systematic differences in results or studied 

variables could be identified between the studies that investigated US versus non-US samples 

(Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2006; Chen et al., 2005; Elron, 1997; Farrell et al., 2005; Hendriks, 2004). 

Thus, although there is a clear need to expand TMT research beyond the US (Hambrick, 2007), no 

indication so far has been found that existing theory on TMT processes and states is not generalizable 

across national and cultural settings. 

Researchers have also argued that differences in the industries in which organizations operate 

might enhance or decrease the impact TMTs can have on their organizations. In particular, in 

industries that are dynamic and uncertain, TMTs are expected to have more discretion in influencing 

outcomes than in industries that are more stable (Carpenter et al., 2004; Finkelstein & Hambrick, 

1990). In our sample, 7 of the 27 studies could be identified as having been performed in an high-

discretion environment, namely those in the computer and high technology industries (e.g., 

Finkelstein & Hambrick, 1990; Smith et al., 1994).  

When inspecting table 2.1 and comparing significant versus non significant relationships in 

these 7 studies (Amason & Mooney, 1999; Farrell et al., 2005; Flood et al., 2000; Hendriks, 2004; 

Knight et al., 1999; Simons et al., 1999; Smith et al., 1994) to those in the other studies, no clear 

differences could be observed. When inspecting the significant relationships in table 2.3, relationships 
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from these 7 studies are well-represented, but each cell of the table also contains relationships from 

other studies. Therefore, we conclude that the effects of TMT processes and states on outcomes are 

not visibly traceable to the industry in which a TMT works. 

 

Relationships among Task and Relationship Processes and Emergent States 

 We have reasoned that task and relationship processes and emergent states are not 

independent. Task-related discussions carry interpersonal messages and interpersonal relationships 

may be expressed during task behavior. Furthermore, team emergent states are both the result of 

processes and the input to them (Marks et al., 2001). Several of our results support this notion. 

 First, in the studies that investigated both task and relationship processes — most notably, task 

and relationship conflict — correlations between these processes varied between .38 and .70 

(Amason, 1996; Amason & Mooney, 1999; Olson et al., 2007), which also reflects earlier findings 

from nonmanagerial teams (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003). Second, in one study the emergent state of 

cohesion and the task process of communication could not be distinguished from each other and 

loaded on one factor in a factor analysis (Barrick et al., 2007). Third, the construct of behavioral 

integration has been proposed as an all-inclusive construct to capture the extent to which a TMT 

shares information, resources, and decision responsibilities and its measures have shown good 

psychometric properties in previous research as well as explanatory value in outcomes (Carmeli & 

Schaubroeck, 2006; Hambrick, 2007; Simsek et al., 2005). These findings all suggest that various 

processes and emergent states should explicitly be studied in relation to each other. Failing to 

address these interdependencies might lead to an incomplete picture of the interactions of a TMT. 

 Most studies have looked at processes and emergent states in isolation and it is not clear if 

certain underlying patterns jointly influence outcomes. Some indication for the meaningfulness of 

studying broad patterns of processes comes from the studies of Peterson and colleagues (Peterson et 

al., 1998; Peterson et al., 2003) who used archival sources and a Q-sort methodology to assess how 

characteristics of TMT interaction influenced organizational outcomes. Their results show that TMT 

processes that are characterized by more flexibility, optimism, cohesiveness, and risk taking are 

associated with better organizational performance. Moreover, they showed that the process 

dimensions of the GDQ were moderately to strongly correlated (Peterson et al., 1998). Thus, it seems 

worthwhile to investigate relationships among processes and emergent states, which could make the 

resulting effects of possible counteracting forces of task and relationship processes and emergent 

states more clear. 

 

Conclusion: What Is Known? 

 Despite the difficulty to get access to TMTs for gathering information about their internal 

processes (Hambrick, 2007; Pettigrew, 1992), the 27 studies included in table 2.1 demonstrate that 

researchers in the last ten years have managed to do so. The results of this review show that a 

considerable number of these processes and emergent states are significantly related to outcomes on 

organizational, TMT, and decision levels. Together they add to our understanding of the determinants 

of TMTs‘ impact on their organizations. 
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Most notably, task processes characterized by task-related differences of opinion during 

strategic decision making lead to better decision outcomes and, sometimes, to better TMT and 

organizational outcomes. Interpersonal tensions and animosities as part of relationship conflict can, 

but not always do, undermine positive decision outcomes and even outcomes on the organizational 

level. When TMTs experience states in which members are confident of themselves and the team, and 

when they know who knows what, organizational performance is high relative to TMTs that 

experience these states less. When TMT members are in a state of attraction and shared 

commitment, performance also benefits. Intra-TMT trust seems to play a role as well, but the effects 

on outcomes are indirect rather than direct. The degree of interdependence among TMT members 

can determine the effects of processes and emergent states on outcomes. 

 

Conclusion: What Is Not Yet Known? 

We found that a number of investigated relationships between processes and outcomes was 

not significant and some effects were even significant in the opposite direction. These inconsistent 

results were not systematically related to country differences in the samples, or to differences in 

outcome levels. Since most constructs were only incorporated in one or a few studies, it is difficult to 

analyze whether inconsistent results are due to sample characteristics or suggest underlying 

theoretical concerns. Additionally, we also see other fundamental issues in the current state of the 

literature that limit our insight in how the processes and states influence outcomes. 

First, insufficient insight exists in the potential moderating role of TMT structure in the 

relationship between processes and emergent states and outcomes. Although team structure has 

been proposed as a determinant for process – outcome relationships, both in research on TMTs 

(Finkelstein, 1992) and nonmanagerial teams (Stewart & Barrick, 2000), this has not been 

investigated empirically in research on TMT internal processes and emergent states. 

Second, processes and emergent states have been studied in a timeless manner without 

reference to change, duration, concurrent and sequential effects, etc. This is not surprising given the 

methodological singularity that characterizes the field of TMT processes research: existing studies 

almost exclusively draw on survey research in a cross-sectional design with multiple regression as 

their method of analysis. However, the ‗processual‘ and ‗emergent‘ characters of these constructs 

have been largely ignored (e.g., Weingart, 1997).  

Although the neglect of time is a more general issue in organizational research (Ancona, 

Goodman, Lawrence, & Tushman, 2001; Roe, 2008), it is particularly problematic for future progress 

in the area of TMT processes and emergent states. As processes and states might have differential 

effects on outcomes dependent on the team‘s life stage, and temporal characteristics of processes 

and states, such as the duration, onset, or offset, might be related to outcomes, the neglect of these 

aspects has potentially contributed to inconsistent results and conclusions. Finally, the joint and 

recursive evolution of processes and emergent states over time is so far unknown. This is problematic 

for future progress in the area of TMT processes as it provides an over-simplistic account of the 

nature of TMT work and, thus, could lead to underspecified theoretical models. 
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Implications for Future Research 

 

This review suggests that TMT internal processes and states can explain organizational, TMT, and 

decision outcomes and are worth of study for team and upper-echelons researchers to gain insight in 

TMT impact on organizations. Furthermore, the often mentioned barriers to get access to TMTs for 

these types of measures seem to be surmountable. With these initial concerns established, we 

suggest that time has now come for a next generation of studies on TMT processes. In this section, 

we will provide some suggestions for future research. 

 

1. Better Understanding of the Role of TMT Structure 

 TMTs are unique in the nature of their tasks of strategic decision making and implementation, 

which are characterized by often complex and unstructured streams of information and demands 

(Ancona, 1989; Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Hambrick, 1994). TMTs are also unique in the sense that, 

despite being called a ‗team‘, they sometimes seem to have little teamness to them (Hambrick, 1994). 

In this review, we showed that in many studies, the TMT was defined by the CEO, which leaves the 

question unanswered if these TMTs are real teams. Having a TMT as a ‗real team‘ that is 

interdependent in its tasks might not always be the optimal choice for an organization, depending on, 

for example, the complexity of the environment in which the organization operates (Wageman et al., 

2008). And TMTs that are not interdependent in their tasks, are not cohesive and do not 

communicate much can have the same positive effects as teams that are interdependent, and exhibit 

high levels of cohesion and communication (Barrick et al., 2007). But TMTs characterized by more 

mutual and collective interaction have been shown to achieve more desirable organizational 

outcomes (Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2006; Lubatkin et al., 2006) and organizations seem to 

increasingly rely on teams at the top (Wageman et al., 2008; Yukl, 2006). 

Future research could profit from clarification of the nature of TMTs in terms of its structure - 

the relatively stable pattern of relationships among team members that determine the allocation of 

tasks, responsibilities, and authority (Forsyth, 1999; Stewart & Barrick, 2000). Moreover, large scale 

investigations on the relationship between TMT structure, processes and emergent states, and 

outcomes would be desirable. First, descriptive research is needed to analyze the structure, tasks, 

and functioning of TMTs in different types of organizations and environments. This could lead to 

insight in the extent to which, in practice, TMTs are real teams or not and in factors that shape the 

choice for one or the other structure. Then, the effects of processes and emergent states could be 

further investigated, possibly leading to different models of how TMT processes and emergent states 

contribute to outcomes in real-team TMTs versus co-acting ones. Team structure might then serve 

as a moderator for the effects of processes and states on outcomes (Barrick et al., 2007), or 

alternatively, as an input for processes and emergent states (Stewart & Barrick, 2000). Finally, it 

would be interesting to investigate how environmental, organizational, and TMT characteristics 

interact to predict the circumstances in which real teams or co-acting groups make good 

performance more likely. 
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2. Incorporate Temporal Dimensions and New Methodologies 

 A process, by definition, is something that ‗happens‘ over time and which implies changes and 

developments in the interaction between TMT members (Weingart, 1997). The use of static measures 

to capture processes, which has been typical in the reviewed studies, is therefore not adequate and 

other methods will be needed to describe, for example, the onset, duration, and offset of conflict 

(Roe, 2005, 2008; Weingart, 1997).  

Although the temporal dimension has occasionally been addressed in the research that we 

reviewed, studying TMT processes with a more explicit time focus would open several new research 

avenues (e.g., Ancona et al., 2001). For example, the relationship between TMT processes and TMT 

outcomes will be better understood when it is acknowledged that these relationships need not to be 

stable over time. Task conflict in the beginning of a decision-making process might have different 

consequences than task conflict in later phases of decision making (McGrath, Arrow, & Berdahl, 2000; 

Weingart, 1997). Furthermore, a temporal approach allows distinguishing between stationary 

processes and emergent states, and provides a better conceptual base from which to analyze 

relationships between these variables over shorter and longer periods of time.  

 In general, researchers have pleaded for dynamic and recursive models within the upper-

echelons paradigm to address the option of reverse causality among variables of interest (Cannella & 

Holcomb, 2005; Carpenter et al., 2004), but this need is even stronger for the study of TMT 

processes as these constructs are dynamic by nature. Despite the commonly known demands on 

TMTs‘ and researchers‘ time and energy to study TMT processes in longitudinal designs and possibly 

with high-density measures and diary methods, we contend that such efforts are necessary to 

advance future research. The 27 studies included in this review that studied TMT process are the 

proof that it is possible to study phenomena initially deemed almost impossible. For example, 

studying management teams on a business unit level (Bunderson, 2003; Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 

2003), cooperating with consultancy agencies (Wageman et al., 2008), or seeking the input from 

managers participating in executive education programs (Barsade et al., 2000), are all ways to reach 

a considerable number of TMTs with the possibility of gaining their trust and commitment. 

 As illustrated in table 2.1, current research on TMT processes is characterized by 

methodological singularity with an emphasis on survey research, cross-sectional designs, and 

multiple regressions as method of analysis. Various researchers have acknowledged this as a problem 

and have called for more fine-grained, qualitative, and longitudinal approaches to study TMT 

functioning (Cannella & Holcomb, 2005; Carpenter et al., 2004; Pettigrew, 1992; Priem et al., 1999). 

It is only when more advanced approaches, involving longitudinal multi-level analysis, time-series 

analysis, or survival analysis, are used that researchers would be able to gain insight in what is really 

going on (Roe, 2008). Other promising methodologies include ethnographic studies of management 

teams in action (Samra-Fredericks, 2000), and the use of daily diaries with TMT members. Diaries 

allow researchers to study how people perceive events and how these can influence the internal 

dynamics on the individual and team level (Amabile, Barsade, Mueller, & Staw, 2005; Amabile, 

Schatzel, Moneta, & Kramer, 2004). 
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3. Investigate Relationships between Processes and Emergent States 

 Future empirical research should also aim to unravel the interactions between task en 

relationship processes and emergent states. This is particularly important as these processes have 

been proposed to operate according to different mechanisms. The information-processing 

perspective (Haleblian & Finkelstein, 1993; Hambrick & Mason, 1984) emphasizes TMT task processes 

and the importance of differentiation in information, opinions, and arguments for TMT performance. 

On the other hand, TMT relationship processes should be more integrative in nature (Smith et al., 

1994). This review supported arguments for both mechanisms. Task processes such as task conflict 

and debate were positively related to decision and organizational outcomes, but less so to TMT 

outcomes. Relationship conflict had negative effects on outcomes, whereas the emergent states of 

cohesion and social integration generally had positive effects. However, the resulting effects of the 

joint forces of these mechanisms are currently unclear. 

As most studies have only incorporated one or a few processes and not examined their inter-

relations, at least not over time, it is not clear what the behavioral patterns of TMTs look like when 

they would combine all processes and emergent states that were found to be ‗desirable‘. Would 

different combinations of patterns of processes and states lead to similar outcomes? Could a ‗task 

style‘ with high task conflict and low integration lead to similar results as a ‗relationship style‘ with low 

task conflict and high integration? Team researchers, who perceive teams as complex and dynamic 

systems, have outlined conceptual models and proposed methodologies to study these patterns 

(Arrow et al., 2000; McGrath et al., 2000). They have reasoned that because of the multiple 

interactions between variables that are part of the complex system of teamwork, it is difficult to 

accurately predict at any given time the value of these variables. However, the joint patterns of key 

variables do show regularities over time; these patterns are then proposed to be influenced by 

contextual variables and to have consequences for team outcomes (McGrath et al., 2000). More 

research that focuses on TMT evolutionary patterns of joint processes and emergent states could 

provide interesting theoretical insight, while capturing the complex reality of TMT work. 

 

Conclusion 

 

As Hambrick (2007, p. 337) recently noted: ―Our desire — our need — to open up the black box is not 

just a matter of scholarly curiosity; it is essential for ultimately improving the insights scholars can 

provide executives regarding how they might surmount or overcome the biases associated with their 

experiences and dispositions.‖ This review aimed to do just so by providing a picture and assessment 

of what is and what is not known about TMT processes in that proverbial black box. Thereby, we have 

contributed to knowledge on the role of TMT internal processes in four distinct ways: 1) by providing 

a clear framework for organizing TMT research, 2) by providing an overview of what is known, 3) by 

indicating what is not yet known, and 4) by outlining suggestions for future research. 

Our results show that scholars have important ‗elementary‘ knowledge on the effects of 

processes and states on outcomes, but they also underline the importance of studying processes and 

emergent states more profoundly. However, as much of the research has relied on self-perceptions, 

quantitative analyses, and pre-existing concepts that were applied to a TMT setting for hypothesis 
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testing, we feel that time has come for delving deeper in the box with a broader and more revealing 

set of methodologies. Insight in temporal dynamics of processes and in actual behavior that can 

complement TMT members‘ reports, define a way forward for researchers who want to understand 

how the things that happen in the boardroom can influence the value of teams at the top of 

organizations. 

N pos. effect =  

N neg. effect = 

N n. s. effect =  



3 
 

Temporal Patterns of Conflict and Trust in 

Management Teams  

 

 

 

In this study, we analyze the evolution of two team internal processes (task and 

relationship conflict) and one team emergent state (trust). Using a longitudinal 

approach with five measurement moments over a period of ten months, we collected 

data on conflict and trust in 41 management teams of student associations. Our 

results show that discernable patterns of trust and conflict exist among teams. Half of 

the teams experienced a pattern of increasing conflict and decreasing trust, the other 

half of the teams showed a stable pattern of high trust and low conflict over time. 

Teams with the stable pattern were more effective than those with the unstable 

pattern. This study illustrates the necessity of studying team internal processes with a 

temporal perspective, which can benefit the fields of top management teams, as well 

as nonmanagerial teams. 
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Introduction 

 

Researchers of top management teams (TMTs) are increasingly interested in the role of TMT internal 

processes and emergent states as determinants of TMT impact on organizations (Carpenter, 

Geletkanycz, & Sanders, 2004; Peterson, Owens, Tetlock, Fan, & Martorana, 1998; Smith et al., 

1994; see also chapter 2 of this dissertation). For studying these processes and states, they often 

build on conceptual and theoretical work from the areas of social and organizational psychology, 

where the study of small groups and teams has since long been of interest (see Arrow, McGrath, & 

Berdahl, 2000, for a historical overview). A recurrent issue of concern in both TMT and 

nonmanagerial team research is the lack of insight in the temporal nature of team behavior (Arrow et 

al., 2000; Carpenter et al., 2004; Certo, Lester, Dalton, & Dalton, 2006; Ilgen, Hollenbeck, Johnson, 

& Jundt, 2005). In a recent review of team research it was concluded that: “Although the importance 

of [studying] dynamic conditions experienced over time is accepted by all, the empirical work is only 

beginning to consider the implications of time in research designs” (Ilgen et al., 2005, p. 536). 

 The lack of attention to temporal dynamics of team behavior is particularly surprising for those 

researchers interested in team processes and emergent states. Team processes describe the nature 

of team members‟ interaction and behavior while working on achieving the team‟s goals (Marks, 

Mathieu, & Zaccaro, 2001). Team emergent states are the cognitive and affective states of teams 

that vary as a function of team context, inputs, processes, and outcomes (Ilgen et al., 2005; Marks et 

al., 2001). Two internal processes that researchers of TMTs and nonmanagerial teams have often 

studied are task and relationship conflict (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003; Jehn, 1995; Simons & 

Peterson, 2000), and they have studied team trust as an emergent state that is related to these 

processes (Dirks, 1999; Langfred, 2007; Simons & Peterson, 2000). 

 Task conflict exists when team members disagree about the content of the task being 

performed, which includes differences in viewpoints, ideas, and opinions (Jehn, 1995). Relationship 

conflict, also named emotional (Barsade, Ward, Turner, & Sonnenfeld, 2000), interpersonal (Knight et 

al., 1999), or affective (Amason, 1996; Amason & Mooney, 1999; Amason & Sapienza, 1997) 

conflict, occurs when interpersonal incompatibilities among team members exist, which typically 

include tension, animosity, and annoyance (Jehn, 1995). For trust, different conceptualizations have 

been proposed, but researchers among various disciplines share the view that it can be accurately 

described as: “a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon 

positive expectations of the intention of the behavior of another” (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, & Camerer, 

1998, p. 395). 

Despite an abundance of research on conflict and trust in TMTs and nonmanagerial teams 

(Costa, Roe, & Taillieu, 2001; De Dreu & Weingart, 2003; Simons & Peterson, 2000), the temporal 

nature of conflict and trust is still relatively unexplored. Theories of team development suggest that 

conflict and trust can change over time as a result of shared experiences and increased familiarity 

among team members (Jones & George, 1998; Tuckman, 1965; Tuckman & Jensen, 1977), or by the 

experience of the time passed until a deadline for task completion (Gersick, 1988, 1989; Jehn & 

Mannix, 2001). However, the implications of conflict and trust evolving over time periods of months 

or years for teams that do not work toward a specific project deadline are unclear. Researchers have 
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suggested to focus on patterns of processes and emergent states instead of single variables to better 

understand their effects on team effectiveness (Arrow et al., 2000; McGrath, Arrow, & Berdahl, 

2000), but this has, to our knowledge, rarely been done. 

The aims of this chapter are: 1) to provide insight in the evolution of task and relationship 

conflict and trust over a 10-month period in a sample of management teams
1
 of student 

associations, 2) to examine the existence of distinctive patterns of conflict and trust across teams, 

and 3) to relate patterns of conflict and trust to team effectiveness. In the following sections, we will 

outline our theoretical rationale and present hypotheses on the expected changes in conflict and trust 

over time, on joint evolutionary patterns of these variables, and on the impact of these patterns on 

team effectiveness. 

 

Theoretical Background 

 

Conflict and Trust in Teams 

 Task and relationship conflict have been the focus of many cross-sectional studies on team 

functioning (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003; Simons & Peterson, 2000). Researchers have studied, for 

example, how conflict can be triggered by diversity in team members' characteristics (Amason, 1996; 

Barsade et al., 2000; Pelled, Eisenhardt, & Xin, 1999), how it is related to team effectiveness (De 

Dreu & Weingart, 2003; Peterson & Behfar, 2003), and on how it can be managed (Chen, Liu, & 

Tjosvold, 2005). We focus in this chapter on the temporal nature of task and relationship conflict and 

on their effects on team effectiveness. 

 Relationship conflict is proposed to be negative for team effectiveness, because team 

members spend their time and energy on the conflict instead of the task, which limits the information 

processing ability of team members and distracts time and energy from completing team tasks (Jehn 

& Mannix, 2001). It also limits team members‟ cognitive functioning by increasing their stress and 

anxiety levels. Furthermore, negative attributions of team members‟ behaviors can create self-

fulfilling prophecies and lead to conflict escalation (Simons & Peterson, 2000). Empirical findings 

regarding the negative effects of relationship conflict on team performance and team member 

satisfaction are strong and widely established (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003). 

 Task conflict is frequently proposed to be beneficial for team effectiveness, especially for 

teams that perform complex tasks (Amason, 1996; Jehn, 1995; Olson, Parayitam, & Bao, 2007). 

Within an information-processing perspective, researchers have reasoned that team effectiveness 

will benefit from task conflict, as this type of conflict increases the amount and variety of information 

that is incorporated in team interaction which is supposed to lead to better and more innovative 

decisions (Amason, 1996; West & Anderson, 1996). However, when conflict becomes too high, team 

                                                 
1 These management teams can be characterized as TMTs, as they are, for their student associations, “the 
aggregate informational and decisional entity through which the organization operates and which forms the 
inner circle of executives who collectively formulate, articulate, and execute the strategic and tactical moves 
of the organization” (Eisenhardt, Kahwajy, & Bourgeois, 1997; Klenke, 2003). However, noticing that the 
term „TMT‟ is usually reserved for those teams of executives at the top of large business organizations and 
realizing that the teams in our sample can only to a limited extent be compared to such TMTs, we will in this 
chapter simply refer to them as „teams‟. The method section of this chapter describes the nature and tasks 
of the teams in our sample in more detail. 
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members‟ cognitive load increases, which limits cognitive resources for taskwork. Hence, team 

effectiveness is likely to suffer (De Dreu & Beersma, 2005; De Dreu & Weingart, 2003). Since we 

focus on teams with complex tasks, we expect task conflict to be beneficial for effectiveness, 

provided that it is moderate and does not extend into relationship conflict (Olson et al., 2007). 

 Trust has been proposed as an important element of interpersonal relationships in general 

(Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995; McAllister, 1995) and team dynamics in particular (Costa et al., 

2001; Langfred, 2004). Teams with high levels of trust, as compared to teams with low levels of 

trust, exchange ideas more openly, search more extensively for alternative courses of action and 

have greater motivation to implement decisions (Zand, 1972). Deficits of trust in teams have been 

associated with high stress, low satisfaction, and low task performance for team members (Costa et 

al., 2001). With respect to trust and team effectiveness, research suggests that trust is positively 

related to various measures of team effectiveness (Costa et al., 2001; Peterson & Behfar, 2003). 

Other researchers have proposed that the mechanisms by which trust influences team outcomes are 

probably indirect rather than direct, for example, via its influence on conflict, reflexivity, or 

monitoring behavior (De Jong, 2007; Dirks, 1999; Langfred, 2004). 

Task and relationship conflict and trust are not independent. In two recent reviews, 

correlations between task and relationship conflict from .18 to .88 were reported (De Dreu & 

Weingart, 2003; Simons & Peterson, 2000) and in a recent study, the constructs could not even be 

empirically distinguished from each other (Van der Vegt & Bunderson, 2005). Furthermore, trust has 

been found to be negatively related to relationship conflict (Langfred, 2007; Peterson & Behfar, 

2003; Simons & Peterson, 2000), and both positively (Olson et al., 2007) and negatively (Peterson & 

Behfar, 2003; Simons & Peterson, 2000) to task conflict. Trust can also moderate the relationship 

between task and relationship conflict, such that the correlation between task and relationship 

conflict is higher when intra-team trust is low (Simons & Peterson, 2000). 

Despite the centrality of the constructs of conflict and trust for researchers studying team 

interaction and effectiveness, not much is known about changes or stability of conflict and trust over 

extended periods of time, and on how they dynamically influence each other. In the following 

paragraphs, we will pay attention to the temporal nature of these constructs from various theoretical 

perspectives, and analyze the few studies that did study trust and conflict over time (Jehn & Mannix, 

2001; Peterson & Behfar, 2003). 

 

Models of Team Development 

Early psychological research has focused on changes in groups over time and scholars have 

proposed that aspects of group functioning, such as its task approach or group members‟ 

interpersonal relationships, are not stable over time (Bales, 1950; Tuckman, 1965; Tuckman & 

Jensen, 1977). In these models, increased familiarity of team members with each other and their task 

is proposed to produce changes in individual- and team-level processes and outcomes. Thus, with 

the definition of time as “a nonspatial continuum in which events occur in apparently irreversible 

succession from the past through the present to the future” (Ancona, Okhuysen, & Perlow, 2001, p. 

513), time provides a dimension to organize team events and experiences. These events and 
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experiences induce changes in team processes and emergent states, and can thus be seen as the 

„motors‟ of change (e.g., Van de Ven & Poole, 1995). 

Although events and experiences vary among teams, classical models of team development 

assume that there is a certain predictable pattern of development that characterizes all teams. 

Among these models, Tuckman‟s stage model is currently still the most well known and often used by 

scholars and practitioners alike (Chang, Bordia, & Duck, 2003; Tuckman, 1965; Tuckman & Jensen, 

1977). In this model, it is proposed that teams go through stages of „forming‟, „storming‟, „norming‟ 

and „performing‟ during their life time. According to Tuckman, after the initial forming stage in which 

members become familiar with each other, teams enter a storming stage, during which 

disagreements over procedures and tensions arise between team members. Subsequently, teams go 

trough a stage of norming in which cohesion grows, roles are established, and trust increases. Finally, 

during the performing stage, teams establish a high task orientation and an emphasis on performance 

(Tuckman, 1965; Tuckman & Jensen, 1977). Although this model does not make specific predictions 

regarding conflict and trust, the proposed development of teams through the stages seems to imply 

that trust will increase over time, that relationship conflict will first increase and then decrease, and 

that task conflict will increase over time
2
. 

Whereas early researchers of group development have focused on broad patterns of both task 

and relational aspects of team interaction, subsequent work has specifically addressed the dynamics 

of task behavior for teams. Specifically, Gersick‟s punctuated equilibrium theory (Gersick, 1988, 

1989, 1991) proposes that teams‟ awareness of the time left until the end of a project leads to a 

sudden shift in its task approach, usually about halfway through the team‟s allotted time. Teams that 

were aware of being halfway through their time and used this „midpoint transition‟ to make a 

qualitative shift in their task approach, were more successful than teams were also aware of the 

midpoint, but did not make a transition. 

 Conflict evolution. Some evidence for how punctuated equilibrium theory could predict conflict 

evolution in teams comes from a study investigating task, process, and relationship conflict levels of 

high and low performing student task groups during three time blocks over a 3-month period (Jehn & 

Mannix, 2001). High performing teams followed a pattern in which Gersick‟s „midpoint transition‟ 

could be clearly distinguished: an increase in task conflict during the middle time block was followed 

by a decline in task conflict during the last time block. Relationship conflict was low, but rose 

significantly during the last time block. Low performing groups did not experience such a midpoint 

transition, but instead experienced a large increase in task and relationship conflict toward the end.  

The results of this study are intriguing and the authors clearly demonstrate that conflict must 

be examined as a dynamic process, rather than a static event (Jehn & Mannix, 2001). One question 

that emerges from their study, however, is to what extent the results on the evolution of conflict are 

context specific. Participants in the study were students that worked in task groups during a course: 

teams that were put together to complete specific tasks in a limited, pre-defined period of time. 

When translating these results to teams that perform complex tasks over longer periods of time and 

                                                 
2 This is under the assumption that task conflict is beneficial for team effectiveness. As Tuckman‟s model 
predicts that teams will become increasingly effective over time, given the management tasks of the teams 
in our sample, increased task conflict should be one of the drivers of this increase in team effectiveness. 
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without a specific deadline associated with the completion of the task, a number of characteristics of 

the conflict pattern as found by Jehn and Mannix might disappear. The midpoint transition, which is 

triggered by the awareness of the time remaining before a deadline (Gersick, 1988, 1989), might be 

less obvious in these situations and the increases in task and relationship conflict towards the specific 

deadline might not occur. 

Trust evolution. Other theoretical work has specifically focused on the evolution of trust 

(Jones & George, 1998; Lewicki, Tomlinson, & Gillespie, 2006). In Jones and George‟s (1998) model, 

trust can evolve through three different states: conditional trust, unconditional trust, and distrust. In 

each state of trust, teamwork is affected in a different way. When conditional trust is present, team 

members are willing to interact with each other as long as their behavioral expectations are met. 

They are, in other words, continually testing each other‟s trustworthiness. When unconditional trust 

exists, the trustworthiness of the other party is assumed and confidence in the other‟s values exists. 

A critical assumption of this model is that team members will initially trust each other. Or, in Jones 

and George‟s words, “at the beginning of a social encounter, people suspend belief that the other is 

not trustworthy” (p. 535). Adopting an initial assumption of trust is the preferred option for team 

members, because it is more efficient in terms of cognitive demands than initial distrust. 

Furthermore, in organizational settings, institutional cues will often enable team members to trust 

each other without other first-hand knowledge (McKnight, Cummings, & Chervany, 1998). In this 

initial phase, trust experiences are in a state of conditional trust. 

Over time, three possibilities exist: conditional trust evolves into unconditional trust, 

conditional trust evolves into distrust, or conditional trust remains in place. Conditional trust can 

develop into unconditional trust when the experiences of team members remain positive, while 

conditional trust ends in distrust when positive expectations are not reciprocated (Jones & George, 

1998). Thus, based on this model, we would expect two different possibilities for trust evolution in 

teams. First, when conditional trust is not reciprocated and evolves toward distrust, trust levels will 

spiral downward. Such a hypothesis of a downward spiral has also been proposed, but not tested, by 

Zand (1972). Second, when conditional trust evolves into unconditional trust, we would expect an 

upward spiral. Although the authors are not explicit on what a transition from conditional to 

unconditional trust implies in terms of the level of trust, it seems likely that unconditional trust is a 

„deeper‟ form of trust, as it is based on perceived shared values (Jones & George, 1998). A third 

option is that conditional trust stays in place for the whole period of team functioning. However, as 

noted by Jones and George (1998), conditional trust is unlikely to promote the high involvement of 

people with their work and their team that is a prerequisite of successful teamwork. Thus, a 

permanent state of conditional trust is highly unlikely for teams that collaborate intensively for a 

prolonged period of time. 

 

Hypotheses 

 

For the evolution of conflict and trust, both Jones and George‟s (1998) and Tuckman‟s (1965) models 

imply that they develop as a result of team members‟ evaluations of repeated behavioral encounters 

with fellow team members, which we previously described as the „motor‟ of trust (Van de Ven & 
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Poole, 1995). This is also in line with Wilson and colleagues' (2006) recent reasoning that when teams 

are together longer, increased social information exchange will result in increased trust. Gersick‟s 

(1988, 1989) punctuated equilibrium theory suggests that changes in processes can also be 

triggered by experiences related to taskwork and that qualitative changes in team processes and 

states occur at certain predictable moments related to the task work of the team. 

 According to Tuckman, these social experiences should lead to increasing levels of trust and 

decreasing levels of relationship conflict and these changes occur gradually over time - at least in 

groups that function well. Furthermore, as task conflict is proposed to be beneficial for team 

effectiveness and teams are proposed to become more effective over time, application of Tuckman‟s 

model would imply that task conflict should also increase over time. Gersick‟s punctuated equilibrium 

theory would suggest that changes in teams do not occur gradually, but rather at certain moments in 

a team‟s life and are preceded and followed by periods of inertia. Qualitative changes can be 

particularly expected to occur at the moment when teams realize that they have passed about half of 

their time. A recent integration of Gersick‟s model with a stage model of team development, such as 

Tuckman‟s, showed that a midpoint transition is most likely for task-related processes, whereas 

gradual changes are most likely for socio-emotional processes and states (Chang et al., 2003). 

 Therefore, we suggest that task conflict follows the evolutionary pattern of punctuated 

equilibrium theory with an increase in task conflict in the middle of team functioning, a pattern that 

was also found by Jehn and Mannix (2001). Since the teams in our sample worked on multiple 

complex tasks simultaneously while existing for a fixed 1-year period, we did not expect that a team‟s 

midpoint transition would be tied to one specific task, but rather to the total time that the team 

existed. As relationship conflict is an aspect of socio-emotional team dynamics, we expected that 

relationship conflict changes gradually as predicted by Tuckman‟s stage model, which is in line with 

the reasoning of Chang and colleagues (2003). Although relationship conflict can be expected to 

slightly increase in the beginning of teamwork, indicating a storming phase, we expect an overall 

pattern of decreasing relationship conflict, as teams will tend to develop productive working 

relationships over time. Also in line with Tuckman‟s model, we expect that trust will increase over 

time. As team members build trust in each other based on repeated behavioral encounters, we expect 

that this increase is gradual rather than sudden. In Jones and George‟s terminology, this implies that 

we expect most teams to make the transition from conditional to unconditional trust and we assume 

that this is visible in an increase of the average trust level over time. Hence, we hypothesize: 

 

Hypothesis 1a. Team relationship conflict will gradually decrease over time. 

 

Hypothesis 1b. Team task conflict will increase at the midpoint of team functioning 

and then decrease, and it will be stable across all other times. 

 

Hypothesis 1c. Team trust will gradually increase over time. 
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Patterns of Conflict and Trust and their Relationship to Team Effectiveness 

In order to capture the complex dynamics of organizational teams over time, it has been 

argued that researchers should go beyond the effects of single variables and examine patterns of 

development (Arrow et al., 2000; McGrath et al., 2000). This way, the joint effects of processes and 

emergent states on team effectiveness could be better understood. Since task conflict, relationship 

conflict and trust have been shown to be related to each other in cross-sectional research (De Dreu & 

Weingart, 2003; Simons & Peterson, 2000) and since the proposed effects of task and relationship 

conflict on team effectiveness are contradictory, this call seems to be particularly applicable for 

understanding the effects of these variables on team effectiveness. Therefore, we want to examine 

the pattern of joint evolution of conflict and trust for understanding their effects on team 

effectiveness. 

A positive association exists between task and relationship conflict, because task related 

disagreements can be misinterpreted as personal attacks (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003; Simons & 

Peterson, 2000). Trust can play an important role in moderating this relationship. In teams with high 

trust, team members are less likely to misattribute task as relationship conflict, but if team members 

distrust each other, disagreements with others on the tasks are easily interpreted in a negative 

personalized manner (Simons & Peterson, 2000). Both task and relationship conflict have been shown 

to be negatively related to trust, with the correlations for trust and relationship conflict being 

somewhat stronger than those for trust and task conflict (Peterson & Behfar, 2003; Simons & 

Peterson, 2000). 

Although covariance in cross-sectional research does not necessarily imply a relationship over 

time, some evidence of these relationships has also been found in a longitudinal context (Langfred, 

2007; Peterson & Behfar, 2003). In the study of Peterson and Befahr (2003), the dynamic 

relationship between conflict and performance was demonstrated in a setting where task and 

relationship conflict were evoked by performance feedback. The authors show that a high level of 

trust helps to prevent the development of relationship conflict (Peterson & Behfar, 2003). On the 

other hand, Langfred (2007) showed that existing relationship conflict decreased trust later on. When 

the relationships between conflict and trust as have been found in previous research persist over 

time, a steady increase in conflict and a decrease in trust over time may be the result. This pattern 

could also be described as a deviation-amplifying loop in which a change in one variable - an increase 

in task conflict - leads to changes in other variables - increase in relationship conflict and decrease in 

trust, - which, in turn, continues to amplify (Lindsley, Brass, & Thomas, 1995). The existence of an 

amplifying loop makes it difficult to determine cause and effect (Weick, 1979); conflict and trust both 

act as causes and as effects. 

Following Jones and George (1998), we assume that teams start with a certain level of 

conditional trust which is necessary to begin functioning as a team. During the early stages of a 

team‟s life, by shaping the attitudes, moods and emotions toward the other party, team members 

create mutual perceptions of trustworthiness (Jones & George, 1998). This perceived trustworthiness 

can then evolve in two different ways; either trust remains to exist or trust gradually disappears. 

When perceived trustworthiness among team members is high, it becomes unlikely that task conflict 

will be perceived as a personal attack rather than as a difference in opinion about the task at hand. 
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This implies that the process of misattribution (Amason, 1996; Jehn & Mannix, 2001; Simons & 

Peterson, 2000) is less likely to occur and that the start of a deviation-amplifying loop is prevented 

(Lindsley et al., 1995). In a way, the high level of trust makes sure that the level of task and 

relationship conflict remains contained within certain margins (Peterson & Behfar, 2003). As a result, 

this pattern will evolve in a relatively stable manner over time. 

A very different pattern will occur when trust fails to develop within a team and exchanges 

between team members lead to decreasing perceptions of trustworthiness. In this case, trust will not 

be able to prevent misattribution. A discussion on task-related issues will be more easily 

misperceived as a personal conflict, resulting in negative emotions among team members. As time 

progresses, a deviation-amplifying loop may be triggered, in which task conflict leads to relationship 

conflict, which in turn increases task conflict, which increases relationship conflict etc. In this case, 

increasing levels of relationship and task conflict over time will further deteriorate the perceptions 

that team members have of each others‟ trustworthiness, leading to a further decline in trust. 

Although the actual development of conflict and trust over time may take different forms, we 

expect that the two types of developments as described here will prevail. The covariance of task 

conflict, relationship conflict, and trust over time will be referred to as „pattern‟. We thus assume that 

the patterns differ in the levels of task conflict, relationship conflict, and trust, in the evolution of 

these constructs, and in their correlations over time. Thus, we hypothesize: 

 

Hypothesis 2. Two types of patterns of task conflict, relationship conflict, and trust 

can be distinguished across teams. The first is an unstable, deteriorating pattern, 

characterized by low levels of trust and high and increasing levels of task and 

relationship conflict that are strongly correlated. The second pattern is a stable 

pattern characterized by stable levels of high trust and moderate task and 

relationship conflict, in which the variables are weakly correlated. 

 

With regard to the effects of task conflict, relationship conflict, and trust on team 

effectiveness, the negative effect of relationship conflict has been established most clearly, while 

empirical results for the expected positive effects of task conflict and trust are less consistent (De 

Dreu & Weingart, 2003; De Jong, 2007; Langfred, 2004). Therefore, we expect that relationship 

conflict will be the primary mechanism through which the patterns of conflict and trust exert their 

effects on team effectiveness. When high trust prevents the misattribution of task conflict as 

relationship conflict, a double beneficial effect occurs for team effectiveness: trust inhibits 

relationship conflict and stimulates task conflict — assuming that the conditions for promoting task 

conflict, such as team members‟ cognitive diversity (Pelled et al., 1999), are present and do not 

systematically vary across teams. Therefore, we expect that teams with the stable pattern of conflict 

and trust, in which early high levels of trust contain the association between task and relationship 

conflict within certain margins, are more effective than teams in which low levels of trust allow 

correlations between task and relationship conflict to increase in an upward spiral. Thus, we 

formulate the following hypothesis: 
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Hypothesis 3. Teams that over time show a high level of trust and a moderate level of 

task and relationship conflict (and thus operate in a stable pattern) are more effective 

than teams that over time show a low level of trust and increasing levels of task and 

relationship conflict (and thus operate in an unstable, deteriorating pattern). 

 

Method 

 

Sample and Procedures 

 We tested our hypotheses in a sample of 41 management teams (271 individuals) at five 

moments in time during a 10-month period. These teams were the executive boards of 41 large 

student associations scattered across twelve cities in the Netherlands. These associations consist 

solely of students, and their organizational goal is to provide academic-, network-, and leisure-

related activities to its members. The team members of the board have a full-time job and joint 

responsibility for managing the student association and are paid by university funds. The nature of 

the tasks the teams perform is complex, interdependent, and resembles, to a certain extent, those of 

top management teams of business organizations. It includes strategic and operational decision 

making and maintaining relationships to many different stakeholders, such as the members of the 

association, the university, commercial sponsors, and municipal and federal government. 

Furthermore, since the teams are positioned at the top of their organization, they also have a 

symbolic value for their stakeholders. 

All teams commenced in September, at the start of the academic year, and worked together 

for one year during which team composition remained stable. Team members work together 

intensively, often working all together in one room for at least eight hours per day, and usually more, 

as the associations' main activities for the students take place during evenings. The primary 

advantages of this sample of teams were the availability of a relatively large cohort of teams starting 

at the same time with a stable composition over a year, and the fact that these teams — although they 

consisted of students — operated in real organizations with real responsibilities. The tasks of the 

individual team members within the teams were comparable across teams and usually organized 

along traditional team functions, such as chairperson, vice-chairperson, treasurer, coordinator intra-

organizational affairs, coordinator external affairs, etc. 

 To frame the sample, websites of all universities and student related institutions in the 

Netherlands were searched for references to student organizations, which resulted in a sample of 

about 90 associations. Since task type moderates the relationship between team conflict and team 

effectiveness (Stewart & Barrick, 2000), we wanted to ensure that the tasks of the teams in our 

sample were comparable. Therefore, the teams had to meet two criteria to be included: „team 

members have a fulltime job in fulfilling the team‟s tasks‟ and „the student association has to count at 

least 200 members.‟ Using these criteria, 55 teams were approached with a written request for 

participation in the study and 43 teams confirmed their participation, a response rate of 80%.  

As in most longitudinal studies, not all teams provided complete information for all 

measurement moments and we removed two teams from the sample for which we did not have 

complete data. This has led to a final sample of 41 teams. This sample comprised 271 team members, 
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57% of whom were male, and 98% of whom had the Dutch nationality. The mean age of respondents 

was 23 years with a standard deviation of 1.4, and the majority of them (78%) has been a member of 

the student association between 3 and 4 years. The average team-size was 6.6 persons.  

 Data collection, which also included other variables not reported in this chapter, took place 

during six measurement moments within a period of ten months during one academic year. 

Measurement moments were spread evenly over time, roughly with a 6- to 8-week time-lag, at time 

1 (October 4-16), time 2 (November 22 to December 3), time 3 (January 10 to 21), time 4 (February 

24 to March 11), time 5 (April 25 to May 6), and time 6 (June 20 to July 1). As no generally 

established guidelines exist for choosing the length of time intervals in longitudinal research (Roe, 

2005), and since virtually no research has investigated the length of the time lags needed to detect 

changes in team processes and states over longer time periods (the most informative exception was 

Jehn & Mannix, 2001), we decided to take as many measurement moments as possible and capture 

possible changes as fine-grained as we could, while still ensuring the cooperation of the team 

members and maintaining realistic data-gathering demands for the researchers. 

 In order to ensure 100% team-level response rates over the whole year, five researchers 

made personal data collection visits to every team at every measurement moment
3
. During these 

visits, scheduled when all team members were present, the researchers asked the team members to 

complete a questionnaire, after which these were collected by the researcher immediately. 

Occasionally, when a team member was absent, a response envelope was left behind that had to be 

returned as soon as possible. This data collection strategy proved to be fruitful: it resulted in a data 

set in which all team members of every team completed the questionnaire at every measurement 

moment. Because of the longitudinal nature of the study, questionnaires needed to be coded in order 

to trace every individual back to a previous measurement moment, as well as to the team; however, 

we assured respondents that their answers would be used confidentially. To thank the teams for their 

cooperation, as well as to make the research more interesting to participate in, we promised and 

delivered a feedback report for each team. In this report, only team-level data were reported in order 

to ensure anonymity of respondents‟ answers to their fellow team members. 

 

Measures 

 At time 1, shortly after the commencement of the team, information on team composition 

variables was obtained that was not analyzed further for this chapter (but see Van Olffen, Raes, 

Blumberg, & Chung, 2007). Conflict and trust were measured at time 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, along with 

other team processes not analyzed in this chapter. Team effectiveness was measured at time 6. 

Unless indicated otherwise, all items for all variables in the study had to be answered on a 5-point 

Likert scale with scale anchors 1 = totally disagree and 5 = totally agree. 

Relationship conflict. We measured relationship conflict with Jehn‟s (1995) scale for this 

construct with four items. Items were translated into Dutch and adapted to the longitudinal research 

design of the study. A typical item is „During the past six weeks, people often got angry while working 

                                                 
3 This explains why every round of data collection took about two weeks, as data collectors were traveling 
through the Netherlands. 
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in our group.‟ Cronbach‟s alpha‟s for the scales across the measurement moments were .82 at time 2, 

.79 at time 3, .83 at time 4, .85 at time 5, and .85 at time 6.
4
 

 Task conflict. This type of conflict was measured by Jehn‟s (1995) task conflict scale, 

consisting of three items. Items were translated into Dutch and adapted to the longitudinal research 

design. A typical item is „During the past six weeks, people often had conflicts of ideas.‟ Cronbach‟s 

alpha‟s were .56 at time 2, .58 at time 3, .65 at time 4, .68 at time 5, and .71 at time 6. Alpha levels 

for task conflict are generally lower than those for relationship conflict (Jehn, 1995; Pelled et al., 

1999; Simons & Peterson, 2000), however, the values we found in this study, except for time 6, were 

relatively low as compared to those in other studies and below the generally accepted level of .70 

(Nunnally, 1978). As the alpha levels were steadily increasing across subsequent measurement 

moments, it seems that in our sample, task conflict was something that team members could not 

clearly relate to immediately from the beginning on, but that did become a more established 

phenomenon over time. 

 Because of these relatively low alpha levels, and because one previous study had indicated that 

task and relationship conflict are sometimes better represented as a single factor (Van der Vegt & 

Bunderson, 2005), we assessed the dimensionality of conflict in our study using confirmatory factor 

analysis. Using Lisrel version 8.72, we performed multi-group confirmatory factor analyses for the 

individual level data on the task and relationship conflict items at the five measurement moments and 

we compared a 1- to a 2-factor model of conflict. Examining the fit indexes of both models, we saw a 

better fit for the 2-factor (χ
2 

 (65, Nmean = 267) = 159.51, p < 0.00, RMSEA = 0.07, NNFI = 0.97) than 

for the 1-factor model (χ
2 

 (70, Nmean = 267) = 383.27, p < 0.00, RMSEA = 0.13, NNFI = 0.91; Δχ
2

(Δdf) 

= 223.76(5), p < 0.00). Therefore, despite the relatively low alpha levels for task conflict, but in line 

with the theoretical rationale and the majority of previous studies, we proceeded by treating task and 

relationship conflict as separate constructs. 

 Trust. In line with our theoretical definition of trust and previous empirical work (Dirks, 1999; 

Wilson et al., 2006), we view trust as fundamentally interpersonal in nature. Although researchers 

have also used the team-as-whole as the entity in which trust resides (Langfred, 2004; Simons & 

Peterson, 2000), we adopted an approach in which trust is directed toward individual team members, 

as even within the social entity of a team, team members may vary in the extent to which they trust 

one or the other team member and such variations might blur a measure for trust in the team as a 

whole. Therefore, trust was measured by asking respondents to estimate on a 7-point Likert scale, 

anchored by 1 = very little and 7 = very much, for each of their fellow team members to what extent 

they could trust them, presenting the respondents with a definition that reflected trustworthiness 

(Costa et al., 2001; McAllister, 1995). The definition was: „Trust is the extent to which you feel you 

can count on another person in situations in which this is important to you‟. This way, each team 

member received multiple trust scores. These scores were averaged per team member to obtain one 

„trust score‟ per team member and then aggregated to the team level by taking the average of the 

trust scores of all team members. Thus, in our study, trust as an emergent state on the team level 

represents the average trust present in all one-to-one relationships of team members to each other. 

                                                 
4  All Cronbach‟s alpha‟s are based on the individual level data. 
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 Team effectiveness - self perception. This variable was measured by seven items that were 

based on the measure of team effectiveness of Flood and colleagues (2000). We translated these 

items into Dutch and adapted them to the longitudinal context of the research and the specific 

sample. For example, the item „Our company goals are clear in the minds of every member of the top 

management group‟ was transformed into „The goals of this association were clear for every member 

of the management team‟. Cronbach‟s alpha for this scale was 0.81.  

 Team effectiveness - stakeholder measure. To avoid common-source bias due to the fact that 

both dependent and independent measures were self-perceptual, we also included an external 

measure to assess the effectiveness of the management teams (e.g., Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & 

Podsakoff, 2003). For constructing this measure, we used Hackman‟s (1987, 2002) first criterion of 

team effectiveness that the “productive output of the team (that is, its product, service, or decision) 

meets or exceeds the standards of quantity, quality, and timeliness of the team‟s clients—the people 

who receive, review, or use the output” (Hackman, 2002, p. 23). The main „clients‟ of these 

management teams — as indicated by the team members themselves in response to an open question 

in our questionnaire at time 2 — were the members of their student associations. Therefore, we 

approached the members of the student associations from the participating teams to indicate how 

effective they considered their management team to be. 

 Questionnaire development for this stakeholder measure of team effectiveness was guided by 

answers to an open question at time 2, asking team members to „describe how one can see how 

effective the management team is‟. Via an open coding procedure involving the first author and two 

research assistants, elements of team effectiveness that were relevant to the members of the student 

associations were identified and used as the base for formulating questionnaire items. A pilot study of 

this questionnaire among ten students, but not part of the target organizations, led to some revisions 

of the questions. A sample item for this dimension of team effectiveness is „the management team 

does contribute to the design of new activities‟ and „the management team reached its goals‟. In the 

appendix on page 84, the complete version of the questionnaire for the members of the students 

association is presented. 

Although all teams were approached for participation in this stakeholder measure of team 

effectiveness, the final sample consisted of the members of 28 student associations only. Multivariate 

analysis revealed no significant differences on the research variables between the teams from 

associations that did versus those that did not participate in the stakeholder measure. In total, the 

sample comprised 2218 members. The number of respondents per association varied between 20 

and 168 with a mean of 79 respondents. The mean response rate per association was 19% of the 

members, and response rates varied between 6% and 35%. Cronbach‟s alpha for this scale was 0.95. 

An exploratory factor analysis showed that one factor accounted for 46% of the variance and 

therefore, we used an unweighted mean of the item scores as our measure of effectiveness. 

 Data aggregation. Since the unit of data collection in this study was the individual, while the 

unit of theory and analysis was the team, individual data had to be aggregated to the team level for 

further analysis. That is, we assumed that team members‟ perceptions of task conflict, relationship 

conflict, and team effectiveness were indicators for the corresponding team level phenomena (e.g., 

Hofmann, 2004). The value of Rwg  is often proposed as an indicator for within-group agreement, the 
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extent to which ratings from individual team members are interchangeable (Bliese, 2000; George, 

1990; James, Demaree, & Wolf, 1984). High within-team agreement would indicate that we have 

indeed observed team-level phenomena. A minimum value of .70 is generally accepted as an 

indicator that the phenomenon can be represented as a team level variable (George, 1990). 

 The mean Rwg over all teams and time moments for relationship conflict was .87, for task 

conflict .88, for self-perceived team effectiveness .80, and for the stakeholder perception of team 

effectiveness .90, indicating good within-team agreement for all variables. Thus, we used the mean 

of the scores of the items as our measures for these constructs at the team level. The data on trust 

are individual-on-individual data. Since the assessments of individual members about a focal 

member were not considered to be parallel measures of the same construct, no specific aggregation 

method, other than averaging to the team level, was used. 

 

Data Analysis  

 To examine hypothesis 1a, 1b, and 1c, we conducted repeated measures multivariate analysis 

of variance (MANOVA) on relationship conflict, task conflict, and trust with time moment as 

independent variable.  

 To test if some teams would exhibit an unstable and deteriorating pattern and others a stable 

pattern (hypothesis 2), we had to classify the teams according to their scores on conflict and trust on 

the five measurement moments. This way, we would be able to see if discernable patterns of these 

variables existed across teams. Toward this aim, a cluster analysis was performed. Cluster analysis is 

a technique frequently employed to search for groups in data, using measures of similarity (or 

dissimilarity) to determine membership either within a given group or across different groups (Hair, 

Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1995). As demonstrated by Russell (2001), using a cluster analysis is 

also appropriate to detect groups that are characterized by similar patterns over time. The teams 

that made up the clusters were then analyzed with regard to the level, evolution, and correlations of 

task conflict, relationship conflict, and trust. 

 To test if the patterns were associated with differences in team effectiveness (hypothesis 3), 

we performed two univariate analyses of variance (ANOVA) with cluster membership as independent 

and the two measures of team effectiveness as dependent variables. Separate univariate were 

performed instead of one multivariate analysis, because the sample sizes for the two measures 

differed considerably (41 versus 28 teams). 

 

Results 

 

Descriptives 

 Table 3.1 presents the means, standard deviations, Rwg‟s, Cronbach‟s alpha‟s, and correlations 

between all variables in the study. These results show that task conflict, relationship conflict, and 

trust were generally strongly correlated, also over multiple measurement moments. Auto-

correlations of trust across different moments were slightly stronger than those of task and 

relationship conflict. Relationship conflict was strongly negatively correlated to both measures of 
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team effectiveness, task conflict was less strongly, and also negatively correlated to team 

effectiveness, whereas trust was strongly and positively correlated to both team effectiveness 

measures. The self-perception and the stakeholder perception measures of team effectiveness were 

strongly and positively correlated to each other (R2
 = .65). 

 

Changes in Conflict and Trust over Time 

 To test for longitudinal changes in task conflict, relationship conflict, and trust in the total 

sample, we performed repeated measures MANOVAs for these variables across measurement 

moments. Results showed a significant multivariate time effect for relationship conflict (F (4,37) = 4.30, 

p < 0.01) and trust (F (4,37) = 5.34, p < 0.00)
5
, but not for task conflict (F (4,37) = 0.44, p = n. s.). Thus, 

hypothesis 1b, stating that task conflict would increase and then decrease over time, was not 

supported. 

 An examination of the mean levels of relationship conflict across the measurement moments 

showed that relationship conflict increased over time from 2.08 (SD = .41) at time 2 to 2.34 (SD = 

.45) at time 6. Inspection of the contrasts showed that only the difference between time 3 and time 4 

was significant. Thus, relationship conflict at time 2 and 3 was significantly lower than relationship 

conflict at time 4, 5, and 6. Thereby, hypothesis 1a, stating that relationship conflict would gradually 

decrease over time is not supported. On the contrary, relationship conflict increased instead of 

decreased and this change was not gradual, but occurred at the midpoint of team functioning. 

 Inspection of the mean levels of trust across the measurement moments showed that trust 

decreased over time (Time 2: M = 5.59, SD = .34; Time 6: M = 5.43, SD = .45). This was contrary to 

our expectations that trust would increase as a result of increased familiarity and social exchange 

among team members. Inspection of the contrasts showed that, again, the significant decrease in 

trust occurred between time 3 and time 4, whereas none of the other differences between the 

measurement moments was significant. Thus, hypothesis 1c is not supported, as trust decreased 

rather than increased. As was the case with relationship conflict, this decrease was observed as a 

sharp decrease at the midpoint of team functioning, and not as a gradual change over time. 

 

                                                 
5 The reported F-values are the values of Pillai‟s Trace indicator. Examination of the other multivariate 
statistics (Wilk‟s Lambda, Hotelling‟s Trace, and Roy‟s Largest Root) did lead to different results. 
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Table 3.1. Means, standard deviations, Rwg's, Cronbach's alpha's, and correlations of the variables in the study 

 

 M SD Rwg 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Time 2                     

  1. Relationship conflict 2.08 .41 .86 .82                 

  2. Task conflict 2.61 .33 .90 .45 .56                

  3. Trust 5.59 .34 n.a. -.60 -.32 n.a.               

Time 3                     

  4. Relationship conflict 2.16 .41 .88 .56 .49 -.52 .79              

  5. Task conflict 2.59 .33 .85 .51 .71 -.38 .73 .58             

  6. Trust 5.62 .40 n.a. -.42 -.22 .77 -.58 -.46 n.a.            

Time 4                     

  7. Relationship conflict 2.35 .44 .87 .25 .39 -.19 .61 .62 -.27 .83           

  8. Task conflict 2.61 .37 .89 .26 .62 -.23 .59 .68 -.30 .58 .65          

  9. Trust 5.45 .38 n.a. -.30 -.18 .64 -.52 -.44 .74 -.46 -.41 n.a.         

Time 5                     

  10. Relationship conflict 2.39 .52 .87 .22 .27 -.29 .51 .46 -.39 .54 .32 -.42 .85        

  11. Task conflict 2.65 .38 .89 .07 .54 -.27 .55 .65 -.41 .61 .60 -.45 .72 .68       

  12. Trust 5.43 .46 n.a. -.16 .01 .52 -.45 -.31 .69 -.35 -.19 .72 -.60 -.47 n.a.      

Time 6                     

  13. Relationship conflict 2.34 .45 .87 .39 .15 -.32 .60 .49 -.40 .58 .32 -.33 .64 .50 -.47 .85     

  14. Task conflict 2.61 .33 .89 .28 .46 -.30 .66 .69 -.27 .64 .61 -.35 .52 .76 -.35 .57 .71    

  15. Trust 5.43 .45 n.a. -.41 -.25 .69 -.60 -.49 .72 -.52 -.37 .76 -.74 -.61 .76 -.63 -.53 n.a.   

  16. Team effectiveness - 
         self-perception 

3.88 .32 .80 -.36 -.14 .46 -.47 -.42 .60 -.45 -.30 .65 -.48 -.43 .64 -.54 -.41 .79 .81  

  17. Team effectiveness - 
         stakeholder measure 

3.58 .32 .90 -.39 -.14 .48 -.36 -.41 .45 -.33 -.23 .58 -.37 -.34 .43 -.36 -.35 .53 .65 .95 

 
Notes. M = mean; SD = standard deviation; Rwg = mean inter-rater reliability of all teams; n.a. = not applicable. For all variables except team effectiveness - 
stakeholder measure: N = 41, and correlations above .31 are significant at p < .05, correlations above .40 are significant at p < .01; For team effectiveness - 
stakeholder measure: N = 28, and correlations above .37 are significant at p < .05, correlations above .44 are significant at p < .01; Internal consistencies of the 
scales (Cronbach‟s alpha) are presented in bold printing on the diagonal. 
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Patterns of Conflict and Trust across Teams 

In addition to examining the changes over time of conflict and trust as separate variables, we 

also wanted to examine if these constructs co-varied over time in such a way that specific patterns 

across teams could be distinguished. Therefore, we performed a cluster analysis on task conflict, 

relationship conflict, and trust at the five measurement moments. Following Russell (2001), we used 

Ward‟s hierarchical method with squared Euclidian distances (Hair et al., 1995) and we identified two 

separate clusters based on the dendrogram
6
. This two-cluster solution represented the simplest 

structure possible that still produced homogeneous groupings (Hair et al., 1995). The two clusters 

represented distinct patterns of conflict and trust development. To substantiate the robustness of the 

cluster solution and to examine the differences between the clusters in more detail, the clusters were 

further analyzed with regard to the levels, evolution, and correlations of the variables. First, to 

compare the levels and evolution of task conflict, relationship conflict, and trust, we used these 

variables as dependent variables and cluster membership as independent variable in a MANOVA. 

Table 3.2 shows the means, standard deviations, F- and p- values for the two clusters. 

Results of the MANOVA indicated a significant multivariate effect (F (15,25) = 7.29, p < 0.00) for 

differences in task and relationship conflict and trust between the clusters. All univariate analyses 

indicated significant differences between these variables at all measurement moments, except for 

task conflict (F(1,39) = 3.07, p = 0.09) and trust (F(1,39) = 3.87, p = 0.06) at time 2. Although we had 

expected that differences in the level of trust early on would be the associated with the different 

patterns, it seems that this is rather the level of early relationship conflict. Overall, the teams in 

cluster 1 are characterized by higher reported levels of task and relationship conflict and lower levels 

of trust than the teams in cluster 2. Figures 3.1a and 3.1b display the mean levels of these variables 

across measurement moments for cluster 1 and 2 respectively. 

 Thus, the teams in cluster 1 and 2 differed with regard to their levels of conflict and trust. 

Additionally, visual inspection of figure 3.1a and 3.1b yields the impression that these clusters also 

differ with regard to the way these variables develop over time. The teams in cluster 1 seem to be 

unstable, whereas the teams in cluster 2 seem to be stable on conflict and trust. To test these 

impressions, within-cluster repeated measures MANOVAs were performed for each cluster to test 

the stability over time. For cluster 1, a significant time effect was found with respect to relationship 

conflict (F(4,17) = 5.12, p < .01), task conflict (F(4,17) = 4.16, p < .05) and trust (F(4,17) = 5.28, p < .01). 

Thus, the teams in this cluster experienced increasing levels of task and relationship conflict and 

decreasing levels of trust. For cluster 2, the time effects for relationship conflict (F(4,16) = 2.79, p =    

n. s.), task conflict (F(4,16) = .83, p = .n. s.) and trust (F(4,16) = 2.51, p = n. s.) were not significant. Thus, 

the teams in cluster 2 experienced a stable pattern of relationship conflict, task conflict, and trust. 

                                                 
6 The results of this analysis can be obtained from the first author. In the book chapter Raes, A. M. L., 
Heijltjes, M. G., & Glunk, U. Exploring temporal patterns of trust and conflict in teams. Time in Organizational 
Research: Approaches and Methods (Eds. Roe, R. A, Waller, M. J. & Clegg, S.). Routledge [forthcoming], 
where the cluster analysis was performed on relationship conflict and trust only, three clusters were 
identified. In this analysis, one of the clusters contained teams with the stable pattern of conflict and trust, 
whereas the two other clusters contained teams with unstable patterns that only differed with regard to the 
levels of relationship conflict and trust. Thus, the results of both chapters and analysis approaches are 
compatible, as the two forms of the evolutionary patterns — stable versus unstable — were found in both 
analyses. 
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Table 3.2. Results of MANOVA of conflict and trust between the three clusters 

 

 
Cluster 1 (N = 21) Cluster 2 (N = 20) 

 

 M SD M SD F 1 

Relationship conflict time 2 2.21 .09 1.94 .09 4.83* 
Relationship conflict time 3 2.42 .07 1.90 .07 29.23** 
Relationship conflict time 4 2.59 .08 2.10 .08 18.34** 
Relationship conflict time 5 2.75 .08 2.02 .08 38.50** 
Relationship conflict time 6 2.65 .07 2.01 .07 41.93** 
Task conflict time 2 2.70 .07 2.52 .07 3.07 
Task conflict time 3 2.76 .06 2.41 .06 15.69** 
Task conflict time 4 2.79 .07 2.43 .07 12.18** 
Task conflict time 5 2.90 .06 2.39 .06 35.44** 
Task conflict time 6 2.83 .05 2.38 .06 33.82** 
Trust time 2 5.49 .07 5.70 .07 3.87 
Trust time 3 5.44 .08 5.82 .08 12.51** 
Trust time 4 5.28 .08 5.62 .08 9.82** 
Trust time 5 5.23 .09 5.64 .09 10.16** 
Trust time 6 5.16 .08 5.71 .08 24.29** 
 

1 df = (1,39); Reported are the univariate results. Multivariate effect: F(15,25) = 7.29, p < .00 
Notes. M = mean; SD = standard deviation; * p < .05. ** p < .01 
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Figure 3.1b. Relationship conflict, task conflict 

and trust levels for teams in cluster 2 

Figure 3.1a. Relationship conflict, task conflict 

and trust levels for teams in cluster 1 
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 We also examined the correlations between task and relationship conflict for the teams in the 

different clusters, expecting that these correlations would be weaker for the teams with the stable 

pattern (cluster 2) than for the teams with the unstable pattern (cluster 1). To support the 

hypothesized mechanism, the correlations between task conflict at timex and relationship conflict at 

timex+1 should be higher in cluster 1 than in cluster 2. For cluster 1, the mean of these correlations 

over time was .15 (SD = .25). For cluster 2, the mean of these correlations was .31 (SD = .29). Thus, 

we found the opposite from what was expected: The teams with the unstable and deteriorating 

pattern showed lower correlations between task and relationship conflict than teams with the stable 

pattern. 

 Based on these analyses, it can be concluded that we found mixed support for hypothesis 2. 

The hypothesis is supported with regard to the level and evolution aspects of the patterns. One 

category of teams developed stable high trust and low conflict, whereas another category developed 

a pattern of decreasing trust and increasing task and relationship conflict. However, early 

relationship conflict rather than early trust seems to have been an important aspect of initial 

conditions associated with subsequent patterns. Furthermore, the teams with the unstable pattern 

showed lower correlations between task and relationship conflict at each measurement moment than 

the teams in the stable pattern. 

 

Patterns of Conflict and Trust and Team Effectiveness 

To test if team effectiveness would be higher for teams with the stable pattern than for those 

with the unstable pattern (hypothesis 3) and because of the unequal sample sizes for the 

effectiveness measures, we performed separate univariate analyses of variance with team self-

perceived and stakeholder effectiveness as dependent variables and cluster as independent variable. 

The results showed significant cluster effects for both measures of team effectiveness (Fteam 

effectiveness - self-perception (1,39) = 11.82, p < .01; Fteam effectiveness - stakeholder measure (1,26) = 4.86, p < .05). 

Inspection of the means showed that the teams in cluster 1 report significantly lower levels of team 

effectiveness (M = 3.73, SD = .33) than teams in cluster 2 (M = 4.03, SD = .22). On the stakeholder 

measure of team effectiveness, the pattern was similar with the teams within cluster 1 performing 

worse (M = 3.47, SD = .33) than those in cluster 2 (M = 3.70, SD = .32), supporting hypothesis 3. 

 

Discussion 

 

Trust and Conflict Development in Teams 

Our results show that conflict and trust are not stable over time and that discernable patterns 

of these variables exist across teams over time. The results from this study are partly in line with 

previous research on team development (Chang et al., 2003; Jehn & Mannix, 2001; Jones & George, 

1998; Tuckman, 1965), but also give rise to new considerations regarding the temporal nature and 

co-variance of task conflict, relationship conflict, and trust over time in teams with complex tasks in 

natural organizations. We argued that the general way in which the variables would change over time 

were a decrease in relationship conflict, an increase and then decrease in task conflict, and an 
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increase in trust. Relationship conflict significantly increased at the midpoint of the team‟s life; trust 

decreased, not gradually over time, but with a sharp decrease around the midpoint; task conflict did 

not significantly change over time. Thus, although punctuated equilibrium theory has been proposed 

to primarily relate to task related aspects of team interaction (Chang et al., 2003; Gersick, 1988, 

1989), we found a midpoint transition only with regard to socio-emotional aspects of team 

interaction. Moreover, as our teams were student management teams performing managerial tasks 

not related to a particular project deadline, our results suggest that the midpoint transition might also 

be triggered by the awareness of the total amount of time that is left before the teams stop working 

instead of a specific task-related deadline. Both findings point at a possible broader applicability of 

punctuated equilibrium theory than was initially proposed. 

Furthermore, two main patterns of trust and conflict evolution were observed in our sample: a 

stable pattern with moderate conflict and high trust and an unstable deteriorating pattern with 

decreasing levels of trust and increasing levels of conflict over time
7
. This unstable deteriorating 

pattern was hypothesized to result from the continued reinforcement of task and relationship conflict 

over time when early trust was low. In line with recent theory that emphasizes the joint evolution of 

processes and states over time (Arrow et al., 2000; McGrath et al., 2000) and from what we had 

expected from previous, mainly cross-sectional, research on conflict and trust (De Dreu & Weingart, 

2003; Peterson & Behfar, 2003; Simons & Peterson, 2000), we found that clearly distinguishable 

patterns existed across teams over time. These patterns were also related to both self-perception 

and stakeholder measures of team effectiveness, in such a way that the teams with the stable high-

trust-low-conflict pattern were more effective than teams with the unstable pattern. Possibly, this 

stable level of trust reflects a qualitative shift from conditional to unconditional trust (Jones & 

George, 1998), which was, however, not reflected in a higher level of trust. 

However, some contradictory results were also found. We had expected that differences in 

early levels of trust would be associated with the subsequent evolution of task and relationship 

conflict. However, we did not find a significant difference in trust between the teams in the two 

clusters at the first measurement moment, although the effect was in the expected direction and 

almost reached significance with p = .06. Furthermore, within the cluster of teams with the stable 

pattern, correlations between task and relationship conflict were higher than those for the teams with 

the unstable pattern, suggesting that the misattribution hypothesis might not have been the 

explaining mechanism in this case (Simons & Peterson, 2000). Since our study was the first to assess 

conflict and trust evolution over a long period of time, it is not unthinkable that previously proposed 

mechanisms work differently over long periods of time. When team members have worked together 

very intensely for a long period, as was the case for the teams in our sample, misattribution might not 

occur anymore, because team members have come to know each others‟ intentions and behavior very 

well. Another issue that is potentially related to these contradictory findings around the correlations 

                                                 
7 It should be noted here that even the lowest level of trust was still relatively high with 5.16 on a 7-point 
scale. These high levels of trust would be in line with the notion that trust partly reflects the security people 
feel in a situation because of guarantees and safety nets, provided by the institution of which they are part 
(McKnight et al., 1998). The student associations might have provided such institution-based trust for the 
respondents in our sample. 
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between task and relationship conflict, is the relatively low internal consistency that was found for 

task conflict. Therefore, our results should be interpreted with some caution. 

Primarily based on Tuckman‟s model, we had expected to find an increase in trust in the teams. 

However, such an increase was not found in either the analysis of the variables separately or within 

the patterns. This finding is noteworthy, as an increase of trust is often assumed to result from the 

increased familiarity among people when working together. Several explanations could exist for not 

finding this increase. The first is simply that such an evolution in teams does not exist among 

members from organizational teams, or did not exist in our sample. The trust experience in the 

beginning of team functioning would then be the maximum level that is possible, whereas the conflict 

level in the beginning is the lowest possible, perhaps because teams operate under politeness norms 

(Jehn & Mannix, 2001). As advocated by George and Jones (1998), it is beneficial for team members 

to start with high levels of trust, because of the large incentive that exist for high-trust relationships 

for people that have to work together closely for a prolonged time period. A second, methodological, 

explanation could be that we have observed a ceiling effect in our sample. Since initial trust levels 

were high, it was almost impossible to score significantly higher on our measure than the initial level. 

A third explanation lies in the moment of our first measurement of trust. Time 2 was scheduled 

when the teams had been together for about three months. In terms of group development, much will 

have happened before this moment. Although Tuckman (1965) has suggested that developmental 

stages will take longer or shorter depending on the total life-span of the group (and thus, in our 

sample, each developmental phase could theoretically take about two months), it is unlikely that the 

development to the performing stage of team functioning would take six to eight months. Thus, we 

may have missed an increase in trust occurring in the first three months.  

All in all, our temporal perspective on three commonly investigated aspects of team 

functioning — task conflict, relationship conflict, and trust — allowed greater insight into the nature of 

these variables as well as common evolutionary patterns that also make a difference for team 

effectiveness. The discovery of the prevalence of the unstable deteriorating pattern and the absence 

of teams with increasing trust over time, adds important insight to the general belief that teams over 

time develop better ways of handling team processes and interpersonal relationships. 

 

Implications for Further Research and Limitations 

Although we think that our research has added valuable knowledge about trust and conflict 

evolution in teams, we also see some limitations that should be addressed. Thereafter, we will outline 

the implications of our research for research and practice. 

As outlined before, our first measurement of trust and conflict was relatively late, which limits 

our knowledge about the development of these variables during the important first phase of team 

development. Since we collected team composition variables at time 1 and because we needed to 

ensure cooperation of all team members during all six measurement moments over the 10-month 

period, we did not want to overburden the team members with too lengthy a questionnaire at time 1. 

In addition, as the existing longitudinal research on teams has typically covered the first two or three 

months of team functioning (Jehn & Mannix, 2001; Peterson & Behfar, 2003), we were interested in 

examining a time span considerably longer and we showed that after this first phase, interesting 
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patterns are to be discovered. Yet, it is our main recommendation for future investigations to address 

this initial period and study trust evolution for some weeks or months from the very beginning of a 

team‟s existence with fine-grained (e.g., daily or weekly) measures. It would be interesting to see if 

trust would increase and Tuckman‟s transition between storming and norming phases could be 

observed in this period. 

 An additional aspect of teams‟ initial conditions which could be worth investigating, is the 

extent to which previously existing relationships between team members influence the patterns over 

time. Although we did have some information on how the teams in the sample were brought together, 

possibly indicating differences in familiarity, and did not observe clear differences, the extent to 

which the onset of patterns is influenced by differences in familiarity of the team members instead of 

the level of trust, this factor remains an uncertainty. Differences between the teams in their degree 

of familiarity before they entered the management team could explain differences in initial trust 

levels. However, as we were mainly interested in assessing the temporal nature of conflict and trust 

over a long time period and in examining discernable patterns over time, it was not our main focus to 

study the initial conditions that led to these patterns. 

 Some further avenues for future research can be outlined. First, future research should try to 

replicate the occurrence of the stable and unstable patterns of conflict and trust as found in our 

study. It would be interesting to observe if the shape of the patterns and the two distinct forms as we 

found here, can be observed in other samples of teams performing complex tasks over shorter or 

longer time spans, in different organizational settings, and with different team structures. 

 Second, it would also be interesting to study the onset of these patterns. Whereas our 

research has shown the existence of discernable patterns among teams, we do not know yet why 

some teams end up in a downward spiral, while other teams remain stable in conflict and trust levels. 

Complexity theory would argue that differences in initial conditions might be an important variable to 

consider when explaining the two patterns (McGrath & Tschan, 2004), a notion that has been 

supported by other team research on early successes and failures in a team‟s life (Ericksen & Dyer, 

2004). When examining initial levels of trust, a key question is whether trust can develop without 

constraints and, when a high level has been achieved, displays a stable pattern, or whether trust at 

the very start of the team‟s life determines the development over time. Next to the level of trust, the 

type of trust could be an important variable to examine. It would be interesting to carefully analyze 

Jones and George‟s (1998) proposition of a qualitative distinction between conditional and 

unconditional trust. The existence and causes of early conflict might also be interesting to study, as 

this might have strong consequences for the pattern in which teams find themselves later on. 

Analyzing initial conditions can also include demographic and personality characteristics of 

team members to gain insight into how team composition influences team development over time. 

Since team composition has been linked to aspects of team functioning in numerous studies 

(Harrison, Price, Gavin, & Florey, 2002; Jehn & Mannix, 2001; Pelled et al., 1999), it possibly also 

influences patterns of conflict and trust that evolve over time.  

Next to examining aspects of team composition and initial levels of conflict and trust, it would 

be interesting to study possible mechanisms underlying patterns of conflict and trust. For example, 

the concept of reflexivity — the extent to which team members overtly reflect upon, and communicate 
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about the groups objectives, strategies, and processes, and adapt them to current or anticipated 

circumstances (Schippers, Den Hartog, Koopman, & Wienk, 2003; West, 1996) - might be such a 

mechanism. Reflecting upon their own processes might be one mechanism by which teams with the 

stable patterns maintain trust and prevent task conflict to evolve into relationship conflict. 

Along the same line, it would be interesting to study how and if managerial, coaching, or 

training interventions could influence the development of these patterns. Since more than half of the 

teams in our sample showed decreasing levels of trust and increasing levels of conflict, and since this 

pattern was associated with lower levels of team effectiveness than teams with high and stable levels 

of trust and low conflict, it would be interesting to study which interventions could reverse this 

pattern. Apart from the theoretically interesting question of whether it is possible to change a 

downward spiral, such knowledge could be useful for organizational teams and team managers. 

A more general implication of our temporal focus is that it points to the necessity for new 

theories that acknowledge temporality. Now it is not only the level of variables, such as conflict and 

trust, which exerts influence, but also temporal aspects of these variables, such as the duration, 

onset, and offset (Roe, 2005, 2008). Would a short, but intense conflict within a team have the same 

impact as a milder but prolonged conflict on team effectiveness? How exactly does trust become 

destroyed and recovered? Additionally, the timing of events and process characteristics might have 

an impact on team effectiveness, trust, or conflict (Waller, 1999). Furthermore, the stability or 

instability of conflict and trust levels per se could influence team effectiveness, because adapting to 

changing situations might distract valuable time and energy from a team‟s task behavior. 

Finally, this study also has some methodological and procedural implications for researchers 

who want to track teams over longer time periods. Although the demands on researchers‟ time and 

patience are considerable, carefully thinking and planning how to use existing possibilities well might 

lead to unexpected opportunities for data collection. In our case, the availability of these student 

management teams that functioned in a stable composition for the period of one year and of which a 

whole cohort of teams started at the same time, provided a unique possibility for tracking team 

dynamics over a long period. We also specifically decided to make personal visits to every team at 

every measurement moment, which ensured motivation and cooperation from participants. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This study has contributed to the understanding of temporal aspects of conflict and trust in teams. 

The most effective teams showed a typical pattern of high trust and low conflict that was stable over 

time. In contrast, in less effective teams, trust levels were lower and decreased over time, whereas 

both task and relationship conflict increased. All in all, we have demonstrated what previous 

researchers had assumed, that trust and conflict can be dynamic and that studying differences in the 

evolution of these concepts provides incremental insight into team functioning. Given that this is one 

of the first studies empirically examining evolutionary patterns of conflict and trust in organizational 

teams, we hope to have demonstrated the value of a temporal perspective on team functioning. As 

such, we have begun to “reground the study of groups in the reality of group life as it occurs in the 

world” (McGrath et al., 2000, p. 95). 
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Appendix 

 

Items measuring team effectiveness - stakeholder measure 

1. During the past year, I have been satisfied with the state of affairs within the association. 

2. During the past year, the board has contributed to a good atmosphere within the association. 

3. The board performed well with respect to its daily activities. 

4. During the past year, I have been satisfied with the accessibility of the board. 

5. The board was open to ideas of the members. 

6. The board made clear what decisions were taken. 

7. During the past year, I have been satisfied with the communication between the board and the 

members. 

8. The board contributed to the development of new activities. 

9. The board implemented improvements. 

10. During the past year, I have been satisfied with the commitment of the board towards the 

members. 

11. During the past year, I have been satisfied with the functioning of the board of my student 

association. 

12. Conflicts within the association were handled well by the board. 

13. During general meetings with the members, the board performed according to my expectations. 

14. The board lived up to their promises. 

15. The board implemented innovations. 

16. The board did not incorporate the long terms goals of the association in its policy. (reverse 

scored) 

17. The board informed the members about the current state of affairs. 

18. The board handled unforeseen circumstances adequately. 

19. The board performed its task seriously and professionally. 

20. External conflicts (that is, with parties outside the association) were handled well by the board. 

21. The board appeared enthusiastic. 

22. The board realized its goals. 



4 
 

Top Management Team and Middle Managers: 

Making Sense of Leadership 

 

 

 

This study provides insight about the process of top management team (TMT) 

sensemaking about leadership of middle managers — a process that has so far been 

neglected by researchers. In a longitudinal case study design, we analyzed 

observational data from 23 TMT meetings and transcripts from interviews with TMT 

members. Results indicate that TMT sensemaking consisted of images of middle 

managers, the TMT self-image, and reflection on action and action planning. 

Furthermore, the importance of TMT unity in actions toward middle managers is 

highlighted as an important aspect of TMT leadership. It is suggested to incorporate 

TMT sensemaking about leadership, as well as actual leadership actions toward middle 

managers, as processes for explaining how TMT composition influences organizational 

performance. 
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Introduction 

 

During the 1980s, both scholars and managers started to emphasize the importance of top 

management teams (TMTs) for steering strategic decision making and organizational performance. 

Different from other types of teams, a TMT has been defined as the aggregate informational and 

decisional entity through which the organization operates and which forms the inner circle of 

executives who collectively formulate, articulate, and execute the strategic and tactical moves of the 

organization (Eisenhardt, Kahwajy, & Bourgeois, 1997; Klenke, 2003). Predominantly drawing on 

upper-echelons theory (Hambrick & Mason, 1984), a vital stream of research has emerged that 

relates TMT characteristics to strategic decisions and organizational performance. Although this 

research has succeeded in underlining the general value of a team-based approach to strategic 

decision making, reviews have repeatedly concluded that findings are inconsistent, especially 

concerning the relationship between TMT composition and organizational performance (Cannella & 

Holcomb, 2005; Carpenter, Geletkanycz, & Sanders, 2004; Certo, Lester, Dalton, & Dalton, 2006). 

 Critics of upper-echelons research have diagnosed two interrelated areas of concern: TMT 

researchers‘ reliance on databases and large-scale surveys and the related neglect of processes that 

link TMT composition and decision making to organizational performance (Pettigrew, 1992; Priem, 

Lyon, & Dess, 1999; see also chapter 2 of this dissertation). To gain more insight into these 

processes, qualitative and longitudinal research methods have been advocated, the use of which 

should lead to a more realistic picture of how strategic decisions are made in real-world firms 

(Cannella & Monroe, 1997; Carpenter et al., 2004; Samra-Fredericks, 2000; see also chapter 2). This 

study aims to respond to both concerns by presenting a qualitative study of a process through which 

TMTs influence organizational performance.  

 We used a case study design to study the TMT of a medium-sized Dutch public organization. 

The first author attended 23 TMT meetings during 6 months and conducted in-depth interviews with 

individual TMT members. She was also allowed full access to the organization‘s documents and the 

minutes of TMT meetings. We expected that the TMT would use its meetings to exchange information 

on various strategic issues, to discuss different courses of action, and to make decisions, but an 

unexpected theme emerged that, without being formally scheduled, repeatedly turned up during the 

meetings and also appeared unprompted during the interviews. This was the TMT‘s responsibility for 

ensuring decision implementation through the next echelon. Intrigued by the obvious importance of 

this leadership task for a TMT, we decided to follow this thread more thoroughly. 

 The concept of sensemaking is used to explain how the TMT understands and acts on its 

leadership role (see Weick, 1995). More specifically, we analyzed how TMT members collectively 

make sense of their relationship with middle managers (MMs) and reason how this can be expected to 

influence decision implementation. In the following parts of this chapter, we describe the role of TMT 

leadership toward MMs and identify the absence of a relational dimension between TMT and MMs as a 

gap in existing TMT research. Then, we emphasize TMT sensemaking as a key process and formulate 

our research question. Thereafter, we describe our research methods and analysis of the qualitative 

data. Finally, we present our results, discuss these in light of existing theory, and formulate 

suggestions for further research.  
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TMT Leadership toward MMs 

 Leadership can be defined as ―the process of influencing others to understand and agree about 

what needs to be done and how to do it, and the process of facilitating individual and collective efforts 

to accomplish shared objectives‖ (Yukl, 2006, p. 8). The concept of strategic leadership, more 

specifically, is used to designate leadership at the top of organizations and has been described as a 

strategic and relational activity between leaders and their immediate followers (Vera & Crossan, 

2004). Upper-echelons theory has focused on strategic leadership as a team-based activity and has 

emphasized the strategic aspect of the TMT task. However, this theory tends to downplay the role of 

relational aspects of leadership (Cannella & Monroe, 1997). This relational aspect of strategic 

leadership has been extensively studied on the level of the individual CEO, for example, by 

investigating the effectiveness of transactional and transformational styles (see Yukl, 2006, for an 

overview of leadership styles). As this research illustrates, relational aspects of top leadership are key 

for ensuring decision implementation and organizational performance. 

 TMT researchers have mainly focused on intra-TMT factors, such as the team‘s composition or 

decision-making process, and have studied how these factors relate to organizational performance 

(Certo et al., 2006). With this strong internal focus, it seems almost as if upper-echelons research 

has conceived of the TMT as an independent, not to say omnipotent, entity that directly influences 

organizational performance without any intermediary process. Realists, or those with senior 

executive experience, might find this all the more surprising, as the political reality within 

organizations clearly shows how much TMTs depend on MMs (Balogun & Johnson, 2004; Currie & 

Procter, 2005). As stated by Weick (1979), it is the pattern of relationships within organizations, not 

the fact that ―great men‖ sit at the top of them, which makes it possible to exert influence and 

enhance organizational performance — a statement that is clearly in accord with relational views of 

power in organizations (Clegg, Courpasson, & Phillips, 2006). 

 Managing the interface with MMs can be considered an important aspect of the TMT task 

because of the catalytic role that MMs play in the implementation of strategic decisions (Balogun & 

Johnson, 2004). In this article, the term middle manager (or MM) is used to denote the management 

layer between the TMT and first-level supervisors (i.e., managers of divisions or subsidiaries; Dopson, 

Stewart, & Risk, 1992). MMs are important for creating alignment in organizations and influencing 

organizational performance (Balogun & Johnson, 2004; Currie & Procter, 2005; Floyd & Wooldridge, 

1997). They are also found to be able to redirect strategies, delay implementation, reduce the quality 

of implementation, and sometimes even sabotage it completely (Guth & MacMillan, 1986). This can 

occur in situations where MMs‘ self-interest is at stake, when they perceive the new strategy as 

flawed, or when they are incapable of implementing it (Guth & MacMillan, 1986). Thus, to be 

effective, top managers have to find ways to gain MMs‘ commitment or, at least, their compliance. 

 

TMT Sensemaking about Leadership 

 Strategic leadership on the TMT level implies that the process of influencing others to achieve 

shared objectives is carried out by more than one person. Thus, TMT leadership contains an extra, 

collective dimension as compared to leadership on the individual-CEO level. TMT members will have 

to coordinate and align their individual ideas and actions to develop a common understanding of their 
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leadership approach that they carry out collectively. However, to our knowledge, no studies have 

reported how TMT members understand this leadership aspect of their task. In our initial 

observations, we observed that leadership issues were indeed surfacing during TMT interaction, and 

we decided to study this issue more systematically. To understand and describe how leadership issues 

play a role in TMT interaction, we use the concept of sensemaking. 

 Sensemaking is a process through which individuals make sense of uncertainties in the 

environment through interaction with others (Weick, 1979, 1995). This way, they negotiate among 

themselves an acceptable account of what is going on. This process of interpreting events to create 

meaning is triggered by perceptions that events are somehow ambiguous, surprising, or confusing 

(Maitlis, 2005). Because TMTs must comprehend a great deal of vague, ambiguous, and often 

conflicting information from many sources (Edmondson, Roberto, & Watkins, 2003), including 

information related to MMs, sensemaking seems an adequate concept to capture characteristics of 

TMT interaction about leading MMs. Recent research shows that a team context is particularly 

suitable for sensemaking, as the interdependence and team identity create a setting in which team 

members interpret their collective experiences and construe attributions of those experiences 

(Robertson, 2006). 

 Sensemaking is intimately connected to action. Action both precedes interpretation and 

meaning giving and follows it. Weick (1995) has used the concept of enactment to describe the 

phenomenon that when people act according to the sense they see, they construct parts of their 

environment. Thus, sensemaking is an iterative process of meaning giving and enactment (Weick, 

Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005). Moreover, characteristics of the sensemaking process are consequential 

for the actions that follow (Maitlis, 2005). Sensemaking is also adaptive over time when truths of the 

moment change, develop, and take shape over time; it is only when the content of sensemaking is 

both believed and doubted that systems are able to learn and update their actions and meanings in 

ways that adapt to changes in the system and its context (Weick et al., 2005). 

 TMT sensemaking has been studied during strategic change (Gioia & Thomas, 1996), in the 

context of shared cognitions about strategy (Knight et al., 1999), and in terms of the interpretative 

ambiguity that results from cognitive diversity (Kilduff, Angelmar, & Mehra, 2000). However, TMT 

sensemaking about leadership has, to our knowledge, never been addressed in previous research. 

The fact that sensemaking is a social process implies that at least two dimensions can be 

distinguished: the content and the process of sensemaking. We will focus mainly on the content of 

sensemaking (i.e., what sense is made) because we are interested in the concrete substance of a 

TMT‘s understanding of its leadership role. Therefore, we come to the following research question: 

What is the content of TMT sensemaking about leading MMs, and how can this be expected to 

influence decision implementation? 

 

Method 

 

We studied the TMT of a public organization in the Netherlands using a longitudinal case study design 

(Yin, 2003) with a 6-month period of observation. This qualitative approach for studying TMT 

interaction is in accordance with suggestions from several TMT researchers (Carpenter et al., 2004; 
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Samra-Fredericks, 2000). In our case, a qualitative approach was especially appropriate because we 

were interested in TMT sensemaking and the TMT members‘ understandings of their leadership role 

(Brown & Gioia, 2002). 

 As noticed by Jarzabkowski and Wilson (2002), in-depth case studies of top managers in 

action are inherently risky because they require high-quality access to senior people and often highly 

confidential data over time. Because gaining access to TMTs is difficult, we used the researchers‘ 

personal contacts to approach the TMT. We asked if one of the researchers could attend its weekly 

board meetings for 6 months and sought each member‘s cooperation in being interviewed about the 

functioning of the TMT. We informed them about the goal of the study, stating that we were 

interested in strategic decision making in TMTs and the factors that contribute to the effectiveness of 

the team. We gained approval to conduct observations and interviews under strict conditions of 

confidentiality. 

 Our focal process of interest, TMT sensemaking, is inferred from observations collected during 

the weekly meetings as well as from the individual interviews. Although sensemaking activities cannot 

be expected to be limited to official meetings, we are confident that we have covered the most 

substantial part of this process, as the observed TMT‘s weekly meetings were very extensive, lasting 

for 4 to 6 hours, and because managers indicated that a substantive part of their interaction took 

place during these meetings. 

 

The TMT and the Organization under Study 

 We promised anonymity for the organization as a condition for reporting, so we refer to the 

studied organization as Alpha and will not reveal any details regarding the type of organization or the 

content of any of the strategic topics that the TMT discussed. Although this is a disadvantage for the 

reader (Yin, 2003), we think that even without this information, the study provides unique and 

valuable insights into TMT interaction. 

 Alpha has about 3,000 employees and operates in the public domain in the Netherlands. The 

organization can best be characterized as a professional bureaucracy, which implies that Alpha relies, 

in its structural configuration, on the skills and knowledge of its operating professionals (Mintzberg, 

1983). This structure is common in general hospitals, educational institutions, public accounting 

firms, social work agencies, and some production firms (Mintzberg, 1983). Although Alpha operates 

in the public domain, the TMT has considerable freedom and opportunity for deciding on strategy, 

budget, size, and activities. The environment in which the organization operated during the research 

period can be characterized as rather turbulent: Government regulations for the industry in which the 

organization operated were subject to major changes that affected the choice of appropriate 

strategies with which to survive the turbulence. 

 The executive board of this organization was a TMT consisting of three members: the 

president, the vice president, and the chief operating officer (COO). All were male and roughly around 

the age of 50. Given the size of the organization, the size of this TMT is not uncommon in the 

Netherlands. Previous research on the top 30 companies in the Netherlands (which have an average 

number of employees about 10 times larger than Alpha) indicated that even in these companies, the 

average TMT size is five (Glunk, Heijltjes, & Olie, 2001). In this team, only the COO had reached his 
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current position through a career within the organization. The other members had entered from 

outside. This TMT operated as a social entity and could, therefore, be studied as an intact team. The 

TMT reported to the supervisory board of the organization. Although the president had the final 

responsibility, the team functioned on a basis of equality. This structure, where power is shared 

between members of the TMT, has become increasingly popular in organizations (Yukl, 2006). 

 The tasks of the TMT at Alpha, as stated in official organizational sources, can be described as 

having the final responsibility for the policy of the organization, including appointing key personnel, 

taking the initiative for major organizational changes (e.g., growth and restructuring), and managing 

finances and centralized staff functions. At the beginning of the observational period, the team had 

been working together for about 1 year. The president was mainly responsible for the external 

contacts of the organization, the vice president for finance and human resource management, and 

the COO for the internal operations of the organization. MMs in Alpha were responsible for divisions 

of the organization. Within the limits of general rules and procedures, these units operated with 

considerable autonomy. MMs formed the link between the TMT and their operational divisions, having 

to combine demands from the top and from the bottom. 

 

Data Sources 

 Direct observation. The first author observed the 23 weekly board meetings of the TMT during 

six months in the period from January to June 2005. Since tape or video recording was not allowed, 

the researcher took detailed notes during the meetings. These notes consisted, as far as possible, of 

verbatim records, following recommendations of Bachiochi and Weiner (2002). To ensure accuracy 

and internal validity, the notes were checked with the meeting‘s secretary, which resulted in quasi-

verbatim transcripts of the meetings. In addition to these transcripts, general impressions of each 

meeting were written down during and immediately after each meeting. Information about one 

meeting that could not be observed was gained from the minutes of this meeting as well as through 

oral explanations from the meeting‘s secretary. 

 TMT meetings were held weekly and lasted about 4 to 6 hours. In addition to the three TMT 

members, a secretary and the head of the strategy department attended the meetings. An agenda, 

typically consisting of about 15 to 20 items, structured the course of the meetings. During most of 

the meetings, discussion of all items on the agenda was completed. Sometimes, items were adjourned 

to the following week, usually when a TMT member was absent. Agendas were always structured in 

the same way. First, the minutes of the previous week‘s meeting were reviewed and approved. 

Second, strategic issues were discussed, which might involve discussing a document, preparing for a 

meeting or talk, sharing information about events that had occurred, or discussing scenarios for the 

future. Further agenda items were scheduled according to topics relevant at that moment, either by 

TMT members themselves or at the request of others. Regularly, other people, including MMs, were 

invited to the TMT meetings to attend to a specific agenda item when a particular contribution was 

required. To coordinate their actions and activities, the TMT members also took time to review and 

question each other‘s agendas for the upcoming week, illustrating the importance placed on knowing 

each other‘s activities as well as maintaining a sense of collective responsibility. 
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 In observational research, it is possible that the presence of an observer will influence the 

situation under study. We are confident that this effect has been minimized during actual 

observations for several reasons. First, strict confidentiality contracts had to be signed by the 

researcher that prohibited revealing any sensitive information about the TMT meetings. This 

increased the likelihood that the TMT members would feel confident enough to follow their normal 

behavior. Second, because of the large number of meetings that was observed, it would have been 

extremely inefficient for the team to not act sincerely during the meetings and adjust decisions 

afterward, without the presence of the researcher. Third, the meeting‘s secretary, as well as the head 

of the strategy department, independently indicated that TMT interaction during the observational 

period did not differ from earlier TMT interaction. 

 Interviews. Interviews were conducted with each of the TMT members at two points during the 

study. The first round took place after five TMT meetings had been observed. These interviews lasted 

about 1 hour. This timing allowed us to test initial observations during the meetings and to gain 

knowledge about the way in which TMT members understood past developments and current issues. 

Interviews were semi-structured to ensure that some core questions were addressed on each 

occasion. For example, we asked each member to describe the strengths and weaknesses of the TMT 

as well as how effective he considered the team to be. The second interview round took place 4 

months after the observational period. During these interviews, preliminary ideas about events and 

interpretations were discussed with each of the TMT members to check whether they matched the 

views of the team members. An initial report was presented to the TMT members for comments about 

1 month after the second interview. We incorporated the comments in a first version of the article. 

This was presented to the TMT about 1 year after data collection was completed and elicited no 

further comments. 

 Minutes of meetings and other organizational documents. The minutes of the meetings were 

examined to assist in the analysis of TMT sensemaking. These documentary sources both provided a 

context for the researcher to understand the issues dealt with and acted as a formal record, in a 

minimal manner, of the understandings achieved by the participants themselves. We drew on these 

documentary materials to frame, verify, and occasionally deepen our understanding of the data. In 

addition to the observer of the meetings, a second member of the research team was allowed full 

access to Alpha‘s archive, which ensured a thorough knowledge of the history of the agenda items as 

well as background information for the meetings. 

 

Data Analysis 

 To study the content of sensemaking from the TMT‘s interaction, we followed an open coding 

approach (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), using the qualitative software package NVivo to code the 

transcripts of all 23 meetings. It should be noted that most of the meeting time was spent on sharing 

information, discussing strategic alternatives, and making decisions on important strategic issues. 

Leadership sensemaking was usually embedded in these discussions. However, in four meetings, the 

TMT explicitly discussed leadership issues involving MMs, which illustrates the importance and 

relevance of this topic for the TMT. 
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 Because of the confidentiality of the data, the TMT did not allow us to make use of more than 

two coders. In the first round of coding, we selected relevant text fragments by searching via NVivo 

for fragments that mentioned the term middle manager(s), the name of one of the MMs, or the 

organizational units led by MMs. Assuming that these fragments would comprise implicit or explicit 

views of the relations between the TMT and the MMs, they are labeled episodes of leadership 

sensemaking. All of the 23 meetings contained at least one episode of leadership sensemaking, and in 

total, 79 such episodes were identified. The term middle manager and the names of the individual 

MMs were mentioned 264 times in total in these episodes. 

 In the second round of coding, we wanted to structure and classify these episodes. Thus, a 

categorization system was developed that was grounded in the data. Two researchers separately 

went through all episodes to develop initial ideas about appropriate categories. These initial ideas 

were compared and discussed until agreement was reached. For example, agreement was reached to 

have no more than two levels in the categorization system for the categories to contain sufficient 

units of analysis for an adequate coverage of content. Then, several sensemaking episodes were 

coded by the two researchers separately at the beginning, middle, and end of the observational 

period to check the reliability of our categorization system. After some adjustments were made, 

agreement was reached on a final categorization system, which consisted of a category relating to 

images of MMs, a category for TMT self-image, and a category relating to action. Using this 

categorization scheme, all episodes were coded by both researchers; differences were discussed until 

agreement was reached. Because 1 episode could contain different categories, the total number of 

times we used a categorization label (241) is higher than the total number of 77 episodes. Table 4.1 

shows these categories, the number of times the category was mentioned in the episodes, and 

representative examples of text fragments. 

 Having categorized the episodes, NVivo could generate a matrix that showed for all categories 

and all meetings the coded text fragments. This allowed us to inspect in detail for every meeting and 

over the course of the observational period how TMT sensemaking developed over time. 

 We also analyzed the transcribed interviews to trace the TMT members‘ individual perspectives 

on leadership toward MMs. Again, we used NVivo to search for fragments that mentioned the term 

middle manager(s), the name of one of the MMs, or the organizational units led by MMs. This resulted 

in 12 episodes in which specific matters that related to leading MMs were discussed. Additionally, we 

identified 9 episodes in which leading MMs was mentioned more implicitly. For example, when a TMT 

member talked about the relationship between the TMT and other organizational actors in general, 

without specifically mentioning MMs, we included this as an episode. All TMT members spontaneously 

mentioned the relationship between TMT and MMs as being important, and all interviews contained at 

least 2 episodes. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

In this study, we wanted to identify how a TMT made sense of its leadership role toward MMs as well 

as make inferences about how this influences decision implementation. In the following section, we 
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describe the analysis of the interviews with TMT members and the transcripts of the meetings. We 

also discuss the results in light of existing theory and answer the research question. 

 

Results from Interviews: TMT Unity in Actions 

 During the interviews, the relationship between the TMT and MMs was mentioned in several 

ways. First, TMT members mentioned the importance of TMT unity in actions toward MMs (6 of 21 

episodes). For example, the president noted the importance of consistency in action among TMT 

members: ―Everyone should do the same things in every situation. Otherwise, if you don‘t operate as 

a team, middle managers play off the TMT members against each other.‖ Along the same line, the 

vice president pointed out, ―If your employees get the impression that if you say ‗turn left,‘ it can 

easily be ‗right,‘ because another TMT member might say that, your decisions will not be readily 

implemented.‖ The vice president also described an example of a situation where he got the 

impression that the president had said things to MMs that were contrary to what the TMT had decided 

earlier. His reaction was to immediately confront the president with his impressions, indicating the 

importance he put on unity in actions by the TMT. 

 Second, it became clear that all TMT members perceived decision implementation through 

MMs as an important, yet sometimes problematic, TMT task (5 of 21 episodes). For example, the COO 

noted, ―Decision implementation is often a problem in Alpha. When middle managers don‘t want 

something, it is just not going to happen.‖ As the best way to handle this, he stated, ―Therefore, it is 

so important to keep on massaging things and have many bilateral consultations, in order to achieve 

legitimization for your decisions.‖ He specifically advocated influencing people through one-to-one 

contacts as compared to formal meetings with all the MMs. The president mentioned a desire for 

more power sharing between the TMT and MMs. He would like to work with all MMs on the TMT level: 

―This way, your decisions will be broadly based, which is beneficial for decision implementation. Now, 

middle managers perceive themselves as each others' competitors.‖ 

 The remaining ten episodes from the interviews dealt with various topics, such as the 

advantage of having a TMT in place instead of a single manager for dividing tasks: ―You can 

sometimes make a few adjustments to the various roles of the TMT members. If, for example, one 

member can‘t deal with a certain middle manager too well, you could switch certain issues and tasks 

around.‖ Furthermore, the COO mentioned, ―The TMT has too much on the agenda and actually 

should make more room to include the people around us.‖ Despite the limited number of episodes in 

this analysis to base conclusions on, it seems that leading MMs was a topic that was in the minds of 

the TMT members. Furthermore, the importance of decision implementation through MMs was 

mentioned by all TMT members, who also advocated TMT unity in actions toward them for achieving 

this. 
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Table 4.1. Categories of top management team (TMT) sensemaking with representative text examples 

 

Category 
# 

Units 
Representative examples 

1. Images of middle managers 
 a) as 

idiosyncratic 
individuals 

77 He locks himself into a position he can‘t get out of anymore. . . . He is 
getting himself into trouble. 

   That‘s right, he‘s the one we want to keep on board. 
   I see it differently . . . he has a hidden agenda. 
   The . . . in his organizational unit is giving him a headache. His unit is 

not the easiest…  
   I think that [name of middle manager] is doing a tremendous job. 
 b) as a barrier to 

decision 
implementation 

41 Organizational units are very independent. If you propose something 
that‘s within the scope of your responsibility, they dig their heels 
in. . . . I agree, but if you want to get break out of that. . . . I don‘t 
know. . . . 

   What strikes me is that if middle managers don‘t agree on something, 
it can drag on and on. . . . 

   They can do whatever they want, but we might come up with 
something totally different. 

   Middle managers don‘t want to pull the wagon, so that‘s why we have 
to do it and then they dig their heels in.  

 c) as 
organizational 
element 

12 Yes, this is about structures, but not about puppets… I agree. . . . 
Yes, middle managers must anticipate that they will be closely 
watched by the TMT. 

   I have talked to. . . .  He told me that he controls his middle managers 
by cutting off and opening up the money flow. I find that difficult. 
It sounds like blackmail and just arbitrariness.  

2. TMT self-image   
 37 Here we are, three people who tend to want to control things. I 

predict that this is not going to work out very well. As Alpha, we‘re 
so busy talking to each other. More for less control!  

   I would consider this a defeat for Alpha when. . . . 
   It‘s great how things seem to be going, but we‘re just holding our 

breath. 
   We are of two minds sometimes. 
   Our task—and especially your task, P—is to establish the contacts and 

give them the tools, but then we have to pass the ball to the 
organizational units  

3. Action   
 a) planning 51 I want to warn him that he‘s underestimating the problem. 
   This is a bit suspicious. We really have to talk with [name of middle 

manager] about this. 
   Most important is the note about. . . . Let‘s listen to what the middle 

managers have to say about this. 
   Then, let‘s prepare what we‘re going to say to [name of middle 

manager]. We have to find out how he feels about. . .  
   Maybe we should get the middle managers around the table here 

monthly or so. This has to be worked out within the organization.  
   In this letter, we need to be sharp. 
 b) reflection 23 I don‘t want to give away any control . . . At the same time, you hit a 

sore spot. 
   What can we do about this? Except talk, talk, talk? We do go into the 

organizational units with many issues. I can well imagine that leads 
to stubbornness. 

   Do we want too much? 
   To what extent do we want to interfere into . . . ?  
   Is this because of the way we have started this procedure? 
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The importance of such unity in action for a TMT is intuitively appealing: To successfully lead 

MMs, TMT members should be consistent in their actions and act as one to the outside world. Yet this 

intuitive logic has not been reflected in scientific knowledge on teams. As outlined before, TMT 

researchers have mainly focused on factors inside the team or external to the organization 

(Carpenter et al., 2004) and seldom on the relationship between TMT and lower echelons. Research 

on nonmanagerial teams has also mainly focused on internal team factors (Cohen & Bailey, 1997), 

and when external activities have been taken into account (e.g., Ancona & Caldwell, 1992), a detailed 

analysis of how team members coordinate their actions toward others is missing. Some indication for 

the importance of such a construct exists in Jarzabkowski and Searle‘s (2004) concept of TMT 

collective action, but they, too, neglect the relationship between TMT and others. Although relatively 

absent in research, the notion seemed important for the TMT we studied. Therefore, we propose to 

use the term TMT unity in actions to designate the process whereby TMT members coordinate their 

actions toward others in such a way that the team is perceived by others as a unified whole. In the 

results of the analysis of TMT interaction during the meetings, the importance of TMT unity in actions 

will be emphasized once more. 

 

Results from Observations: TMT Images of Leadership 

 The elements of TMT sensemaking that appeared from our categorization (see Table 4.1) were 

the images of MMs, the TMT self-image, and action planning and reflection. Below, we will describe 

these categories in more detail and reflect on their implications. 

 Images of MMs. The TMT expressed images of MMs in three different ways: generalized images 

of MMs as a barrier to decision implementation, images of idiosyncrasies of specific MMs, and images 

of MMs as strategic organizational elements. Sensemaking of MMs as a barrier to decision 

implementation often occurred as a means to explain why decision implementation did not go as the 

TMT members would have liked. Thus, it is not surprising that when the TMT talked about the MMs as 

a group, they were rather critical and perceived the MMs‘ behavior as resistance toward TMT 

initiatives. A metaphor that appeared repeatedly clearly illustrates this perceived resistance, namely, 

the image of the MMs as people who ―dig their heels in‖ as a reaction to TMT initiatives. The president 

was the first to use it in Meeting 2 in the context of a new project that was launched by the TMT: 

―When you propose something that is entirely within the scope of your responsibility, then they dig 

their heels in.‖ Later, in Meetings 11, 12, and 19, the metaphor was mentioned again by the COO and 

by the head of the strategy department when the TMT members were reflecting on past events and 

issues that did not go as well as they had expected. Moreover, the TMT assumed that the MMs felt 

that they ―always had to come running up‖ and that they had a ―deeply rooted distrust‖ of the TMT. 

 Thus, the TMT, in making sense of MMs‘ perceived behavior, referred to MMs as one group to 

understand why decision implementation in Alpha did not always go exactly as the members would 

like. This observation is in line with the fact that sensemaking occurs whenever the current state of 

the world is perceived to be different from the expected state of the world (Weick et al., 2005), which 

was also the case for this TMT. Talking about the MMs in a generalized way implies that the members 

saw the cause of the MMs‘ resistance more in the position of the MMs in the organization than in the 
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MMs personally. This can be illustrated by the COO‘s bringing up the proposition that ―middle 

managers are torn‖ or ―caught in the middle‖ between the TMT and their organizational units. 

 In addition to talking about MMs as a group, the TMT discussed the idiosyncrasies of specific 

MMs. Thirty-seven of the 77 units in this category explicitly dealt with one specific MM in the 

organization about whom the TMT kept worrying because he seemed frequently not to act as the TMT 

wanted. The remaining 40 units dealt with other MMs, some more than others. In talking about 

specific MMs, the TMT discussed possible intentions, emotions, and behaviors of the MMs, for 

example, saying that an MM ―did not operate sensibly‖ or ―was disappointed.‖ Where the images of 

MMs as a barrier to decision implementation were mostly generalized across time and situations, 

images of individual managers were more closely linked to certain situations or persons at a specific 

time. For example, when the TMT wanted an MM who ―did not operate sensibly‖ to be kept within the 

organization during earlier discussions, members stated that they were willing to let him go later, 

should that prove more beneficial to the organization as a whole. 

 Talking about individual MMs focused TMT members‘ attention on the human side of these 

managers as people whose behavior, cognitions, and emotions were at issue. Sometimes this was 

triggered by negative evaluations of an MM. In another case, when the TMT member perceived an MM 

to be disappointed with a certain issue, he specifically stated that he had to ―manage his 

expectations‖ because he wanted to keep him within the organization. Focusing on MMs as individuals 

during sensemaking can thus lead to tailored actions from which decision implementation could 

benefit. 

 TMT members also discussed the function of the MMs as strategic organizational element. For 

example, when a new MM had to be appointed, TMT members discussed the specific requirements for 

the new appointment. Working on their vision for the organization, they expressed that it would be 

beneficial to appoint an MM with certain characteristics as well as to design the MM‘s organizational 

function in a certain way. Furthermore, they discussed the future MM position after the restructuring 

of an organizational unit. In this process, some MMs were perceived to be afraid that their level of 

responsibilities and involvement in power relations would be reduced to an unacceptable level. The 

TMT members discussed their need to make clear to these MMs that they did not want this to happen. 

Discussing MMs as strategic organizational elements allowed the TMT to, once in a while, rethink the 

position of MMs in the organization. For example, the TMT considered changing the MM position and 

the specific contents and requirements of the job, if necessary, to adjust to a current or future 

situation. 

 Self-image of the TMT. In addition to the TMT‘s images of the MMs, our analysis showed 

references to its self-image. TMT members discussed their identity as a TMT with regard to their 

leadership role, addressing questions such as ―Who are we as a TMT? What should we do as a TMT? 

Where do we want to go in future?‖ In doing so, TMT members made sense of their tasks and roles 

vis-à-vis MMs. For example, they stated that the TMT‘s task is to ―establish contacts, give them the 

tools, and then pass the ball to the different departments.‖ A metaphor that was often used, and is 

representative of the content of this category, is that the TMT is supposed ―to pull the wagon.‖ This 

implies the idea that if the TMT does not move the organizational wagon, no one will do it. Combined 

with the analysis of the interviews, the self-image of the TMT seems to center on being a couple of 
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very hardworking people, trying to pull everyone in the organization forward. This is considered to be 

necessary, as the TMT sees the environment as changing in ways that MMs sometimes do not. The 

fact that this TMT self-image emerged from our categorization as a central concept confirms once 

again that we have indeed observed sensemaking, as the establishment and maintenance of identity 

is a core preoccupation in sensemaking (Weick, 1995). 

 Combination of TMT self-image and images of MMs. The TMT members would only rarely make 

explicit references to a specific leadership approach. However, their dominant ideas about leadership 

are evident from the images they exchanged. The images of the MMs and the TMT self-image imply 

views on how to best lead MMs. The main metaphors used — the wagon that the TMT wants to pull and 

the MMs who dig their heels in — suggest a relationship of two opposing forces in which the TMT keeps 

on pulling and the MMs resisting. Several times, the TMT members expressed their wish to be 

supported by MMs in pulling the organizational wagon. In the absence of this happening, the TMT 

members thought they had to take the lead, something boosted by their self-image as ―three people 

with a tendency to control.‖ Their orientation to control is further illustrated by some remarks in 

which they stated that they ―do not want to hand over control.‖ These images of having to take the 

lead and wanting to be in control point to a preference for a directive leadership approach. When 

discussing the idiosyncrasies of specific MMs, the TMT referred to a father–child type of relationship. 

For example, TMT members noted that an MM ―is getting himself into trouble, and we have to get him 

out of it‖ or that ―we should have a firm talk with these organizational units.‖ This exemplifies a 

paternalistic leadership notion. 

 It is interesting that TMT sensemaking about leadership also included discussing what 

members thought might be the preferred leadership style by the MMs. For example, they assumed 

that MMs found it an ideal situation when the TMT was on vacation, which was pointed out during the 

meetings as well as in the interviews. Contrary to the TMT‘s own preferences of rather directive and 

paternalistic leadership approaches, members assumed that the MMs wanted a more laissez-faire 

type of leadership. These assumptions about the MMs‘ preferred leadership approaches are also in 

line with the perceived resistance from MMs and the expression that MMs have a ―deeply rooted 

distrust‖ toward the TMT. The discrepancy between the TMT‘s images of leadership (directive, 

paternalistic) and the leadership model the TMT assumed to be desired by MMs (laissez-faire) was an 

important trigger for TMT leadership being a recurrent theme in the meetings and formed the need 

for continued sensemaking. 

 Thus, it appears from our observations of the TMT meetings as well as from the interviews that 

the TMT members exchanged images of MMs and themselves to construct shared images that helped 

them to make sense of their leadership role. They did not explicitly discuss these images. Usually, a 

certain image would be mentioned by a TMT member in the first place, after which the expressed 

image (e.g., the corrective father–child notion or the directive idea of the wagon that has to be pulled 

forward) was readily accepted by the other team members. When analyzing the observations over 

time, we saw not only that certain ideas were proposed and evolved into shared images but also that 

certain images reappeared at later moments. Thus, we noted a tendency among TMT members to 

invoke established images to make sense of ongoing events. 
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 It is interesting to note that we did not observe changes in images of the MMs or the TMT itself 

nor indications of changes in the leadership role. Yet we would think that such changes might occur in 

situations that can no longer be explained from the established images. Sticking to such images might 

be counterproductive, especially in situations of change or crisis (Weick, 1979; Weick et al., 2005). 

This focuses attention on the question of how the TMT responds to discrepant information. In our 

case, we saw that the TMT noted some discrepancy between what MMs would have preferred but did 

not use this information to adapt their views and leadership approach. We saw the COO more often 

referring to what he assumed to be the desired leadership style of MMs (laissez-faire) than the 

others. The other members seemed to trust his perspective given his internal career and used the 

perceived discrepancy to insist on their own preferred leadership approach. To better understand the 

dynamics and implications of this process, we will first discuss the enactment part of the sensemaking 

process. 

 Action planning and reflection on past actions. A typical feature of sensemaking is its iterative 

nature with meaning giving and enactment. In analyzing episodes of TMT interaction that related to 

actions toward MMs, we saw two temporal foci: planning for future actions toward MMs and reflecting 

about past actions and their results. 

 Concerning action planning, one conclusion stands out as the most clear: In the view of the 

TMT, action toward the MMs often necessitates talking. This can be illustrated by the fact that 24 of 

51 units of analysis explicitly mentioned that the TMT planned to talk to one or several MMs. Ten 

other units mentioned a specific strategy to be followed when talking to MMs. Conversations with 

MMs were prepared in detail during TMT meetings. The TMT discussed the goal of the conversation, 

the tone of it, and sometimes, the specific division of roles, which points at the importance of 

coordinating future actions toward MMs, labeled earlier as TMT unity in actions. That is, to everyone 

outside the TMT (including MMs), it should be clear that the TMT is unified in its ideas and plans. Even 

though discussions take place within the boardroom, none of that should be visible externally. 

 Other action planning units involved writing memos or, on a more complex and abstract level, 

designing evaluation and incentive systems. In these episodes, action planning included a focus on 

developing standards with which organizational units could be evaluated and to which incentives 

could be linked. The prevalence of this type of action planning increased over the course of the 

observational period. This course of action was mainly triggered by the TMT‘s images of MMs as a 

barrier to decision implementation and thoughts about how to overcome resistance and motivate 

MMs to achieve decision implementation. Several times, TMT members expressed a wish to use more 

incentives, a transactional leadership notion, with which they hoped to gain MMs‘ support. 

 The TMT not only planned future actions but also reflected on past actions. This occurred in 23 

units. Reflections were on past actions or behavior of the TMT itself (―I don‘t think we have endless 

discussions‖; ―Shouldn‘t we have done more here?‖), their expectations from MMs (―Maybe we should 

not expect this from them‖), and how they had approached MMs in certain issues (―We have 

presented that as a possibility, which is different from . . .‖). Reflecting about past actions was 

regularly followed by expressing intentions for the future in terms of planning to communicate better 

and making things more clear. 
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 In both action categories, we saw the emphasis on direct contact and unity in actions as being 

the TMT‘s generic leadership approach. The directive leadership image came back in the team‘s 

preference for explaining and imposing as compared to listening when preparing its meetings with 

MMs. The paternalistic image was reflected in subtleties, such as when talking about the tone of voice 

that would be used in meetings with MMs. Furthermore, the intention to install incentive structures 

and evaluation mechanisms as means to direct and correct suggests an image of transactional 

leadership as an effective way to achieve decision implementation (Yukl, 2006). 

 These observations regarding the enactment part of the sensemaking cycle confirm the view 

that emerged from the analysis of the TMT‘s images. The TMT appears to act in accordance with the 

image it holds of its leadership role. Reflecting on the results of its actions, the TMT confirms the 

images of the MMs and of itself, deciding to persist in the leadership approach associated with it. 

Again, looking for trends over time, we were not able to perceive any changes. Discrepant 

information, in particular about middle managers resisting the approach, seemed to strengthen the 

earlier adopted patterns of meaning and associated action, rather than to change it. 

 

TMT Sensemaking about Leadership 

 On the basis of the foregoing, we can answer the first part of our research question (―What is 

the content of TMT sensemaking about leadership of middle managers?‖). As we have illustrated in 

this article, sensemaking about leadership contains three elements: (a) images of followers and their 

leadership expectations, (b) self-image and preferred leadership approaches, and (c) the relationship 

between the two as a basis for action. Consistent with the view on leadership as a relational activity 

(Vera & Crossan, 2004), TMT sensemaking includes elements from both sides of this relationship: the 

MMs and the TMT. The category of action is indicative of the fact that meaning giving and action are 

closely linked in an iterative sequence (Weick, 1979). The presence of the TMT self-image as a 

category illustrates that identity construction is a basic function of sensemaking (Weick, 1995). 

 Our analysis revealed clear links between these categories—between the images of MMs and 

the self-image, between the two temporal foci for action, and between the images and action 

categories—suggesting that they form a coherent set of ideas that can be understood as the TMT‘s 

understanding about its leadership role. It was also found that the categories were reiterated over 

time, with images and actions confirming each other, and that there was a strong agreement between 

TMT members that was maintained over time. In some cases, we could observe how an image 

proposed by an individual member was accepted and upheld by the TMT as a whole. Furthermore, the 

TMT‘s preference for directive and transactional leadership was also reflected in its actions, even 

when the results of its actions were not as the members had desired. 

 The second part of our research question (―How can this be expected to influence decision 

implementation?‖) can be answered only partially, as our observations did not extend to the actual 

process of decision implementation in the organization. If we confine ourselves to what did, and did 

not, happen in the TMT, we see two points to make. First, sensemaking as a process of gaining a 

shared understanding enables the TMT to ―speak with one voice,‖ which can enhance the 

effectiveness of its interaction with the MMs. The importance of such TMT unity in actions toward 
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MMs was also advocated in the interviews and was put into practice when the TMT prepared meetings 

with MMs by coordinating and clarifying in detail how it would act. 

 Second, we have noted a clear self-confirming tendency in the sensemaking process. The 

TMT‘s views and preferred actions remained the same during the observation period of 6 months, 

even though MMs were perceived to be resisting its decisions. Occasional discrepant information, 

showing that the approach taken had limited success, resulted in opting for ―more of the same‖—that 

is, ―talking more‖ and ―explaining even better‖ — rather than changing views in a new sensemaking 

effort. It is also interesting to note that as far as we are aware, the images of the MMs — and those of 

the TMT itself — were never discussed in contacts with those MMs. This points at the closed nature of 

the images, which prevents them from being adjusted in case of poor fit. What this implies for 

decision implementation can only be inferred. 

 Although TMT unity in action might be seen as an antecedent of effective decision 

implementation and achieving shared understandings through sensemaking might contribute to this, 

a self-confirmatory pattern of sensemaking may pose a risk when maintained over a longer period of 

time. There is an extensive body of literature about the need for vigilant information processing and 

renewed sensemaking for continuous learning and adapting (Janis, 1982; Weick et al., 2005). The 

theory of organizational learning (Argyris, 1999; Senge, 1990) makes similar points. These general 

notions also apply to the TMT and its relationship with the MMs. If the TMT fails to pick up signs of 

discrepant information from the side of MMs, decision implementation is most likely to suffer. Given 

the powerful role of the middle managers, as mentioned by Currie and Procter (2005) and Floyd and 

Wooldridge (1997), one would expect that self-confirmatory sensemaking will undermine decision 

implementation in the long run.  

 In Figure 4.1, the central concepts that emerged from our analysis are summarized. As such, 

this figure should be understood as an overview of our research rather than as a well-grounded 

theoretical model. However, it may serve as a tentative framework for more rigorous testing and 

theory development. We also included in the figure the concepts of TMT composition and 

organizational performance, as these are often the central variables in upper-echelons research, and 

we wanted to show how our model describes a mechanism through which these variables might be 

related. TMT composition is proposed to influence sensemaking, as characteristics of the TMT 

members will influence what and how they make sense (see also Weick, 1995). Content and process 

of TMT sensemaking are proposed to influence the TMT leadership style, TMT unity in actions, and, 

subsequently, decision implementation and organizational performance. 

 

Implications for TMT Research and Limitations 

 The TMT literature of the past few years has shown an increasing number of studies on 

processes happening within the TMT (Carpenter et al., 2004). However, attention for interactions 

between the TMT and others in the organization has been limited thus far. Conspicuously lacking has 

been the interaction with MMs, who fulfill a crucial role in implementing decisions of the TMT. In our 

study, we have been able to study a TMT during a 6-month period, collecting and analyzing data on 

its relationship with MMs. We have demonstrated that transcripts of meetings are a useful source of 

information and that content analysis, especially when supplemented by a temporal analysis, can 
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provide information on the TMT‘s sensemaking regarding its leadership role toward MMs. We expect 

that further research using these methods can shed more light on how TMTs think about and interact 

with MMs. There are a number of issues that require further study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Summary and suggested model: top management team (TMT) sensemaking, leadership 

style, TMT unity in actions, and decision implementation as mechanisms that link TMT composition 

and organizational performance 
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First, we recommend further study of TMT sensemaking with regard to content and changes in 

content over time. In our study, we did keep track of what was said in meetings, but we believe the 

recording could be refined. Once detailed recordings are available, analyses could be done that give a 

deeper insight into the social dynamics of the sensemaking process, which is especially important for 

understanding how shared meaning is created. Such analyses might also shed more light on the 

iteration of meaning generation and enactment over time and on changes in views that could be taken 

as signs of team learning. Along the same lines, it would be useful to replicate our way of categorizing 

content. Although the set of categories that we have developed seems to be reliable and exhaustive 

in the case of the TMT we studied, it may have to be complemented or modified in other cases, 

especially when TMTs in organizations with another structure or another history of power relations 

are examined.  

 Future research should also include the MMs‘ perceptions of the TMT — individually and 

collectively — particularly as they evolve over time. This would deepen our understanding of how 

effective the TMT is in handling the primary part of the decision implementation process. At later 

stages, research might be expanded to include the actual interactions between the TMT and the MMs. 

This would open a way to study the adequacy of the way in which the TMT defines and enacts its 

leadership role. Also, this could shed light on the relationships between TMT sensemaking, TMT unity 

in actions toward MMs, decision implementation, and organizational performance. 

Our results and suggestions should be understood in light of some limitations of this study. As 

outlined before, we had to rely on handwritten information for our recordings, because no audio or 

video recording was allowed during observations and interviews. Although these accounts were 

checked with the meeting‘s secretary to ensure internal validity, some aspects of TMT interaction will 

have been missed because of the high speed and long length of TMT interaction during their 

meetings. Doubtless, real-time recording electronically would provide the best data. 

 A second issue is that we have used the personal contacts of the researchers to gain access to 

the TMT. Inasmuch as TMTs are often not very willing to allow an observer into their board meetings, 

using personal contacts might be one of the best possible ways to access them. However, the fact 

that this TMT did allow access could indicate that this team was special in some respects: It was 

interested in hearing the observations of a researcher, it probably felt confident about how it 

performed, and it was open to suggestions. Yet even in this TMT, with a particular interest in 

reflection, we observed a tendency for a self-confirmatory pattern of sensemaking. This would mean 

that our results would be an underestimation of the degree to which TMTs show such a pattern. 

 Finally, as with all case study research, we do not know how generalizable our findings are to 

other settings. We have studied the TMT of a Dutch public organization, and certain aspects of the 

team naturally will be influenced by aspects of Dutch culture and the type of organization. Although 

these aspects can and will be a source of differences in TMT dynamics, we think that our resulting 

theoretical interpretation is not too prone to this effect. Because we have combined the data with 

existing theories, the conclusions and implications for further research should be valuable across 

cultures and organizations. 
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Conclusion 

 

The starting point of this study was to find evidence for TMT sensemaking about leading MMs while 

enriching TMT research with a qualitative account of a TMT in action. Transcripts of TMT meetings 

and interviews were analyzed to see how a TMT made sense of its leadership task toward MMs. This 

has resulted in several key constructs: images of leadership during TMT sensemaking (directive, 

transactional, paternalistic), characteristics of the sensemaking process (self-confirmatory), and TMT 

unity in action as determinant of decision implementation. 

 More specifically, our results indicated that TMT sensemaking was organized along one 

dimension for understanding MMs‘ behavior, one for understanding its self-image in relation to MMs, 

and one related to the enactment of its understandings. By considering sensemaking as an iterative 

process, we concluded that sensemaking in the TMT that we studied could be seen as self-

confirmatory: The TMT expressed an image about leading MMs, enacted this image, and persisted in 

its approach, even when it encountered discrepancies in its images and those of MMs. Additionally, 

the importance of TMT unity in actions was emphasized as a key success factor for leadership on the 

TMT level. Thus, it seems that sensemaking can be seen as a process that facilitates the development 

of shared understandings, yet when such sensemaking leads to self-confirming cycles, decision 

implementation is likely to suffer. By analyzing TMT sensemaking in a qualitative and longitudinal 

design, we have provided insight in a so far neglected aspect of the TMT task: the relationship 

between TMTs and MMs as a key mechanism for ensuring decision implementation and organizational 

performance. 
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The Dimensionality of Top Management Team 

Performance: Expectations and Evaluations of 

Middle Managers 

 

 

 

To measure the outcomes of top management team (TMT) impact on organizations, 

researchers have often relied on indicators of financial organizational performance. 

This approach, however, has contributed to the current inconsistencies in models of 

TMT impact and neglects the inherent multi-dimensionality of the performance 

construct. We argue for a stakeholder approach to TMT performance and the 

inclusion of multiple aspects beyond financial performance. Based on literature and 

expert interviews, TMT performance aspects are identified and we investigate the 

expectations and evaluations of middle managers on these aspects. Exploratory and 

confirmatory factor analyses show a five-dimensional model comprising company 

results, strategic leadership, connectedness, TMT unity, and moral leadership. 
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Introduction 

 

The impact of top management teams (TMTs) on organizations is of central interest to scholars of 

organizational behavior and strategy. The performance of such TMTs can be understood as the 

overall assessment of how well a TMT achieves the requirements of its task (e.g., Ancona, 1989). 

Researchers have argued that an important indicator for TMT performance is the performance of the 

organization as a whole, reasoning that this is the ultimate criterion against which TMTs should be 

evaluated (Carpenter, Geletkanycz, & Sanders, 2004; Hambrick & Mason, 1984). Yet, organizational 

performance is influenced by many factors not directly related to the TMT (Simons, 1996) and the 

effects of TMTs‘ activities on organizational performance are likely to crystallize only after some time 

lag (e.g., Ancona, Goodman, Lawrence, & Tushman, 2001). Moreover, scholars studying the 

performance of individuals, nonmanagerial teams, and organizations have reasoned that 

‗performance‘ is an inherently multi-dimensional construct (Cameron, 1986a; Cohen & Bailey, 1997; 

Hackman, 1987). Although researchers have started addressing aspects of TMT performance beyond 

financial organizational performance, such as decision quality and TMT self-perceived effectiveness, 

insight in the dimensionality of TMT performance is lacking. 

The conceptualization and measurement of team performance has since long been of interest 

to researchers of small groups and nonmanagerial teams (see Cohen & Bailey, 1997, for an overview 

of team performance measures). In this field, researchers have suggested that the extent to which a 

team meets the expectations of important people in its environment is central for understanding 

team performance, because these people have to ‗work with‘ the outcomes of the team (Hackman, 

1987, 2002). The stakeholder approach to organizational performance makes a similar argument for 

assessing the expectations and evaluations of organizations‘ stakeholders, because organizations rely 

on them for the attainment of goals (Denison, Hooijberg, & Quinn, 1995; Freeman & Reed, 1983; 

Schneider, 2002). With regard to individual-level leadership, researchers have assessed the 

evaluations of followers as sources of insight in leadership effectiveness (Denison et al., 1995; 

Hooijberg & Choi, 2000; Hooijberg, Hunt, & Dodge, 1997). In line with this previous research, we 

assess the expectations and evaluations of TMTs‘ stakeholders to achieve a more comprehensive 

model of TMT performance. 

For TMTs, an important category of intra-organizational stakeholders are middle managers 

(MMs), the managers who work in the layer between the TMT and first-level supervisors, as they are 

key actors for implementing TMTs‘ strategic decisions (Currie & Procter, 2005; Dopson, Risk, & 

Stewart, 1992; Floyd & Wooldridge, 1997). MMs have been found to have the power to delay strategy 

implementation, reduce the quality of implementation, or even sabotage it completely (Floyd & 

Wooldridge, 1997; Guth & MacMillan, 1986; Pye, 2005). They also have a sensemaking function vis-

à-vis their subordinates (Sims, 2003). Therefore, MMs can be seen as a particularly relevant group of 

stakeholders when studying TMT performance. Although not investigated here, MMs‘ expectations 

and evaluations might be consequential for outcomes related to themselves, such as their satisfaction 

and commitment, to the TMT, as they might give or withhold resources that can influence TMT 

performance, and to employees, as MMs influence sensemaking (e.g., Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Mayer & 

Gavin, 2005). 
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The specific aims of this study are: 1) to identify potential dimensions of TMT performance 

based on a literature review and expert interviews, 2) to test in a sample of MMs in different countries 

if MMs‘ expectations and evaluations can be organized along the identified aspects of TMT 

performance and if this dimensionality is similar for the expectations and evaluations, and 3) to 

investigate if MMs‘ expectations and evaluations are systematically influenced by characteristics of 

MMs, their TMTs, or the organizations in which they work and if discrepancies exist between MMs‘ 

expectations and evaluations. In the following, we will describe the theoretical background of this 

study, which is based on research on TMTs and team performance, as well as on research on the role 

of MMs, theories of implicit leadership, and knowledge on followers‘ cognitions about leaders. 

Thereafter, we specify the research questions that guide our empirical study and present the 

methods and results of the study. 

 

Theoretical Background 

 

Perspectives on TMT Performance 

Academic interest in TMTs has flourished since Hambrick and Mason‘s (1984) presentation of 

‗upper-echelons theory‘. These authors argued that organizational leadership is a shared activity and 

that understanding the background of TMT members is of central interest for explaining strategic 

choice and organizational performance. Since then, a stream of research has evolved trying to link 

TMT composition — for example in terms of heterogeneity of age, tenure, or functional background — 

to organizational performance (for recent reviews, see Carpenter et al., 2004; Certo, Lester, Dalton, 

& Dalton, 2006). The basic assumption of upper-echelons research is that TMTs with a specific 

composition perform better than others and that this improved TMT performance is reflected in 

better organizational performance. As the vast majority of this research relies on archival data, 

organizational performance is typically assessed with accounting indicators, such as Return on Assets 

(ROA) or Return on Investment (ROI) (see, for example, Iaquinto & Fredrickson, 1997; Smith et al., 

1994). These measures provide aggregated performance information and have the advantage of being 

easily accessible and supposedly objective (Cohen & Bailey, 1997). 

Although researchers have argued that organizational performance should be the ultimate 

criterion for a TMT‘s performance, inferring TMT performance from organizational performance is 

problematic for conceptual and theoretical reasons. The conceptual problem is that the two 

constructs refer to different levels: TMT versus organization. Organizational performance is the result 

of a variety of factors not necessarily under control of the TMT, among which employees‘ efforts, 

competitors' behavior, the business environment, and even luck (Simons, 1996). The related 

theoretical problem is that models that link TMT composition to organizational performance run the 

risk of being underspecified. Indeed, a recent meta-analysis on the effects of TMT composition on 

organizational performance showed that the effects ―do not hold across the TMT indicators, nor do 

they hold across the performance indicators; as importantly, those relationships that are significant 

indicate relatively modest associations between the relevant TMT indicators and firm performance‖ 

(Certo et al., 2006, p. 829). To achieve more comprehensive models of how TMT composition 
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influences organizational performance, researchers have proposed to incorporate mediators and 

moderators in this relationship, such as conflict or communication (Carpenter et al., 2004). 

We underline this reasoning and propose to take it one step further. To achieve a better insight 

in TMT impact on their organizations, researchers should not only theorize about new independent 

variables, but also critically evaluate their dependent variables. That is, by placing the focus on 

financial organizational performance, intermediary, more proximal indicators of TMT performance 

have been neglected. This is problematic, because studies that did incorporate both organizational 

and team-level outcomes showed that the effects of TMT composition and processes on outcomes 

vary with the outcomes chosen (Barrick, Bradley, Kristof-Brown, & Colbert, 2007; Elron, 1997). 

Additionally, the effects of TMT composition and internal processes on organizational performance 

might present themselves only after a certain period of time, whereas their effects on proximal 

measures can be more immediate (e.g., Ancona et al., 2001). The timely monitoring of TMT 

performance with proximal indicators could thus function as an early-warning system so that the 

malfunctioning of a TMT could be detected before it translates in poor organizational performance. 

A further consideration in not equating TMT to financial organizational performance only is the 

inherent multi-dimensional nature of TMT performance (cf., Roe, 1999). As it is likely that TMTs 

differ in the degree of success with which they fulfill various tasks, a focus on the outcomes of only 

one of these tasks leads to an incomplete picture of performance. For example, a TMT might be very 

good in signaling market opportunities and formulating high-quality strategic decisions, but it might 

do less well in ensuring the implementation of these decisions. The multi-dimensional nature of 

performance has been incorporated in many conceptualizations of the performance of individuals, 

teams and organizations.  

On the individual level, researchers in the field of personnel psychology studying employee 

performance have pleaded for a balanced account of performance aspects (Russell, 2001). On the 

team level, researchers have used a variety of indicators to assess team performance and they have 

suggested that it is advisable to combine different indicators to get a complete picture of team 

performance (Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Hackman, 1987, 2002). On the organizational level, researchers 

have proposed that performance can only be understood when acknowledging that it is a multi-

dimensional construct and that dimensions might sometimes be conflicting (Cameron, 1986a, 

1986b). On this level, researchers have also developed instruments such as the balanced scorecard, 

to measure multiple dimensions of performance simultaneously (Kaplan & Norton, 1992, 1993). 

Thus, while sophisticated performance evaluation approaches exist for individuals, 

nonmanagerial teams, and organizations, no comparable system can be found for TMTs. One 

theoretical paper exists, however, in which the authors base themselves on previous research on 

nonmanagerial teams (Hackman, 1987, 2002) and suggest that TMT performance can be seen as a 

three-dimensional construct (Edmondson, Roberto, & Watkins, 2003). Therefore, we suggest that it 

is meaningful to consider multiple dimensions of TMT performance simultaneously. 

 

MMs’ Expectations and Evaluations of TMT Performance 

 As the starting point for establishing the dimensionality of TMT performance, we take 

Hackman‘s (1987, 2002) notion that the first important indicator of a team‘s performance is that the 
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―productive output of the team (that is, its product, service, or decision) meets or exceeds the 

standards of quantity, quality, and timeliness of the team‘s clients — the people who receive, review, 

or use the output‖ (Hackman, 2002, p. 23). From a different angle, the stakeholder literature makes 

a similar argument on the organizational level for assessing the expectations of stakeholders, and 

meeting these expectations, for the optimal functioning of organizations (Cameron, 1986a; Connolly, 

Conlon, & Deutsch, 1980; Freeman & Reed, 1983; Schneider, 2002). As stakeholders have the power 

to give or withhold resources, such as information, materials, and their own efforts, which are critical 

for the TMT‘s chance to achieve its objectives (Schneider, 2002; Tsui, Ashford, Clair, & Xin, 1995), 

meeting their expectations is of central importance for a TMT. We focus specifically on MMs as 

important stakeholders, or ‗clients‘, of the TMT, as MMs are central in both strategy formulation and 

implementation. 

 MMs have mostly been studied with the aim of clarifying their organizational roles. For 

example, researchers have emphasized that MMs are not only crucial for the implementation of 

strategy, but can also influence strategy formulation, for example by issue-selling or synthesizing 

information for the TMT (Currie & Procter, 2005; Dutton, Ashford, O'Neill, Hayes, & Wierba, 1997; 

Floyd & Wooldridge, 1992, 1997). They have also described how MMs have both upward and 

downward influence, and designated MMs as ‗linking pins‘ in organizations (Floyd & Wooldridge, 1992, 

1997). With this role as linking pins, MMs make sense of what happens in the organization for their 

subordinates and, thus, can influence how other people in the organization think about the TMT 

(Gibson & Schroeder, 2003; Sims, 2003). That is, the sense that MMs make regarding TMT 

performance feeds into the processes of their employees‘ speculating and talking about how top 

management is doing its job. This way, MMs can also influence the trust that their subordinates have 

in the TMT, which has been found to be related to employees‘ job performance, organizational 

citizenship behavior, job satisfaction, and commitment (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Mayer & Gavin, 2005; 

Simons, 2002). Thus, top managers depend on MMs to achieve organizational goals and have to find 

ways to gain MMs‘ commitment or, at least, compliance for their course of action.  

 For individual-level leadership, researchers have argued that leaders and managers should 

increase their awareness of how subordinates think about their performance, because they depend 

on them for the attainment of goals (Boal & Hooijberg, 2000; Hooijberg & Choi, 2000). This research 

also shows that subordinates have clear expectations for their managers (Hooijberg & Choi, 2000). 

Along the same line, we propose that MMs will have expectations about their TMT and that they are 

inclined to evaluate their TMT‘s performance
1
. 

 A large-scale assessment of subordinates‘ cognitions about leadership was reported in the 

GLOBE study, in which respondents from different countries participated. In this research program, 

researchers were interested in assessing respondents‘ perceptions of ‗current practices of leadership‘ 

                                                 
1 We assume in this study that the TMT in an organization exists as a social entity and MMs can perceive it as 
such. Although the meaning of ‗team‘ in TMT is sometimes considered to be ambiguous, and scholars have 
used various conceptualizations and measures to identify the TMTs under study (Certo et al., 2006; Cohen & 
Bailey, 1997), it seems that organizations increasingly rely on real teams at the top (Wageman, Nunes, 
Burruss, & Hackman, 2008; Yukl, 2006). Moreover, since research has shown that the TMT in the European 
two-tier system is more distinguishable as a distinct social entity (‗executive board of directors‘) than TMTs 
in the Angelo-Saxon one-tier system (Glunk, Heijltjes, & Olie, 2001) and since our research took place 
among MMs in European countries, this assumption seems warranted for our data. 
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and their ‗ideal practices of leadership‘ (Den Hartog, House, Hanges, Ruiz-Quintanilla, & Dorfman, 

1999; Dickson, Resick, & Hanges, 2006; Hanges & Dickson, 2004). This way, the researchers could 

get insight in potential discrepancies between actual and idealized leadership and assess the 

consequences of such discrepancies. In line with this approach, we were interested in two types of 

cognitions from MMs: their expectations and evaluations, which we see as two types of cognitions 

with different temporal foci.  

 Expectations are cognitive structures that an individual can hold about future activities and 

are, in an organizational setting, often associated with the occupancy of a certain organizational role 

(Katz & Kahn, 1978). As such, they capture a future, and possibly idealized, situation. MMs are likely 

to hold expectations for their TMT based on the TMT‘s role at the top of the organization. 

Researchers have studied such expectations of leadership under the headings of ‗implicit leadership 

theories‘ (Den Hartog et al., 1999; Keller, 2003), ‗effectiveness models‘ (Hooijberg & Choi, 2000) and 

‗cognitive prototypes of effective leadership‘ (Dickson et al., 2006). Previous work on these 

constructs has shown that employees‘ expectations of leadership have consequences for their 

perceptions of their leaders, as well as for their attitudes and behavior (Epitropaki & Martin, 2005; 

Weick, 1995). 

 Evaluations are also cognitive structures, but they have a focus on past activities instead of 

future ones and capture MMs‘ subjective assessments of actual behavior of the TMT. They typically 

include some notion of ‗cause‘ or ‗responsibility‘. That is, there is a normative dimension involved in 

an evaluation, as an action or entity is measured against a standard. Social psychological research on 

attribution processes has shown that individuals in almost all situations are motivated to form 

evaluations as they search for causes of events and assign responsibility for the outcomes of events 

(Brehm, Kassin, & Fein, 1999; Malle & Knobe, 1997; Martinko, Harvey, & Douglas, 2007). In 

organizations, the actions of top managers, because these managers are authority figures that are 

highly visible in their role at the top of the organization, are particularly prone to be the focal concept 

of evaluative processes (Gibson & Schroeder, 2003). Once evaluations are formed, their effects on 

people‘s thinking and acting are pervasive and subsequent attributions tend to be consistent with 

people‘s initial explanations (Anderson, Lepper, & Ross, 1980). This way, evaluations and 

expectations can influence and reinforce each other. 

 In sum, we propose that assessing MMs‘ expectations and evaluations provides a meaningful 

way to achieve a comprehensive model of TMT performance. This is because team performance 

should be assessed from the perspective of stakeholders (Hackman, 1987, 2002) and because MMs 

are important stakeholders of a TMT. As performance on individual, team and organizational levels 

has been acknowledged to be multi-dimensional, we propose that this is likely to be the case for TMT 

performance as well. In the following, we will identify aspects of TMT performance from previous 

research and complement these with our findings from interviews with TMT members and others. 

These aspects will form the base for testing the dimensionality of TMT performance among MMs. 

 

Identification of TMT Performance Aspects 

To identify aspects of TMT performance that could be incorporated in our model, we 

performed a literature review of TMT research and identified dimensions of TMT performance. Since 
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much of the existing TMT research had focused on financial measures of organizational performance, 

we also broadened our scope to the literature on nonmanagerial teams. To be included in our 

conceptualization, we selected the aspects present in previous studies against the criterion that they 

should be usable in a stakeholder measure of TMT performance. We also sought to obtain a set of 

dimensions that would apply to MMs, but at the same time could later serve as a base from which 

other stakeholders could assess TMT performance. 

In addition to using existing studies on TMTs and nonmanagerial teams, we performed semi-

structured interviews with managers and Human Resources (HR) professionals. These interviews 

aimed to capture aspects of TMT performance that were emphasized by experts from practice, which 

could inform our selection and measurement of the dimensions. Interviews were conducted with four 

top executives (i.e., functioning in a TMT), two former top executives (i.e., previously functioning in a 

TMT and now retired) and three HR professionals from different large organizations. During the 

interviews, we were interested in performance criteria for TMT work, as well as more generally in TMT 

functioning, and our questions to the interviewees followed these two broad themes. The interviews 

lasted between 30 minutes and 2 hours and were tape recorded with the consent of the interviewees. 

The verbatim transcripts of the interviews were content analyzed by two researchers, one of whom 

had also been the interviewer. The coders independently listed and categorized all aspects of TMT 

performance that were mentioned during the interviews. Aspects of TMT performance surfaced 

during all interviews. Combining the results from the interviews and the literature review, we came to 

six aspects of TMT performance that will be further outlined below: company results, strategic 

leadership, connectedness, TMT unity, moral leadership, and learning capacity. 

 In line with most existing research on TMTs, the first aspect of TMT performance that we 

identified was ‗company results‘ (Carpenter et al., 2004; Certo et al., 2006; Hambrick & Mason, 

1984). This aspect is defined as the overall outcomes of the organization expressed in financial 

indicators and in the degree to which the organization has reached its goals. The interviewees also 

mentioned the importance of organizational performance for assessing how well a TMT is performing. 

Thus, as argued before, although organizational performance should not be the only outcome along 

which TMT performance is assessed, we did include it as one of the six aspects in our model. 

 The second aspect is ‗strategic leadership‘, representing the main duty of the TMT: carrying 

the responsibility for making and implementing strategic decisions that contribute to the overall 

success of the organization (Boal & Hooijberg, 2000; Edmondson et al., 2003). Strategic leadership 

activities comprise, for example, making strategic decisions, creating and communicating a vision for 

the future, developing organizational structures, and managing multiple constituencies (Boal & 

Hooijberg, 2000). In previous TMT research, ‗strategic leadership‘ was often represented by its 

outcomes when researchers assessed strategic decision quality or TMT members‘ commitment to 

strategic decision implementation (for example, Amason, 1996; Dooley & Fryxell, 1999). 

 The third aspect represents the extent to which the TMT develops and maintains relationships 

to other intra- and extra-organizational actors (Collins & Clark, 2003; Finkelstein & Hambrick, 1996; 

Mintzberg, 1973), which we have labeled ‗connectedness‘. For top managers, it is an essential part of 

their work to be connected to others in their environment both inside and outside their organization. 
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Therefore, the quality, quantity, and diversity of the contacts and network of the TMT is proposed to 

be an aspect of its performance (Ancona, 1989; Carmeli & Tishler, 2006; Collins & Clark, 2003). 

 Then, we identified ‗TMT unity‘, the extent to which the TMT acts as a team toward others, as a 

fourth aspect of TMT performance. More specifically, TMT unity is the degree to which TMT members 

coordinate their actions toward others in such a way that the TMT is perceived by others as a unified 

whole (Raes, Glunk, Heijltjes, & Roe, 2007; see also chapter 4). This also relates to the concept of 

‗TMT collective action‘, which researchers have previously described as the capability of the TMT to 

take collective action despite holding differences of opinion (Jarzabkowski & Searle, 2004, p. 405). 

TMT unity is different from concepts that describe the extent to which TMT members internally agree 

with each other, such as agreement seeking or strategic consensus (Knight et al., 1999), as TMT unity 

toward others outside the team can be present, at least theoretically, even when TMT members 

internally disagree. TMT unity is an aspect of TMT performance, because it captures the specific 

demands of having a team in place at the top for its leadership task instead of a single individual. 

 Fifth, there is the aspect of ‗moral leadership‘, defined as the alignment between a TMT‘s 

words and deeds while influencing others to achieve shared objectives, as perceived by MMs (Simons, 

2002). Our aspect of ‗moral leadership‘ closely aligns to the concept of integrity, which is typically 

associated with honesty, consistency, and the adherence to moral principles (Parry & Proctor-

Thomson, 2002; Worden, 2003) and behavioral integrity, which the perceived pattern of alignment 

between a manager's words and deeds (Davis & Rothstein, 2006; Simons, 2002). However, we 

included ‗leadership‘ in formulating this aspect to refer to the domain in which integrity is exercised, 

namely in influencing others to achieve shared objectives (e.g., Yukl, 2006). 

 The final aspect that we identified is ‗TMT learning capacity‘, the degree to which the TMT 

demonstrates its ability to learn from its experiences. Prior research has illustrated that a moderate 

amount of learning in management teams leads to increased team performance (Bunderson & 

Sutcliffe, 2003). Research on nonmanagerial teams has also outlined the role of team learning as 

beneficial for team performance (Edmondson, 1999). Although previous research has addressed 

team learning as a determinant of performance rather than as an indicator for it, we wanted to test if 

the demonstration of learning might also be something that MMs see as an aspect of TMT 

performance. 

 

Research Questions 

 

We have proposed that MMs have expectations about their TMT and are inclined to evaluate it, and we 

identified six aspects of TMT performance. Now, we are interested to see whether MMs' expectations 

and evaluations can be organized along these aspects. We assume that such expectations and 

evaluations are important, not only because they influence MMs‘ readiness to execute the TMT‘s 

decisions, but also because they can influence the attitudes and behavior of MMs‘ subordinates 

towards the TMT, the decisions of the TMT, and even to the organization in general. Although the 

importance of assessing expectations and evaluations has been shown for individual-level leadership 

(Denison et al., 1995; Hooijberg & Choi, 2000; Schneider, 2002), this issue has never been explored 

in the context of TMT performance and MMs. Thus, our first research question is: Can the aspects of 
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company results, strategic leadership, connectedness, TMT unity, moral leadership, and TMT learning 

capacity be identified as dimensions of TMT performance in the expectations and evaluations of MMs? 

 Based on attribution theories and implicit-leadership theory (Epitropaki & Martin, 2005; 

Keller, 2003; Simons, 2002), we expect that MMs‘ perceptions of TMT performance might vary as a 

function of characteristics of the MMs, TMT, and organization. For instance, there may be divergence 

in ratings due to differences in characteristics of the MMs themselves, such as gender and work 

experience (Martinko et al., 2007). Similarly, because the role of TMTs in smaller and larger 

organizations is different, MMs in various organizations may vary in the aspects of TMT performance 

they emphasize (Martinko et al., 2007). Additionally, there might also be cultural and national 

differences that influence the cognitions of MMs in different countries. The research on TMTs until 

now has predominantly used data from North American organizations, which recently led Hambrick 

(2007) to plead for supplementing this US-based knowledge with an international perspective. 

Previous research has pointed at country- and culture-related differences in work values (Hofstede, 

2001), leadership preferences (Dickson, Den Hartog, & Mitchelson, 2003), the meaning of ‗teamwork‘ 

(Gibson & Zellmer-Bruhn, 2001), and the composition and functioning of TMTs (Glunk et al., 2001; 

Peck & Ruigrok, 2000). Therefore, we formulated a second research question: To what extent do 

MMs‘ expectations and evaluations depend on MM, TMT, and organizational characteristics, and to 

what extent do they differ between countries? 

 As implied by stakeholder theory, the extent to which managers, teams, or organizations meet 

the expectations of important stakeholders can influence the attainment of critical resources that 

these stakeholders supply (Coombs & Gilley, 2005; Freeman & Reed, 1983; Schneider, 2002). 

Research within the GLOBE project has shown that there might be discrepancies between employees‘ 

perceptions of actual and idealized leadership, which can have consequences for satisfaction and 

commitment (Den Hartog et al., 1999; Dickson et al., 2003; Dickson et al., 2006). Although the 

objective of this research was not to assess MMs‘ attitudes or behavior that result from their 

expectations and evaluations of TMT performance, we were interested in the extent to which 

discrepancies existed between these two types of cognitions. Therefore, our final research question 

is: To what extent are MMs‘ expectations and evaluations on the performance dimensions similar and 

do discrepancies exist between MMs‘ scores on the expectations and evaluations? 

 

Method 

 

Sample and Data Collection 

Our sample consisted of 108 French and 143 Dutch MMs. This sample was drawn from the 

client pool of an international consultancy firm that included organizations from various industries 

and countries. In the context of the firm‘s annual research among its clients, taking place in March 

2005, all MMs in the pool were invited to answer a web-based questionnaire on TMT performance. 

The questionnaire was available in four languages: English, German, French, and Dutch. In total, 

2430 emails were delivered to respondents in 19 countries and 530 filled questionnaires were 

returned, a response rate of 22%.  
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To be able to make reliable comparisons, we only used data of the two countries with more 

than 100 respondents: France (N = 162) and The Netherlands (N = 188)
2
. We excluded respondents 

that reported their TMT to have fewer than three or more than ten members (N = 55), which is 

outside the range of typical TMT sizes in European organizations (Glunk et al., 2001; Heijltjes, Olie, & 

Glunk, 2003). We also excluded all respondents whose job titles raised doubt regarding their position 

as MMs (N = 44), resulting in the final sample of 108 French and 143 Dutch MMs. 

 Table 5.1 displays the characteristics of the sample in terms of respondents' sector of 

operation, gender, work experience, TMT size and organizational size. More than three quarters of 

the respondents were male. The majority worked in either the secondary (i.e., manufacturing, 

chemical, energy, IT, telecom) or the tertiary sector (i.e., service, media, leisure). They came from 

152 different organizations of various sizes with a maximum of 8 respondents from the same 

organization. MMs‘ work experience ranged from less than 5 to more than 20 years. 

 

 
Table 5.1. Descriptive statistics of MMs, TMTs, and organizations in the sample 

 

 
 

Total sample 
(N = 251) 

Netherlands 
(N = 143) 

France 
(N = 108) 

MMs‘ sector of operation (N)    
 Primary (agriculture, extraction of raw material) 23 11 12 
 Secondary (manufacturing, chemical, energy, IT, 

telecom)  
91 56 35 

 Tertiary (financial services, public services, 
consulting, transport, retailing, media, leisure) 

109 65 44 

MMs‘ gender (N)    
 Male 186 109 77 
 Female 49 27 22 
MMs‘ work experience in years (N)    
 0 - 5 55 32 23 
 6 - 10 52 26 26 
 11 - 15 47 28 19 
 16 - 20 34 19 15 
 More than 20 48 30 18 
TMT size    
 Mean 5.89 5.27 6.71 
 Standard deviation 2.22 1.87 2.38 
Organizational size - number of employees (N)    
 1 - 50 16 11 5 
 51 - 100 30 21 9 
 101 - 500 54 30 24 
 501 – 1000 32 18 14 
 1001 - 5000 59 38 21 
 5001 - 10000 15 10 5 
 More than 10000 31 9 22 

 
Note. The total number respondents in sample was 251; when numbers in a category do not add up to 251, 
the remaining respondents did not provide information on this category and these data were treated as 
missing values. 

                                                 
2 The number of respondents for the 17 other countries varied between 1 and 48 with a mean of 10.29. The 
large number of respondents from France and the Netherlands reflects that the consultancy firm was most 
active in these countries. 
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Measures 

 We wanted to assess MMs‘ expectations and evaluations of the TMT performance aspects to 

establish the dimensionality of TMT performance. Given the fact that TMT performance has to our 

knowledge never been assessed from MMs‘ — or any stakeholder‘s — perspective, we developed new 

scales to capture the TMT performance aspects ‗company results‘, ‗strategic leadership‘, 

‗connectedness‘, ‗TMT unity‘, ‗moral leadership‘, and ‗TMT learning capacity‘. We developed two 

parallel sets of items that were similar in content, but that were presented to the respondents in two 

different ways to measure their expectations and evaluations. Based on existing literature and the 

interview results, we developed three to five items for each performance aspect. An example of an 

item for the aspect ‗company results‘ is: ‗The company achieves outstanding financial results‘, for 

strategic leadership: ‗The TMT has a clear vision of the company‘s future‘, for connectedness: ‗The 

TMT is well-connected to important players inside the company‘, for learning capacity: ‗The TMT 

develops new skills and knowledge within the team‘, and for moral leadership: ‗The TMT brings into 

practice what it preaches‘. In table 5.3, all items for all performance aspects are shown. 

MMs' expectations and evaluations. To measure MMs‘ expectations, they were asked the 

following question: ‗Suppose you were asked to judge whether the top management team of your 

company effectively performs its task. Which criteria would you consider important to make this 

judgment?‘ They were asked to indicate on a 5-point Likert scale, with scale anchors 1 = totally 

disagree and 5 = totally agree, the extent to which they agreed with the statement that ‗a top 

management team effectively performs its task, if [text item]…‘ To measure MMs‘ evaluations of their 

TMTs‘ performance, respondents were asked to indicate on a 5-point Likert scale, with scale anchors 

1 = totally disagree and 5 = totally agree, the extent to which they agreed with the statement that 

‗the top management team of my organization [text item]…‘ They were also asked to report any 

aspect of TMT performance that they had missed in the list of items. Analyses of the answers to this 

open question did not give indications that we had missed an important aspect. 

The final questionnaire consisted of two times 24 items, which were shuffled and presented to 

the respondents. As TMT researchers have used varying definitions of the TMT in their studies (Certo 

et al., 2006), we presented MMs the following definition of a TMT: ‗The term ―top management team‖ 

stands for the group of people who are responsible for the general course of the company; usually 

these are the CEO and several executive directors. Depending on your national background, you 

might be more familiar with the terms Executive Board, Vorstand, Comité de Direction, or Raad van 

Bestuur.‘ 

 MM, TMT, and organizational characteristics. As characteristics of MMs, we asked respondents 

to indicate their gender and years of work experience. For TMT characteristics, we asked respondents 

to indicate the number of TMT members in their organization as a measure of TMT size. Finally, we 

asked respondents to report the number of employees in their organization as a measure for 

organizational size and we asked them to indicate the sector in which they were working. This 

variable ‗sector‘ was later coded as primary (agriculture, extraction of raw material), secondary 

(manufacturing, chemical, energy, IT, telecom), or tertiary (financial services, public services, 

consulting, transport, retailing, media, leisure). 
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Data Analysis 

 The data obtained for MMs‘ expectations and evaluations in two countries resulted in four data 

sets: expectations-Netherlands, expectations-France, evaluations-Netherlands, evaluations-France. 

Our data-analysis approach consisted of several steps, which followed the order of the research 

questions. First, we performed exploratory (EFA) and confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) to establish 

the dimensionality of TMT performance. In the confirmatory factor analyses equality constraints were 

introduced, so that we could test if the obtained expectations and evaluations models fitted the data 

equally well in both countries. 

 To answer research questions 2 and 3, we calculated expectation and evaluation scales per 

dimension from the separate items and established their reliabilities. We then inspected the means 

and standard deviations of the performance dimensions and performed multivariate analyses of 

variance to see if individual and organizational variables were related to differences in the 

expectations and evaluations of the performance dimensions and if differences existed between 

countries. Then, correlations were obtained between MMs‘ expectations and evaluations on all 

performance dimensions to assess the extent to which the two constructs overlapped. Finally, t-tests 

were used to compare the ranking of the performance dimensions for MMs‘ expectations and 

evaluations to get insight in potential discrepancies between what MMs find important and what they 

observe in practice. 

 

Results 

 

The Dimensionality of TMT Performance: Exploratory Factor Analyses 

We performed exploratory principal axis factoring (abbreviated as exploratory factor analysis, 

or EFA) with direct oblimin oblique rotation on MMs‘ expectations and evaluations. Oblique rotation 

was chosen, because we assumed that the TMT performance dimensions would be correlated. That is, 

if someone perceived the TMT as performing particularly well on strategic leadership, we expected 

that this would be related to the evaluation of, for example, company performance. To judge items if 

they were good or not so good indicators of the underlying factors, we used the criterion to only keep 

the items that had factor loadings higher than .40 on the expected factor and cross-loadings lower 

than .32 on other factors (Hinkin, 1998; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Since we had multiple data sets, 

we set the additional criterion to keep items that showed the desired properties in at least two data 

sets. 

EFA – step 1. The first four EFAs on the four data sets resulted in 6, 5, 5, and 4 factors 

respectively, with eigenvalues higher than 1
3
. Five items did not fulfill our criteria. Therefore, we 

removed from the aspect of strategic leadership the item ‗the TMT takes timely decisions‘ and from 

moral leadership ‗the TMT is trusted by its employees‘. For the items of learning capacity, we 

observed that they did not load on a separate factor and all but one factor loadings were below .40. 

Thus, it seemed that ‗learning capacity‘ might theoretically be an important and distinguishable 

                                                 
3 Full results from all EFAs are available from the first author. The total amount of variance explained can 
not be reported, as principal axis factoring with oblique rotation does not generate a total amount of 
variance. 
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dimension of TMT performance, but that MMs could not in a consistent way relate to it. Therefore, we 

removed all items from learning capacity from further analyses. 

 EFA – step 2. In step 2, we re-ran the factor analyses with the remaining 19 items and we set 

the number of factors to five, representing our new theoretical model. Based on the same criteria as 

outlined before, we deleted two more items that did not show factor loadings higher than .40 on the 

expected factor or had cross-loadings on other factors higher than .32. These were ‗the TMT takes 

decisions that contribute to the company‘s performance‘ and ‗the TMT dares to take risky decisions‘, 

both from strategic leadership. In the final EFAs with 17 items, Kaiser‘s measures of sampling 

adequacy ranged from .86 to .90, indicating that the sample sizes relative to the number of items 

were appropriate for factor analyses procedures (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Furthermore, the tables 

of reproduced correlations indicated that between 12 and 16% non-redundant residuals (p > 0.05) 

existed between the observed and the reproduced correlations, suggesting an adequate fit of this 5-

factor model to the data. The factor structure was further tested in confirmatory factor analyses. 

 

The Dimensionality of TMT Performance: Confirmatory Factor Analyses 

 CFA - expectations. To test if the hypothesized factor structure for the remaining 17 items 

and 5 latent factors provided a good fit to the expectations data from France and the Netherlands, we 

performed a multi-group confirmatory factor analysis using Lisrel version 8.72. Following Byrne‘s 

(1998) guidelines, we specified a structural model with the five performance dimensions as latent 

variables and the items per dimension as the observed variables. We only allowed the observed 

variables to load on the pre-defined associated latent construct and we set the value of the first item 

for each latent construct to 1 for scaling purposes. We also introduced equality constraints, requiring 

a solution in which the factor loadings would be identical in both countries. This model was fitted to 

MMs‘ response data for France and the Netherlands. For the data from France, 3 cases were deleted 

because they contained at least 1 missing value, and for the data for the Netherlands, 4 such cases 

were deleted. Thus, in subsequent analyses, the sample size for France was 105 and for the 

Netherlands 139. 

Overall, the 5-factor model showed a good fit to the data (χ
2 

 (230, N = 244) = 332.03, p < 

0.00, RMSEA = 0.06, NNFI = 0.97). When inspecting the fit indexes for both countries separately, it 

became clear that, although the model fitted well for both countries, the fit was better for the 

Netherlands than for France: contribution to chi-square from the
 
Netherlands = 131.57 (37.95%), 

and SRMR Netherlands = 0.06; contribution to chi-square from France = 215.15 (62.05%), and SRMR 

France = 0.09. For the overall model, the RMSEA was with 0.06 below the upper limit of 0.08 and 

NNFI exceeded the threshold of 0.90 (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). For the Netherlands, a value of 

SRMR = 0.06 indicates an excellent fit, whereas SRMR = 0.09 for France is acceptable as it is below 

the upper limit of 0.10 (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). 

CFA - evaluations. We followed the same procedure for establishing the factor structure for 

the data about MMs‘ evaluations of their TMT‘s performance. First, we deleted all cases that had at 

least one missing value. For the Netherlands, we removed 41 respondents, and for France 28 

respondents. Multivariate analyses did not show differences in characteristics of the respondents — in 

terms of gender, work experience, TMT size, organizational size, and industry — between these 
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respondents and those remaining in the sample, nor in their scores on the performance dimensions. 

Thus, our samples for these analyses consisted of 89 Dutch and 75 French MMs. 

The results showed that the five-factor model fitted the data about evaluations less well than 

the previously analyzed expectations data (χ
2 

 (230, N = 164) = 379.80, p < 0.00, RMSEA = 0.09, 

NNFI = 0.96). The RMSEA was with 0.09 above the upper limit of 0.08, but the NNFI exceeded the 

minimum value of good fit of 0.90 (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). Inspection of the fit indexes for the 

countries separately again showed that the model fitted better for the Netherlands than for France: 

contribution to chi-square from the
 
Netherlands = 157.29 (40.56%), and SRMR Netherlands = 0.07; 

contribution to chi-square from France = 230.47 (59.44%), and SRMR France = 0.09. For the 

Netherlands, the value of SRMR = 0.07 indicated a good fit, whereas SRMR = 0.09 for France 

indicated an adequate fit, being below the upper limit of 0.10 (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). 

CFA - alternative models. Since the fit indexes showed some ambiguity for the evaluations 

data, we tested alternative models to see if these would better describe the data. First, since moral 

and strategic leadership had loaded on one factor in step 2 of the exploratory factor analyses, we 

specified a model with four factors in which moral and strategic leadership loaded together on one 

factor. Furthermore, since the scree-plots of the exploratory factor analyses had shown a sharp 

decrease after the first factor, we tested if the TMT performance dimensions were better represented 

as a single-factor model and we performed analyses in which all items loaded on one latent factor. 

Finally, we tested a second-order factor model in which the five performance dimensions loaded on a 

second-order latent construct, which we called ‗overall TMT performance‘. Table 5.2 displays the fit 

indexes for all models. 

 

Table 5.2. Fit indexes for 5-, 4-, 1-, and second-order factor confirmatory factor analysis models 
 

Model χ
2
 df Δχ

2
(Δdf) 

2
 RMSEA NNFI 

SRMR 
NL

3
 

SRMR 
France 

Expectations        
Model A (5-factor) 332.03 230  0.06 0.97 0.06 0.09 
Model B (4-factor) 472.52 239 140.49(9)** 0.09 0.95 0.07 0.10 
Model C (1-factor) 802.84 254 470.81(24)** 0.13 0.89 0.10 0.12 
Model D (second-
order model)

1
 

360.41 245 28.38(15)* 0.06 0.97 0.08 0.11 

Evaluations        
Model A (5-factor) 379.80 230  0.09 0.96 0.07 0.09 
Model B (4-factor) 452.81 239 73.01(9)** 0.11 0.95 0.08 0.09 
Model C (1-factor) 727.54 254 347.74(24)** 0.15 0.90 0.10 0.12 
Model D (second-
order model)

 1
 

397.96 245 18.16(15) 0.09 0.96 0.09 0.11 

 
1 In model D, the 5 performance dimension were modeled to load on a second-order latent construct 
2 
Δχ

2  and Δdf  values report the difference in χ2 between the reported model and model A 
3 NL = Netherlands 
Notes. Expectations: NNetherlands = 139 and NFrance= 105; Evaluations: NNetherlands = 89 and NFrance= 75; Model A: 
full model with 18 items and 5 factors; Model B: moral and strategic leadership items together on one 
factor; Model C: all items on one factor; Model D: 5-factor model with all factors loading on one second-
order factor; The reported indexes are the global fit indexes that indicate overall model-fit to the data from 
France and the Netherlands; All analyses were performed with equality constraints for the data from the two 
countries; * p < .05; ** p < .01 
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When subsequent models are nested in the original model, the difference in chi-square in 

combination with the change in degrees of freedom between the models can be seen as an indication 

of a better or worse fit of alternative models (Byrne, 1998). Based on this assessment, the results 

indicated that the 4-factor (expectations: Δχ
2

(Δdf)  = 140.49(9), p < .01; evaluations: Δχ
2

(Δdf)  = 73.01(9), p 

< .01) and the 1-factor (expectations: Δχ
2

(Δdf)  = 470.81(24), p < .01; evaluations: Δχ
2

(Δdf)  = 347.74(24), p 

< .01) models showed a significantly worse fit than the 5-factor model in both data sets. The second-

order model showed a significantly worse fit than the 5-factor model in the expectations data (Δχ
2

(Δdf)  

= 28.38(15), p < .05), but not in the evaluations data (Δχ
2

(Δdf)  = 18.16(15), p = n. s.). 

These analyses confirmed what we had suspected from theory and exploratory factor 

analyses, that TMT performance from the perspective of MMs can be seen as a multi-dimensional 

construct and that moral and strategic leadership are best conceptualized as distinct dimensions. 

Additionally, since the inclusion of a second-order factor did not provide a better fit of the model, 

while fitting less well to our theoretical rationale of correlated, but separate dimensions of TMT 

performance, we concluded from testing the alternative models that a five-factor model of TMT 

performance provided the best way to describe the data. In the five-factor model, the RMSEA value 

for the evaluations data was higher than desirable, but the other fit statistics for these data were 

satisfactorily (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). Additionally, since we had imposed strong restrictions on 

our model, i.e., equality constraints for both countries and no allowance of cross-loadings or 

correlated errors, we decided that the model can be seen as acceptable for these data. Table 5.3 

displays the factor loadings of the items on the five dimensions in the four data sets.  

 

Middle Manager, TMT, Organizational, and Country Differences 

Having established the dimensionality of TMT performance, we proceeded towards research 

question 2, in which we were interested in how MM, TMT, organizational, and country differences 

contributed to differences in expectations and evaluations. Therefore, we first assessed the internal 

consistency of the scales for each construct by calculating Cronbach‘s alpha‘s. For all dimensions, we 

obtained good Cronbach‘s alpha‘s that ranged between .74 and .90, and we concluded that the items 

could be combined to single scores for the expectations and evaluations on every performance 

dimension. We calculated the means of the item scores as scale scores for every respondent. The 

means, standard deviations, and Cronbach‘s alpha‘s of the expectations and evaluations dimensions 

are depicted in table 5.4. 

 Subsequently, we performed separate multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) for the two 

data sets with the five performance dimensions as dependent variables. For both MANOVA‘s, the 

independent variables were gender, sector (primary, secondary, tertiary), and country (France, 

Netherlands) and we included as covariates organizational size, TMT size, and years of work 

experience. We also included interaction terms for sector, organizational size, TMT size, and years of 

work experience with country to see if the effects of these variables differed per country. 

In the expectations data, the results showed no significant multivariate effects for the 

independent variables and covariates. Thus, MMs‘ expectations on the various dimensions of TMT 

performance were unrelated to their gender, work experience, to the size of their TMT or 

organization, or to the country in which they worked. Also for the evaluations, no significant 
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multivariate effects were found. Thus, in response to research question 2, no differences in MMs 

expectations and evaluations were found across countries, sectors of operation, MMs‘ gender and 

work experience, and TMT and organizational size. 

 

 

 

Table 5.3. Standardized factor loadings of scale items per dimension of TMT performance from 

confirmatory factor analyses, and items deleted after exploratory factor analyses 

 

 Factor loadings 
Expectations 

Factor loadings 
Evaluations 

 NL
1
 France NL France 

Company results     
1. the company's viability is secured .83 .67 .82 .84 
2. the company meets its strategic goals .76 .73 .86 .88 
3. the company is ahead of competition .65 .59 .68 .58 
4. the company achieves outstanding financial results .49 .47 .66 .62 

Strategic leadership     
5. the TMT has a clear vision of the company's future .84 .85 .73 .81 
6. it takes decisions in line with a defined strategy .78 .86 .82 .91 
7. it sets measurable company goals .68 .73 .65 .72 

Connectedness     
8. it is well-connected to important players inside the 
9. company 

.65 .85 .62 .77 

10. it is well-connected to the external world .69 .85 .76 .77 
11. it can count on an external support network .51 .66 .80 .84 

TMT unity     
12. it acts as a team .89 .83 .94 .90 
13. it has a shared view on the future .71 .69 .87 .86 
14. it speaks with one voice .67 .58 .81 .83 
15. it takes decisions collectively .71 .67 .68 .65 

Moral leadership     
16. it brings into practice what it preaches .85 .85 .87 .86 
17. it acts with a high level of integrity .77 .79 .77 .84 
18. it serves as an example for others .76 .87 .86 .89 

Items deleted after exploratory factor analyses     

         it takes decisions that contribute to the company's performance - strategic leadership 
         it takes timely decisions - strategic leadership 
         it dares to take risky decisions - strategic leadership 
         it is trusted by its employees - moral leadership 
         it learns from mistakes - learning capacity 
         it evaluates the outcomes of decisions taken - learning capacity 
         it develops new skills and knowledge within the team - learning capacity 
 

1 NL = Netherlands 
Note. Factor loadings from the completely standardized solution are reported. All factor loadings were pre-
set to only load on the expected dimension; hence, all other factor loadings were 0. 
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Table 5.4. Means, standard deviations, Cronbach‘s alpha‘s, and Pearson correlations of MMs‘ expectations and evaluations on five dimensions of TMT 

performance 

 

 M SD 
Cronbach‘s 

alpha 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Expectations             
1. Company results  3.90 .68 .76          
2. Strategic leadership 4.27 .73 .81 .47**         
3. Connectedness 3.92 .73 .74 .43** .54**        
4. TMT unity 4.05 .70 .81 .50** .49** .42**       
5. Moral leadership 4.32 .74 .84 .42** .60** .48** .58**      
Evaluations             
6. Company results  3.38 .83 .83 .05 .09 .04 .04 .12     
7. Strategic leadership 3.37 .87 .78 .04 .12 -.01 .01 .03 .54**    
8. Connectedness 3.37 .86 .78 .04 .04 .01 .04 .12 .57** .52**   
9. TMT unity 3.20 .93 .89 .18** .15* .09 .09 .15* .57** .54** .54**  
10. Moral leadership 3.27 .99 .90 .05 .06 -.04 .05 .03 .57** .63** .60** .61** 

 
Notes. Nexpectations = 251 and Nevaluations = 233; M = mean, SD = standard deviation; * p < .05 ** p < .01 
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To What Extent Are MMs’ Expectations and Evaluations Similar and Are There 

Discrepancies in MMs’ scores? 

 With the dimensionality of the TMT performance aspects established, we were interested in 

assessing the extent to which MMs' expectations and evaluations were similar and to what extent 

discrepancies existed between their expectations and their evaluations - as formulated in research 

question 3. To answer this question, we first calculated the correlations between MMs‘ expectations 

and evaluations on all performance dimensions. If the correlation between MMs‘ expectations and 

evaluations of, for example, moral leadership would be high, we would conclude that these two types 

of cognitions are related and that it might be difficult to make a distinction between them. If the 

correlations would be low, this would indicate that they were separate constructs and that it would be 

meaningful to assess if discrepancies existed between MMs‘ scores on the expectations and 

evaluations. Second, we compared the relative importance of the performance dimensions to see 

whether the ranking would be similar or different for the expectations and evaluations. 

Correlations. The correlations between every pair of dimensions for expectations and 

evaluations are depicted in table 5.4. These results show that the correlations between the 

evaluations and expectations on the same performance dimension were very low to moderate, 

ranging from .01 to .18 and only three out of 25 correlations were significant. The significant 

correlations showed a positive association between MMs‘ evaluations of TMT unity and their 

expectations of company results, strategic leadership, and moral leadership. In contrast, the 

correlations between the TMT performance dimensions within the expectations and within the 

evaluations data ranged between .42 and .63 and were all significant with p < .01. Thus, although the 

underlying dimensionality of TMT performance is similar for MMs‘ expectations and evaluations of 

TMT performance, the two types of cognitions do represent different and almost uncorrelated 

constructs. 

Ranking of the dimensions. Table 5.4 also depicts the mean levels of MMs‘ expectations and 

evaluations on each performance dimension. To test if the mean scores among the dimensions for 

expectations and evaluations were significantly different, we performed t-tests between every pair of 

dimensions in both data sets. MMs‘ expectations were highest for the dimensions of moral leadership 

(Mmoral leadership = 4.32) and strategic leadership (Mstrategic leadership = 4.27), and these two dimensions did 

not significantly differ from each other. Expectations for TMT unity (MTMT unity = 4.05) were 

significantly lower than those for strategic leadership (t = 4.70, p < .01), but higher than for 

connectedness (Mconnectedness = 3.92, t = -2.78, p < .01). Connectedness and company results (Mcompany 

results = 3.90) did not differ from each other. 

For the evaluations data, company results (Mcompany results = 3.38), strategic leadership (Mstrategic 

leadership = 3.37), and connectedness scored highest (Mconnectedness = 3.37) and did not differ significantly. 

MMs evaluated their TMT lowest on moral leadership (Mmoral leadership = 3.27) and TMT unity (MTMT unity = 

3.20), and these dimensions did not differ significantly. The remaining t-tests showed that 

evaluations of company results were significantly higher than those for moral leadership (t = 2.02, p 

< .05) and TMT unity (t = 3.20, p < .01), and that evaluations of TMT unity were also significantly 

lower than those for strategic leadership (t = 2.62, p < .01) and connectedness (t = 2.85, p < .01). All 

other differences were not significant. 
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 Thus, the relative order of the dimensions is not identical for the expectations and evaluations. 

Particularly interesting in this ranking is the reverse order of company results and moral leadership 

across the two types of cognitions. Whereas MMs have the highest expectations for TMT moral 

leadership and strategic leadership and the lowest for company results and connectedness, they 

evaluate TMTs highest on company results and lowest on moral leadership and TMT unity. Thus, there 

seems to be a discrepancy between MMs‘ relatively high expectations regarding moral leadership 

from their TMT, and their relatively low evaluations of their TMT on this dimension. On the other 

hand, they find company performance a relatively unimportant aspect of TMT performance, but they 

evaluate their TMT to perform particularly well on this dimension. 

 

Discussion 

 

In this study, we sought to obtain insight in the dimensionality of TMT performance as perceived by 

middle managers. We analyzed MMs' expectations and evaluations of their TMT and found a similar 

underlying structure of TMT performance dimensions in both types of cognitions, consisting of 

company results, strategic leadership, TMT unity, connectedness, and moral leadership. Despite this 

similar structure, expectations and evaluations were only weakly correlated and discrepancies could 

be observed between what the French and Dutch MMs expected from their TMT and what they 

observed. The results and implications of this study will now be discussed in more detail. 

 Between the evaluations and expectations on the five dimensions, low to moderate 

correlations were found, suggesting that MMs‘ expectations and evaluations were different 

constructs. Research on cognition and perception indicates that biases of availability might colour 

people‘s perceptions and experiences (Martinko et al., 2007; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) and that 

such cognitive biases can lead to a focal construct getting more salient. Thus, MMs‘ expectations of 

TMT performance could have coloured their evaluations of it. However, whereas relatively high 

correlations were found between the dimensions for either the expectations or the evaluations, the 

correlations between the expectations and evaluations dimensions were low and almost none was 

significant. Thus, these two types of cognitions about TMT performance are clearly different 

constructs. 

 In this respect, the observed discrepancy between MMs‘ high expectations of TMT moral 

leadership and their relatively low evaluations of it, are intriguing. The relevance of moral leadership 

and perceptions of integrity of management for individual outcomes have been found in previous 

studies (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Mayer & Gavin, 2005). These studies have shown that employees‘ 

perceptions of top management integrity are positively related to satisfaction, commitment, and 

organizational citizenship behavior and negatively to intentions to quit their job (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; 

Mayer & Gavin, 2005). In contrast, perceptions of non-integrity have been related to reduced TMT 

credibility, employees‘ disenchantment (Cha & Edmondson, 2006), reduced support (Tsui et al., 

1995), and counter-productive behavior (Brown & Treviño, 2006; Mayer & Gavin, 2005). Given our 

results on discrepancies and prior research on the potential effects on such discrepancies, more 

research is clearly warranted to further explore the determinants and consequences of MMs' 

cognitions on moral leadership. 
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 Previous research had suggested that differences in implicit leadership theories (Keller, 2003) 

and attributions of TMT outcomes (Gibson & Schroeder, 2003; Malle & Knobe, 1997) could have led 

to differences in MMs‘ expectations and evaluations. Yet, TMT size, organizational size, MMs‘ gender 

and years of work experience were not associated with such differences. The absence of country 

effects in the two culturally distinct settings of France and the Netherlands (Brodbeck et al., 2000; 

Hofstede, 2001; Ronen & Shenkar, 1985), is also noteworthy in this respect. These results are a first 

indication that this model of TMT performance might apply to MMs with various demographic 

characteristics, working in organizations from different sizes, and in different countries. 

 Initially, the aspect of ‗learning capacity‘ was also identified as a potential dimension of TMT 

performance, yet, it could not be established as such in the factor analyses. Although previous 

research has associated this dimension with team effectiveness (Bunderson & Sutcliffe, 2003; 

Edmondson, 1999), MMs in our sample could not in a consistent way relate to it as a dimension of 

TMT performance. As we suggested earlier, learning capacity might be a dimension that can only be 

judged by TMT members internally and is not so easily visible to outsiders. 

 

Contributions and Implications of the Study 

 Although previous research on the individual, team, and organizational level had 

conceptualized performance as a multi-dimensional construct (Cameron, 1986b; Cohen & Bailey, 

1997), no such model existed for TMT performance. Yet, based on the variety of measures that 

previous research had used as indicators for TMT performance and the complexity and multi-

dimensionality of the TMT task, we reasoned that also TMT performance should be conceptualized as 

a multi-dimensional construct. Although most upper-echelons researchers have focused on financial 

measures of the organizations as performance indicators, our literature review and interview results 

revealed the existence of several other relevant aspects. By developing measurement scales and by 

testing these in a series of exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses, we have established a 

model for evaluating TMT performance that goes beyond financial indicators. Although our main 

interest was in the group of MMs, this instrument might be used by other stakeholders as well, 

provided that they are close enough to the TMT to observe outcomes of the TMT‘s work. 

 The establishment of TMT performance dimensions in this study provides insight for at least 

three areas of research. First, the study enriches TMT research by contributing to the specification of 

more detailed models on the effects of TMT composition and TMT internal processes on various 

dimensions of TMT performance (Hambrick, 2007; Priem, Lyon, & Dess, 1999). Since research on the 

effects on TMT composition and internal processes on TMT performance until now is inconclusive and 

sometimes inconsistent (Certo et al., 2006; see also chapter 2), an appropriate choice of TMT 

performance indicators might help to achieve more insight into the effects of TMT composition and 

processes and possibly explain previous inconsistent results. 

 Second, the study adds to the literature on performance evaluations and implicit leadership 

(Epitropaki & Martin, 2005; Hooijberg & Choi, 2000; Hooijberg et al., 1997), as the performance 

dimensions can be used to explore in more detail the expectations and evaluations that MMs have of 

their TMT. Since leadership effectiveness models and implicit leadership theories have been shown to 

be consequential for individual and organizational outcomes (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Epitropaki & 
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Martin, 2005; Mayer & Gavin, 2005), insight in the contents, determinants, and consequences of such 

models would be valuable. In this study, the establishment of the five performance dimensions 

provides insight in the contents of MMs‘ models of TMT performance. Future research could delve 

deeper into determinants and consequences of these models or could pay attention to the 

congruence between MMs‘ and TMT‘s expectations and evaluations of TMT performance. 

 Third, our results also provide a starting point for exploring the actual relationship between TMT 

and MMs in more detail. In line with previous research that has pointed at the importance of 

alignment and coordination between these two organizational echelons (Balogun & Johnson, 2004; 

Floyd & Wooldridge, 1997), our study gives insight in what one party in the relationship emphasizes 

when evaluating the performance of the other. It would be interesting to further assess the 

relationships between TMTs‘ actions and MMs‘ perceptions. For example, one could ask how the 

amount and type of communication from the TMT toward MMs are related to MMs‘ perceptions of 

TMT moral leadership, or if the degree to which the TMT is coordinating its actions toward MMs 

relates to company performance. 

 The dimension of ‗TMT unity‘ might be particularly interesting in this respect, as almost no prior 

research has considered this aspect of TMT leadership. Since most of the studies on leadership 

expectations and evaluations have investigated individual-level leadership (Denison et al., 1995; 

Hooijberg & Choi, 2000), a dimension of ‗TMT unity‘, which only exists on the team level, was never 

an issue. Yet, our analyses showed that this factor is a separate dimension of TMT performance, 

which MMs in both countries found important. This supports recent qualitative findings on ‗TMT unity 

in actions‘ as a process for ensuring TMT impact on lower echelons (Raes et al., 2007). Thus, in order 

to successfully perform its tasks, it is important that the TMT is acting as one unit that is consistent 

across time and situations in communicating its decisions and that MMs perceive the TMT to act as 

such. Future research could explore the role of TMT unity in more detail. 

The results of this study also have some practical implications. First, our results provide TMTs 

with knowledge about MMs‘ expectations concerning top managerial performance. Researchers have 

argued before that leaders should enhance their knowledge about the performance expectations of 

their subordinates (Hooijberg & Choi, 2000; Tsui et al., 1995). This is important for TMTs as well, as 

they face demands from different stakeholder groups, and these stakeholders make decisions to give 

or withhold resources that are required for organizational performance (Post, Preston, & Sachs, 

2002; Tsui et al., 1995). Yet, previous research has shown that many senior executives fail to 

recognize the importance of others‘ perceptions for their own reputation (Treviño, Hartman, & 

Brown, 2000). Moreover, the outward appearance of TMTs and stakeholder uneasiness with TMT 

deterioration have been shown as part of the downward spiral of large corporate bankruptcies 

(Hambrick & D'Aveni, 1992). MMs‘ emphasis on moral leadership might be particularly noteworthy in 

this respect, as previous research - albeit not on MMs specifically - has shown that organizations 

where employees see managers as practicing what they preach, experience higher organizational 

commitment, customer satisfaction, and financial performance (Mayer & Gavin, 2005; Simons, 

2002). 

Furthermore, the identification and measurement of multiple dimensions of TMT performance 

could assist TMTs and supervisory boards in monitoring TMT impact more closely, and this study 
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provides a first step into that direction. Since the outcomes of TMT work are more closely related to 

TMT than to organizational performance (Barrick et al., 2007) and a positive relationship between 

TMT and organizational performance exists (Elron, 1997), the timely monitoring of TMT performance 

could function as an early indicator for subsequent effects on the organizational level. Such outcome 

dimensions could also be of interest to trainers and coaches who work with TMTs to improve their 

work for both goal setting and for examining effects of their interventions (e.g., Kets de Vries, 2005). 

 

Limitations 

The results of this study should be seen in light of some limitations of the research. While we 

are confident to have identified important dimensions of TMT performance, future research should 

reassess their relevance for MMs and other stakeholder groups. Taking into account that this study 

was a first step in establishing a multi-dimensional model of TMT performance, we would welcome 

further developments in the definition and measurement of dimensions. This could also include 

studying the perspectives of other stakeholders of the TMT, by which it would then become possible 

to compare TMT performance expectations of different groups (see Hooijberg & Choi, 2000, for 

comparisons of multi-source assessments of leadership effectiveness). 

 From a methodological perspective, we consider it an advantage to have had access to a 

relatively large pool of international respondents via the consultancy company. However, the 

inherent disadvantage was that we had relatively little control over the actual data collection process. 

In absence of that, we were limited in our possibilities to take actions to increase the response rate 

and get a multi-country sample. More in general, this research had an exploratory focus and 

although we drew on extensive research on MMs and the consequences of employees‘ cognitions 

about top leadership, we did not test such consequences in our research, nor did we relate MMs‘ 

perceptions to actual TMT performance. As such, this study should be considered as a first step in a 

process of understanding the dynamics between TMT actions and MMs‘ cognitions and the 

consequences of such dynamics. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Our research has provided insight in the dimensionality of TMT performance by exploring MMs‘ 

expectations and evaluations on the five performance dimensions company results, strategic 

leadership, connectedness, TMT unity, and moral leadership. Although a variety of indicators has 

been used for TMT performance, a comprehensive test of the dimensionality of this construct was 

lacking until now. The study illustrates the importance of MMs‘ expectations and evaluations as 

sources of insight in TMT performance. Obtaining the perceptions of important stakeholders as 

indicators for performance is already well-established for individual-level leadership (Denison et al., 

1995; Hooijberg & Choi, 2000), as well as in the psychology literature on nonmanagerial teams 

(Hackman, 1987, 2002). Yet, a comparable effort for TMTs was not undertaken until now. Since 

these expectations and evaluations were not significantly related to individual, organizational, and 

country differences, we propose that our five-dimensional model of TMT performance is relevant for 

MMs from different backgrounds, organizations, and countries. 



6 
 

The Interface of Top Management Team and 

Middle Managers: A Process Model 

 

 

 

This chapter proposes a process model of the interface of top management team 

(TMT) and middle managers to address current inconsistent findings regarding TMT 

impact on organizational performance. Information exchange and mutual influencing 

are proposed as the key mechanisms of the interface. These affect strategic decision 

quality, top and middle managers‘ implementation commitment, and organizational 

performance. Building on role theory, the interface mechanisms are proposed to be 

influenced by TMT leadership style and middle managers‘ follower style and to shape 

TMT and middle managers‘ perceptions of each other. This chapter contributes to the 

literature on TMTs, middle managers, and TMT leadership. 
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Introduction 

 

Both researchers and practitioners often assume that the performance of organizations is influenced 

by their top management team (TMT). According to the upper-echelons theory (Hambrick, 2007; 

Hambrick & Mason, 1984), the composition of a TMT can influence strategic decision making and 

organizational performance (for reviews, see Carpenter, Geletkanycz, & Sanders, 2004; Certo, 

Lester, Dalton, & Dalton, 2006). This ‗classical model‘ of TMT impact is schematically depicted in 

figure 6.1a. More recently, researchers have focused on TMT internal processes, such as conflict, 

communication, and behavioral integration as additional determinants of organizational performance 

and as mediators of the TMT composition – performance relationship (Amason, 1996; Carmeli & 

Schaubroeck, 2006; Smith et al., 1994; see also chapter 2 of this dissertation). This ‗intervening 

processes model‘ is depicted in figure 6.1b. Although TMT composition and internal processes have 

both been found to ‗matter‘ for organizational performance, findings about their effects on outcomes 

are inconsistent (Barrick, Bradley, Kristof-Brown, & Colbert, 2007; Certo et al., 2006). As a reaction 

to these inconsistent findings, researchers have suggested that there are other unexplored 

mechanisms that might more fully explain TMTs‘ impact on their organizations (Carpenter et al., 

2004; Certo et al., 2006; Priem, Lyon, & Dess, 1999). 

The aim of this chapter is to explore one such mechanism: the way in which a TMT interacts 

with middle managers with regard to strategy making and implementation. Middle managers (MMs), 

the group of managers in the organizational layer between TMT and first-level supervisors (Dopson, 

Risk, & Stewart, 1992) are ‗linking pins‘ whose actions have both upward and downward influence in 

organizations (Floyd & Wooldridge, 1992, 1997). MMs have the power to delay strategy 

implementation, reduce the quality of implementation, or even sabotage it completely (Floyd & 

Wooldridge, 1997; Guth & MacMillan, 1986; Pye, 2005). They can also influence how other people in 

the organization think about the TMT via their sensemaking function vis-à-vis subordinates (Gibson & 

Schroeder, 2003; Sims, 2003) and influence the trust that their subordinates have in the TMT (Dirks 

& Ferrin, 2002; Mayer & Gavin, 2005; Simons, 2002). Thus, top managers depend on MMs for 

achieving organizational goals and have to find ways to gain MMs‘ commitment to their course of 

action. Despite the acknowledged importance of the alignment of TMT and MMs (Balogun & Johnson, 

2004; Currie & Procter, 2005), research on these two echelons has largely evolved along separate 

lines. Hence, little is known about how the interaction between TMT and MMs can influence strategic 

decision quality and implementation, both precursors of organizational performance (Guth & 

MacMillan, 1986; Srivastava, Bartol, & Locke, 2006). 

We define the interface of TMT and MMs as the verbal and nonverbal behaviors of these two 

echelons in relation to each other. In this chapter, we propose the ‗interface model‘ as a process 

model of TMT impact on organizational performance through middle managers. To develop this model 

in detail, we build on theories related to TMT and MMs, as well as theories that shed light on the 

relationship between them. In particular, for understanding TMT functioning and organizational 

impact, we build on upper-echelons theory (Hambrick & Mason, 1984) and research on teams‘ 

internal and external processes (Ancona & Caldwell, 1992; Marks, Mathieu, & Zaccaro, 2001). To 

understand the work of MMs, we build on theories regarding the function of MMs in organizations for 
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strategy making and implementation (Currie & Procter, 2005; Floyd & Wooldridge, 1992, 1997; 

Wooldridge & Floyd, 1990). And finally, to understand how these two echelons relate to each other, 

we build on role theory (Biddle, 1986; Katz & Kahn, 1978), research on strategic leadership (Boal & 

Hooijberg, 2000; Vera & Crossan, 2004), and theories on the role of trust and control in 

organizations (Eisenhardt, 1989; Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). 

Using these theories, we will first develop the theoretical background of the interface model 

and then present it in detail. The implications of the interface model are summarized in propositions 

throughout the chapter. We will end by addressing boundary conditions of the model and outlining 

implications for research on TMTs and MMs, as well as for practicing top and middle managers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1a. The classical model of TMT impact on organizational performance (e.g., Hambrick & 

Mason, 1984) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1b. The intervening processes model of TMT impact on organizational performance (e.g., 

Smith et al., 1994) 

 

 

Theoretical Background 

 

Strategy Formulation and Implementation through TMT Leadership 

 TMTs can influence their organizations‘ performance through their work of formulating and 

implementing strategy (Boal & Hooijberg, 2000; Guth & MacMillan, 1986; Hambrick & Mason, 1984). 
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theory, have reasoned that the strategic choices top managers make are a function of their values, 

cognitions, and personalities (Hambrick, 2007; Hambrick & Mason, 1984). To optimize the quality of 

strategic decisions, researchers have pleaded for increasing the diversity in cognitive backgrounds of 

the managers involved in decision making and for having TMT interaction processes in which task 

related differences in information and opinions are discussed (Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; Olson, 

Parayitam, & Bao, 2007). Both TMT cognitive diversity and the open discussion of task-related 

disagreements have been found to positively relate to strategic decision quality (Amason, 1996; 

Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; Olson et al., 2007). 

 Most TMT researchers have studied strategy making rather than implementation. Yet, decision 

implementation is key for a TMT to have an impact on its organization (Hickson, Miller, & Wilson, 

2003; Nutt, 1999). Even when a TMT internally achieves an optimal decision-making process and 

superior decision quality, the effects of its decisions ultimately depend upon the success with which 

their content materializes in the organization. Although decision-implementation success might be 

partly related to TMT internal processes (e.g., Amason, 1996; Dooley & Fryxell, 1999), a successful 

decision-making process in itself does not guarantee success in implementation. On the contrary, 

about half of the decisions in organizations fail to achieve the intended effects and the main causes 

for these failures occur during decision implementation rather than decision making (Nutt, 1999). 

Furthermore, these causes are generally under management control instead of resulting from 

uncontrollable external factors (Hickson et al., 2003; Nutt, 1999). 

 For both strategy making and implementation, top managers rely on their relationships with 

others, who serve as channels of information and influence (Mintzberg, 1973; Tengblad, 2006; 

Weick, 1979). A detailed investigation of TMTs‘ activities showed that most time was spent on 

evaluating, monitoring, reviewing, and discussing current organizational affairs; activities that imply 

interaction with others (Roberto, 2003). In contrast, only 20% of TMT members‘ collective time was 

devoted to planning and formulating strategy (Roberto, 2003). Therefore, it is surprising that most of 

the research on TMT impact has focused on intra-team factors as determinants of organizational 

performance, while neglecting the fact that TMTs can only achieve their goals through their 

relationships with others. 

 As TMTs achieve strategy making and implementation through their relationships with 

followers, the task of a TMT implies strategic leadership (Cannella & Monroe, 1997; Vera & Crossan, 

2004). Leadership, in general, can be described as ―the process of influencing others to understand 

and agree about what needs to be done and how to do it, and the process of facilitating individual and 

collective efforts to accomplish shared objectives‖ (Yukl, 2006, p. 8). Strategic leadership in 

particular designates leadership by those managers at the top of organizations, and researchers have 

emphasized that this implies both strategic and relational aspects (Cannella & Monroe, 1997). 

 Some evidence exists that studying TMT leadership generates explanatory power when 

predicting organizational performance. For example, previous research has shown that TMTs in which 

team members possess superior skills for managing people have a higher positive impact on 

organizational performance than TMTs with superior intellectual abilities (Carmeli & Tishler, 2006). 

The amount and quality of TMT members‘ intra- and extra-organizational relationships, in terms of 

network-size, network-range, and the strength of ties, are also positively related to organizational 
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performance (Collins & Clark, 2003). Thus, maintaining relationships to intra-organizational actors is 

an inherent aspect of TMT members‘ work and doing so successfully is beneficial for organizational 

performance. 

 

The Importance of Middle Managers for Strategy Making and Implementation 

A critical intra-organizational group of stakeholders for a TMT is the echelon of middle 

managers — those managers who mediate between top and operating management (Currie & Procter, 

2005; Floyd & Lane, 2000; Floyd & Wooldridge, 1997). Scholars studying MMs have emphasized their 

roles in both strategy making and implementation (Currie & Procter, 2005; Floyd & Wooldridge, 

1992, 1997). MMs influence strategy making by, for example, synthesizing information, championing 

alternatives (Currie & Procter, 2005; Floyd & Wooldridge, 1992), and selling issues to top 

management (Dutton & Ashford, 1993; Dutton, Ashford, O'Neill, Hayes, & Wierba, 1997). MMs can 

also influence strategy implementation by facilitating necessary adaptation of the strategy and by 

putting into practice the selected strategy (Currie & Procter, 2005). The involvement of MMs in 

strategy has been associated with increased organizational performance (Wooldridge & Floyd, 1990). 

On the negative side, when MMs are not committed to implementation, they may create obstacles or 

sabotage it (Guth & MacMillan, 1986). Thus, although strategy making and implementation are 

traditionally seen as the exclusive domain of top management, a TMT depends on MMs for the 

successful execution of both of them. 

 As indicators for the success of strategy making, TMT researchers have focused on the quality 

of strategic decisions (Amason, 1996; Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; Hambrick & Mason, 1984). Decision 

quality can be described as the normative evaluation of the decisions that are taken, to be reviewed in 

light of the degree to which they contribute to organizational performance in the short and longer 

term (Amason, 1996; Edmondson, Roberto, & Watkins, 2003). As indicator for the success of 

strategy implementation, the commitment from both top and middle managers to implementing 

strategic decisions has been emphasized (Amason, 1996; Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; Nutt, 1986). 

Decision commitment is managers‘ cognitive and affective attachment toward implementing strategic 

decisions and their willingness to exert high levels of effort to achieve this. TMT commitment has 

been found to positively relate to implementation success (Dooley, Fryxell, & Judge, 2000). When 

using the term ‗decision commitment‘ in this chapter, we mean the commitment of both top and 

middle managers. 

 In summary, the TMT literature has traditionally focused on how TMT composition and internal 

processes influence decision quality (Carpenter et al., 2004; Hambrick & Mason, 1984) and, to a 

lesser extent, TMT decision commitment (Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; Dooley et al., 2000). However, the 

previous discussion suggests that decision quality and decision commitment are actually achieved 

through the TMT‘s interaction with MMs. In studies that aim to explain TMT impact on organizations, a 

failure to incorporate the interaction between TMT and MMs in explanations of organizational 

performance is thus likely to result in underspecified models. The current inconsistent findings 

regarding how TMT composition and internal processes relate to decisional, TMT, and organizational 

outcomes support this conclusion (Carpenter et al., 2004; Certo et al., 2006; Hambrick, 2007; see 

also chapter 2). The literature on MMs has focused on MMs‘ contribution to strategy making and 
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implementation, but has not addressed the actual interactions of TMT and MMs. Hence, little is known 

about what TMTs do to manage the interface with MMs and vice versa. Furthermore, the issue of how 

TMT composition and internal processes influence the interactions between TMT and MMs has never 

been addressed. 

 In the following, we will introduce the interface model and outline key mechanisms that 

describe the interaction of TMT and MMs in terms of information and influence. Then, we continue 

with elaborating on how TMT and MM related factors influence these interface mechanisms. 

 

The Interface Model 

 

According to the Oxford English dictionary, an interface is ―A means or place of interaction between 

two systems.‖ In our model, the interface concerns two organizational echelons: top management 

team and middle managers. They interact through their observable, verbal and non-verbal, behavior 

to each other. Both parties have an expertise, power, and interest base and they are interdependent 

in their aim of achieving optimal organizational performance through strategy making and 

implementation.  

 The relationship of TMT and MMs can be characterized as one of a leader — the TMT, and 

followers — the MMs. However, it is different from regular leadership relationships in that the leader 

function is occupied by a team of top managers instead of a single individual. Although the ‗teamness‘ 

of TMTs is a topic of debate among scholars (Barrick et al., 2007; Hambrick, 1994), it seems that 

many organizations nowadays do have teams at the top in which its members function on the base of 

shared goals and responsibilities (Edmondson & Smith, 2006; O'Toole, Galbraith, & Lawler, 2002; 

Wageman, Nunes, Burruss, & Hackman, 2008). The interface model applies to organizations in which 

the TMT exists as a distinct organizational entity (e.g., Cohen & Bailey, 1997), which is perceived as 

such by MMs. The implications of what it means for a TMT to lead ‗as a team‘ will be outlined in more 

detail later in the chapter. 

 Role theory (Biddle, 1986; Katz & Kahn, 1978) posits that organizational actors hold social 

positions in their organization and that their behavior is influenced by their perceptions of and 

expectations about themselves and each other in their positions. For the interface model, this implies 

that TMT and MMs understand the TMT to have a leadership role and MMs to have a follower role. The 

interactions between TMT and MMs are thus influenced by their expectations of each other in their 

respective roles and will be evaluated against those role expectations (see chapter 5 for an 

assessment of MMs‘ expectations and evaluations of their TMTs). TMT and MMs might also have other 

roles — according to themselves and/or others — and associated behavioral patterns. Yet, we expect 

that the roles of leader and follower are salient and influential for TMT and MMs and influence their 

interaction in the interface. 

 Figure 6.2 presents the interface model of TMT impact on organizational performance. We 

posit that the key mechanisms in the interface are the exchange of information and the management 

of mutual influence. In line with role theory and the description of a ‗role episode‘ (Katz & Kahn, 

1978), we propose that TMT leadership style and MM follower style influence these interface 

mechanisms and that TMT perceptions of MMs and MMs‘ perceptions of the TMT are outcomes of the 
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interface mechanisms. Subsequently, TMT perceptions influence TMT leadership style and MMs‘ 

perceptions influence MM follower style via a mechanism of trust. To embed the interface model in 

the current TMT paradigm, we also include TMT composition and internal processes, which are 

proposed to influence both TMT leadership style and TMT perceptions about MMs. 

 In the following, we will address the elements and relationships of the interface model. First, 

we describe the interface mechanisms information exchange and mutual influencing and outline how 

they can be expected to influence strategic decision quality and implementation. Then, we address 

the primary determinants of the interface mechanisms — TMT leadership style and MM follower style — 

and continue with outcomes of the interface mechanisms: TMT and MMs‘ perceptions of each other's 

integrity. Finally, we complete the episode by outlining how TMT and MMs‘ perceptions influence their 

leadership and follower styles, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2. The interface model of TMT impact on organizational performance and, indicated with 

dashed lines, the relationships of the model to previous research on TMT impact 
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Interface Mechanisms: Information Exchange and Mutual Influencing 

 A recent replication and update of Mintzberg‘s (1973) ‗The nature of managerial work‘ showed 

that top managers spend on average 69% of their time on interacting with subordinates (Tengblad, 

2006). Furthermore, about 60% of the verbal contacts of the CEOs‘ under study were classified as 

‗informational‘, consisting of the giving, receiving, and reviewing of information (Tengblad, 2006). 

Although this study did not further classify subordinates as being MMs or not, we may assume that 

managers in this adjacent layer of the organization are heavily involved in these informational 

processes. Other research has indeed shown that MMs are important sources of information for top 

management (Currie & Procter, 2005; Dutton & Ashford, 1993). Researchers of upper-echelons 

theory, using an information-processing argument, have emphasized that the incorporation of more 

and more diverse information in decision making will yield a higher decision quality (Hambrick & 

Mason, 1984; Leifer & Mills, 1996). Consistent with this theoretical rationale, within-TMT cognitive 

diversity and TMT internal processes in which task-related differences in information and opinions 

are discussed, have been found to positively relate to decision quality and organizational 

performance (Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; Olson et al., 2007).  

 We propose that the information-processing argument can be extended to the interaction 

between TMT and MMs. Thus, when the interaction between TMT and MMs is characterized by task-

related differences and the open discussion of disagreements, decision quality will benefit. MMs, 

because of their organizational position, have better access to information from operational levels of 

the organization than the TMT has (Dutton & Ashford, 1993; Floyd & Wooldridge, 1992). Therefore, 

MMs‘ information is likely to be more discrepant from the information generated by the TMT itself and 

its inclusion can lead to more comprehensive and context sensitive strategies that have a greater 

likelihood of successful implementation (e.g., Currie & Procter, 2005). Thus, an important mechanism 

of the interface of TMT and MMs is the exchange of information between TMT and MMs. 

 The task of the TMT also implies ensuring MMs‘ commitment to strategy implementation, which 

researchers have previously emphasized as a key aspect of strategic leadership (Boal & Hooijberg, 

2000). There are multiple ways by which a TMT could achieve such commitment. A first approach is 

to give MMs the opportunity of ‗voice‘ during the decision-making process. When people involved in a 

decision have the opportunity to express their ideas and concerns, their understanding, acceptance, 

and commitment to the decision are likely to increase (Amason, 1996; Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; 

Peterson, 1997). Second, expectancy-value theory proposes that MMs‘ commitment is based on their 

expectancies of the results of strategic decisions in combination with the extent to which these 

results are desirable for them (Guth & MacMillan, 1986; Lawler, 1994). MMs‘ commitment to a 

decision and course of action can be increased when they expect that the proposed strategy will work 

and when they perceive an alignment in the strategy‘s results and their own desired results (Guth & 

MacMillan, 1986). Concretely, a TMT could influence MMs‘ perceptions by listening to and 

understanding MMs‘ positions and by exercising influence mechanisms such as persuasion, coercion 

and obligation to align MMs‘ goals with the TMT‘s goals (Guth & MacMillan, 1986). Third, there is the 

theory of perceived procedural justice, in which MMs‘ perceptions of the fairness of the TMT‘s 

decision-making processes are a major determinant of their reactions to these decisions (Kim & 

Mauborgne, 1993; Korsgaard, Schweiger, & Sapienza, 1995). Perceptions of procedural justice are of 
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general importance for organizational employees and can increase decision commitment and trust in 

leaders (Korsgaard et al., 1995). Thus, if the TMT can convince MMs of the procedural fairness of the 

decision process, MMs‘ commitment is likely to increase. 

 Conversely, MMs influence the TMT in order to shape strategy making and implementation 

(Currie & Procter, 2005; Floyd & Wooldridge, 1992, 1997). The extent to which MMs engage in such 

influencing behavior might depend on MMs‘ structural position in the organization (Currie & Procter, 

2005; Dutton & Ashford, 1993), their perceptions of openness and support of top management 

(Dutton & Ashford, 1993), their perceptions of favorability of the context (Dutton et al., 1997), and 

their perceptions of top management‘s image of themselves (Dutton & Ashford, 1993; Dutton et al., 

1997). When MMs do exert influence, decision quality may increase through the availability of more 

comprehensive information for the TMT; MM decision commitment may increase through the positive 

experiences associated with voice (e.g., Amason, 1996; Dooley & Fryxell, 1999; Peterson, 1997), 

increased expectancies that valued outcomes will be achieved (e.g., Guth & MacMillan, 1986; Lawler, 

1994), and perceptions of greater procedural justice in the decision-making process (e.g., Kim & 

Mauborgne, 1993; Korsgaard et al., 1995). 

 In conclusion, two key mechanisms can be derived that shape the interaction of TMT and MMs: 

information exchange and mutual influencing. First, in order to achieve high quality decisions, the 

TMT needs information from MMs, as this is likely to be of incremental value beyond information from 

the TMT members themselves. MMs receive information and feedback from the TMT regarding the 

intended strategy and about the results of their efforts. Therefore, a key aspect of the interface of 

TMT and MMs is the two-way process of information exchange between TMT and MMs. The quality of 

information exchange is higher when it is characterized by timely, accurate, and sufficient 

information exchange between TMT to MMs.  

Second, in order to receive the necessary information and enhance MMs‘ decision 

commitment, the TMT will exert influence on them. MMs also influence the TMT to have an impact on 

the content of strategy by championing alternatives, synthesizing information, or issue selling 

(Dutton & Ashford, 1993; Dutton et al., 1997; Floyd & Wooldridge, 1992). Therefore, a second two-

way process in the interface of TMT and MMs is mutual influencing. When the exercise of influence is 

mutually balanced within the realm of both parties‘ responsibilities and power bases, TMT and MMs 

will effectively influence each others‘ behavior. This implies that the TMT exercises influence over the 

expectancies and perceived procedural justice of MMs and MMs‘ exercise influence over the content 

and implementation of strategic decisions. If one of these two conditions is not satisfied, mutual 

influencing can be seen as unbalanced and decision quality and commitment will suffer. The following 

two propositions summarize the implications of this reasoning: 

 

Proposition 1. When information exchange between TMT and MMs is of high quality, 

strategic decision quality and implementation commitment will be higher. 

 

Proposition 2. When mutual influencing between TMT and MMs is balanced rather 

than unbalanced, strategic decision quality and implementation commitment will be 

higher. 
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The Role of Trust for the Interface Model 

 TMT and MMs depend on each other for the attainment of information and both have their own 

bases from which to exercise influence. However, the parties are not equally powerful and 

asymmetries of information and influence exist. Such asymmetries are described as the degrees to 

which TMT and MMs hold divergent information and influence with regard to a particular strategic 

decision (e.g., Edmondson et al., 2003). The TMT has the formal power base of its organizational 

function and has an overview of a wide array of information from many intra- and extra-

organizational sources (Collins & Clark, 2003). Thus, the TMT derives its information and influence 

from its formal position at the top of the organization. MMs have good access to intra-organizational 

information from lower echelons and they have the power to delay strategy implementation and 

create obstacles (Balogun & Johnson, 2004; Guth & MacMillan, 1986). Thus, MMs derive their 

information and influence from their organizational role as linking pins. Given the different 

organizational roles of TMT and MMs, there might also be an asymmetry of interests between both 

parties, as MMs might pursue goals in the primary interest of their business units that shape their 

choices and behavior, which are not necessarily fully in line with the goals of top management 

(Balogun & Johnson, 2004; Guth & MacMillan, 1986). 

 The asymmetry of information, influence, and interests in a relationship between two parties is 

a primary assumption of agency theory (Eisenhardt, 1989). This theory predicts that in absence of 

complete information and with possibly diverging interest of TMT and MMs, the TMT will experience a 

risk in relying on the information from MMs. To reduce this risk, the TMT will be inclined to install 

monitoring mechanisms in their interactions with MMs, the amount of which will vary with the TMT‘s 

trust in MMs and the team‘s perception of information and interest alignment (e.g., Eisenhardt, 

1989). Trust can be defined as a ―psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability 

based upon positive expectations of the intention of the behavior of another‖ (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, 

& Camerer, 1998, p. 395). In general, the more trustworthy employees are perceived to be, the less 

top management will monitor them (Langfred, 2004). 

 MMs, as followers and ‗agents‘ in the interface, also experience the asymmetry of information, 

influence, and interests. Although the TMT has formal and informal control mechanisms to obtain 

MMs‘ information and compliance, we propose that MMs have a considerable degree of control over 

the extent to which they allow top management‘s influence. Therefore, MMs‘ trust in the TMT is likely 

to play an important role in their behavior toward the TMT. Trust in leadership has been proposed to 

affect individual behavior in two different ways: by reciprocating an experienced positive relationship 

with the leader with positive behavior, and/or by refraining from non-productive controlling 

mechanism due to confidence in the character of the leader (Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Mayer & Gavin, 

2005). Thus, when MMs‘ trust in the TMT is high, they will accept the vulnerability that comes with 

the power difference between them, and they can be expected to spend more time on productive 

organizational efforts and less on self-protective and defensive behaviors (Mayer & Gavin, 2005). 

 In summary, the TMT‘s trust in MMs will determine how much influence they allow from MMs in 

decision making and the extent to which they rely on formal monitoring mechanisms (e.g., Smith et 

al., 1994). MMs‘ trust in the TMT drives the extent to which MMs are open to accept TMT influence 

and their willingness to provide accurate information to the TMT. MMs‘ trust will influence and be 
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influenced by MMs‘ perceptions of the TMT, its functioning, and its performance. In the following 

paragraphs, we will introduce and elaborate on ‗TMT leadership style‘ and ‗MM follower style‘, which 

are hypothesized to be influenced by TMTs‘ and MMs‘ trust in each other and are proposed as the key 

determinants of the interface mechanisms of information exchange and mutual influencing. 

 

Determinants of Interface Mechanisms: TMT Leadership Style and MM Follower Style 

We have pointed out that a TMT‘s main interest in the interface with MMs is to ensure that 

information and feedback come through, to make high quality strategic decisions, and to generate 

MMs‘ commitment to the implementation of these decisions. Leadership style is the specific manner 

and approach of influencing others and consists of a series of actions from leaders toward their 

followers (Yukl, 2006). For understanding TMT leadership style, it has to be acknowledged that 

having a team as the origin of leadership actions is different from having an individual performing 

those actions. Previous literature has started investigating the issue of shared leadership (Ensley, 

Hmieleski, & Pearce, 2006; Ensley, Pearson, & Pearce, 2003), but the ‗sharedness‘ of this concept 

applies to the alternating leadership roles among TMT members. These studies do not address the 

issue of how a TMT coordinates and executes its collective leadership actions toward MMs or others. 

A recent case study of TMT sensemaking pointed out that TMT members collectively make sense of 

their leadership role toward MMs and analyzed the contents of such sensemaking (Raes, Glunk, 

Heijltjes, & Roe, 2007; see also chapter 4). We propose here that collective sensemaking about TMT 

leadership will translate into the actual leadership style that a TMT as a team exhibits towards MMs.  

Based on the work of Raes and colleagues (2007) and in absence of further conceptual or 

theoretical work on what TMT collective leadership toward MMs implies, we propose — as a first step 

in developing this construct — that TMT leadership style might vary in content and in between-

member consistency. These dimensions will be addressed in more detail below. As we proposed trust 

theory to understand how TMT leadership style influences the interface mechanisms of information 

exchange and mutual influencing, we focus on two key factors related to trust in which TMTs might 

vary with regard to the content of leadership: TMT monitoring and TMT openness to information. 

TMT monitoring. TMT monitoring is the extent to which the TMT relies on formal control 

mechanisms, such as rules and procedures, for the surveillance and awareness of MMs‘ activities and 

outputs (Langfred, 2004; Smith et al., 1994). Monitoring organizational systems is a frequent activity 

of TMTs (Roberto, 2003) and has been identified as a key behavior that routinizes contact between 

people in organizations (Eisenhardt, 1989; Langfred, 2004). In line with agency theory and recent 

findings on the role of trust and monitoring in teams (Eisenhardt, 1989; Langfred, 2004), we expect 

that a moderate amount of TMT monitoring of MMs is optimal for achieving high-quality information 

exchange and mutual influencing. Too much monitoring from the TMT is likely to result in a negative 

cycle in which MMs‘ perceptions of not being trusted by their TMT leads MMs to act in accordance 

with these perceptions (Brower, Lester, Korsgaard, & Dineen, 2008). This will decrease MMs‘ 

willingness to provide information to the TMT, as they rather keep that information for themselves to 

protect their own position (e.g., Mayer & Gavin, 2005). On the other hand, too little monitoring, in 

combination with an asymmetry of interests between TMT and MMs, can be expected to lead to MMs 

acting opportunistic and mainly in their self-interests (Eisenhardt, 1989; Langfred, 2004). 
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 TMT openness to information. TMT openness to information is the degree to which the TMT 

actively seeks information from MMs that is relevant for strategy making and implementation. This 

might also include seeking feedback about TMT functioning and strategic or operational matters and 

can be more or less formalized. Much information comes to TMTs via formalized organizational 

systems (Roberto, 2003). However, MMs can provide additional information that is more fluid and 

less easily obtainable for a TMT and we expect that TMTs‘ efforts to obtain this information are 

beneficial for information exchange in the interface. Since an often mentioned risk for a TMT is to fall 

victim to closed-mindedness and to become detached from reality (Janis, 1982; Peterson, Owens, 

Tetlock, Fan, & Martorana, 1998), we expect that explicitly seeking information and feedback from 

MMs is essential for fulfilling the interface mechanisms of information exchange and mutual 

influencing. 

 When MMs perceive the TMT to be open to information and feedback from their side, MMs will 

have more trust in the TMT and will be more likely to engage in high-quality information exchange. 

Along the same line, when the TMT is open to information and MMs perceive the TMT to act as such, 

mutual influencing is likely to be balanced, so that the TMT can influence MMs‘ expectancies and 

perceptions of procedural justice and MMs can influence the TMT in strategy making and 

implementation. 

Between-member consistency. Consistency in leadership actions is the extent to which the 

behavior of the TMT toward MMs is similar across TMT members, time and situations (e.g., Kelley, 

1973). This also implies consistency in the underlying values, goals, and intentions, which is implicitly 

communicated with TMT behavior. The concept is comparable to what has been previously designated 

as ‗TMT unity in actions‘ (Raes et al., 2007). We propose that between-TMT-member consistency in 

actions is beneficial for information exchange and mutual influencing for two reasons. First, when 

TMT members‘ behavior with regard to obtaining information or achieving decision commitment from 

MMs is more consistent between TMT members and across time, the cumulative effect of these 

efforts is higher and TMT members will be more efficient in sending and receiving information 

respectively to and from MMs. Second, when TMT members are more consistent in their behavior, 

MMs attribute the observed TMT behavior more to the capabilities of the TMT as a whole than to 

external circumstances or single individuals (e.g., Malle & Knobe, 1997; Martinko, Harvey, & Douglas, 

2007; Raelin, 1993). When these attributions are positive, MMs will see the TMT as more capable and 

credible, thereby enhancing their trust in the TMT (Mayer et al., 1995; Mayer & Gavin, 2005) and, 

hence, the quality of information exchange and balance of mutual influence. 

 

Proposition 3. A moderate level of TMT monitoring will be positively related to the 

quality of information exchange and the balancing of mutual influence between TMT 

and MMs, whereas both high and low levels of monitoring will be negatively related to 

the quality of information exchange and the balancing of mutual influence between 

TMT and MMs. 

 

Proposition 4. TMT openness to information will be positively related to the quality of 

information exchange and the balancing of mutual influence between TMT and MMs. 
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Proposition 5. Consistency between TMT members across time and situations in 

leadership behavior toward MMs will be positively related to the quality of information 

exchange and the balancing of mutual influence between TMT and MMs. 

 

 In the previous sections, we have outlined how aspects of TMT leadership style — the specific 

manner and approach a TMT deploys to influence MMs — are likely to influence the interface 

mechanisms of information exchange and mutual influencing through the trust that TMT and MMs 

have in each other. In the following, we will address how MM follower style can be expected to 

influence the interface mechanisms. Although the concept of ‗follower style‘ has not been extensively 

investigated in current literature, there is some research that addresses this ‗specific manner and 

approach MMs deploy to influence and be influenced by the TMT consisting of a series of actions of 

MMs to their TMT‘ (e.g., Kelley, 1992; Yukl, 2006). To outline aspects of MM followership, we have 

drawn on existing research on this construct and adapted it to the setting of MMs being followers of a 

TMT. Hence, we propose two factors of MM follower style: active engagement and political behavior. 

Both factors are expected to influence the interface mechanisms through the trust that MMs have in 

their TMT. 

 MM active engagement. MM active engagement is the extent to which MMs are interested and 

actively involved in thinking about strategy making and implementation and refrain from extensive 

self-protective behavior. In the research in which follower style is described with regard to individual 

leaders, a distinction is made between ‗active‘ versus ‗passive‘ followers and between ‗critical 

independent‘ versus ‗non-critical dependent‘ followers (Kelley, 1992). In addition, research on 

employees‘ trust in leadership has focused on the extent to which employees focus on their work 

versus spend time on self-protective behavior (Mayer & Gavin, 2005). Self-protective behavior 

comes from employees‘ unwillingness to be vulnerable to management, and consists of actions that 

aim to decrease the risk that management will do harm to them. For example, employees may 

extensively document their performance achievements to prevent management from firing them 

(Mayer & Gavin, 2005). Based on this previous research, we expect that MMs‘ active engagement will 

positively relate to the quality of information exchange and the balance of mutual influence. When 

MMs are interested in strategy making and implementation, they are likely to contribute with more 

and better resources to the information exchange with the TMT. When MMs‘ behavior is focused upon 

making productive contributions instead of extensive self-protection and when they have more trust 

in the TMT, we expect that they will be more inclined to allow top management‘s influence and exert 

influence themselves. 

 MM political behavior. An additional dimension of followership that comes into play when there 

is a team instead of a single individual in a leadership position is MMs‘ political behavior. Political 

behaviors are ―the observable, but often covert actions, by which executives enhance their power to 

influence decisions‖ (Eisenhardt & Bourgeois, 1988, p. 738). They are detrimental for organizational 

performance, because they are time-consuming and restrict an open information-flow (Eisenhardt & 

Bourgeois, 1988). In the case of MMs, political behavior toward the TMT would imply that they seek 

coalitions with individual TMT members and try to play TMT members off against each other to 

achieve their goals. We expect that MMs will engage in more political behavior when they have less 
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trust in the TMT than when they have more trust, because they are less confident that they will be 

able to exert influence through open communication. Political behavior in turn is expected to 

decrease the quality of information exchange and the balancing of mutual influence, because it 

focuses MMs‘ motivation and energy on the process of politics instead of organizational goals. In 

summary, we propose that: 

 

Proposition 6. MM active engagement will be positively related to the quality of 

information exchange and the balancing of mutual influence between TMT and MMs. 

 

Proposition 7. MM political behavior will be negatively related to the quality of 

information exchange and the balancing of mutual influence between TMT and MMs. 

 

TMT and MMs’ Perceptions of Integrity 

 In line with role theory (Biddle, 1986; Katz & Kahn, 1978), we propose that MMs‘ trust in the 

TMT and the TMT‘s trust in MMs are shaped by their perceptions of each other during their interaction 

in the interface. MMs have many opportunities to observe the TMT‘s behavior at formal and informal 

occasions. In addition, MMs are salient and important organizational actors through which TMTs 

implement strategy (Balogun & Johnson, 2004; Raes et al., 2007). Social psychological research on 

attribution processes has shown that individuals are generally motivated to search for causes of 

events and assign responsibility for the outcomes of events (Brehm, Kassin, & Fein, 1999; Malle & 

Knobe, 1997) and that such attributions are consequential for subsequent attitudes and behavior 

(Gibson & Schroeder, 2003; Mayer & Gavin, 2005). Therefore, we expect that TMT and MMs‘ 

perceptions are shaped by the interface mechanisms and are consequential for their trust in each 

other. TMT and MMs may have many different perceptions of each other that might be consequential 

for their trust and subsequent behavior (e.g., Dirks & Ferrin, 2002; Mayer & Gavin, 2005; Simons, 

2002), but here we focus on perceptions of integrity, which can be expected to be particularly central 

in this context (see also chapter 5). 

The concept of integrity is commonly used in both the scientific community and popular press 

and is typically associated with honesty, consistency, and the adherence to moral principles (Parry & 

Proctor-Thomson, 2002; Simons, 2002; Worden, 2003). Current debates evolve along the question 

if integrity includes the morality of principles or only the adherence to principles (Simons, 2002; 

Worden, 2003). We follow the general conception of integrity as the perceived pattern of word-deed 

alignment or misalignment from an individual or team with regard to a variety of issues (Simons, 

2002). Perceived integrity of an entity is subjective in nature and is likely to be influenced by the 

actor (here, the TMT), the perceiver (here, an individual MM), the relationship between actor and 

observer, and the history and state of mind of the perceiver (Mayer & Gavin, 2005; Simons, 2002). 

Perceptions of integrity have mostly been studied from the perspective of followers about their 

leaders and are a key determinant of employees‘ trust in leadership (Mayer et al., 1995; Mayer & 

Gavin, 2005). We propose that the effects of perceptions of integrity will be similar with respect to 

leaders‘ perceptions of their followers. Thus, we assume that MMs generate perceptions of their TMT 

and that the TMT generates perceptions of MMs. 
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While exchanging information and balancing mutual influence in the interface, TMT and MMs 

generate perceptions of integrity of each other. Since these perceptions apply to the alignment of 

words and deeds of the other party, the main determinant is the actual pattern of word-deed 

alignment (Simons, 2002). However, perceptual filters may be at place that shape the field of vision 

and the interpretations of the observers, such as the dependence on the other party or the focal 

person‘s caring about a certain issue (Simons, 2002). We expect that a high quality information 

exchange and balance of mutual interest are beneficial for integrity perceptions. Because a high 

quality information exchange also implies feedback loops about issues discussed before, this should 

increase the number of positive perceptions of word-deed alignment. Although such feedback loops 

might also emphasize the absence of deeds following the words, it is likely that the absence of such 

feedback loops would be even more detrimental. Likewise, when mutual influencing is balanced and 

both parties are satisfied with the balance and amount of influence, this could make it more likely that 

filters are coloured favourably for the other party and they are sometimes given the ‗benefit of the 

doubts‘ in cases where the actual word-deed alignment is unclear. 

TMT and MMs‘ perceptions of integrity also feed back in their leadership and follower styles 

respectively via their influence on trust. Therefore, MMs‘ perceptions of high TMT integrity can be 

expected to positively influence MMs‘ active engagement and negatively influence MMs‘ political 

behavior, because such perceptions increase MMs‘ trust in the TMT. Along the same line, we expect 

that a TMT‘s perceptions of high MM integrity will increase their trust in MMs, and, hence, decrease 

monitoring behavior and increase openness to information. 

 

Proposition 8. High-quality information exchange and the balancing of mutual 

interests between TMT and MMs will result in perceptions of greater integrity among 

TMT and MMs of the other party. 

 

Proposition 9. TMT perceptions of MM integrity will decrease TMT monitoring 

behavior and increase TMT openness to information. 

 

Proposition 10. MM perceptions of TMT integrity will increase MM active engagement 

and decrease MM political behavior. 

 

Discussion and Implications 

 

In the previous sections of this chapter, we have described the interface model of TMT and MMs. We 

have outlined how the interface mechanisms of information exchange and mutual influencing relate 

to strategic decision quality and implementation commitment, which are both precursors of 

organizational performance. We have introduced the concepts of TMT leadership style, MM follower 

style, and have argued that these concepts are influenced by TMT and MMs‘ perceptions of each 

other. In the final parts of this paper, we will outline how the interface model can be related to 

previous research on TMT impact on organizational performance. We will also highlight important 
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boundary conditions of the applicability of the interface model, and describe implications of our 

model for research and practice. 

 

Existing TMT Research and the Interface Model 

The current TMT literature seeks to understand TMT impact on organizational performance. In 

doing so, researchers have focused, amongst others, on TMT composition and internal processes as 

performance determinants of interest (Carpenter et al., 2004; Hambrick, 2007). However the effects 

of these factors on organizational performance are sometimes inconsistent and inconclusive (Barrick 

et al., 2007; Certo et al., 2006; Elron, 1997). Therefore, researchers have suggested exploring 

additional mechanisms of interests and we have proposed that the interface of TMT and MMs may 

entail such mechanisms. In this section, we will discuss how the interface model can be integrated 

with existing research. That is, we will describe how TMT composition and internal processes relate to 

TMT leadership style and TMT perceptions of MM integrity. 

We have reasoned that TMT leadership style can vary in content and consistency. As far as we 

are aware, no research until now has addressed how a TMT as a team coordinates leadership actions 

toward MMs or others. However, there is some research on nonmanagerial project teams, which 

suggests that the way in which teams act towards others in their environment is influenced by what 

happens inside the team (Ancona & Bresman, 2007; Ancona & Caldwell, 1992). Although project 

teams‘ activities toward others are different from a TMT leading MMs, especially in terms of the 

hierarchical power difference between TMT and MMs, the theoretical implications of this work are 

informative and may help understanding TMT leadership at the interface with MMs. From this 

research, it becomes clear that teams‘ ‗external processes‘ can be influenced by both the composition 

and the internal dynamics of a team (Ancona & Caldwell, 1992). Therefore, we will examine how TMT 

leadership style can be influenced by both the characteristics of individual TMT members and TMT 

internal processes. 

TMT composition. The composition of the TMT can influence the content of TMT leadership in 

terms of monitoring and openness to information as well as TMT perceptions of MMs‘ integrity. 

Building on Hambrick and Mason‘s upper-echelons theory (Hambrick, 2007; Hambrick & Mason, 

1984), we propose that TMT members‘ values, cognitions, and personalities shape their leadership 

behavior and perceptions of integrity. For example, when TMT members value close control and 

directive leadership, they can be expected to engage in more monitoring and to be less open to 

information and feedback from MMs. This reasoning is also consistent with other research on 

individual level leadership, in which leaders‘ values and motivations have been shown to be related to 

their leadership style (Hooijberg & Choi, 2000; Hooijberg, Hunt, & Dodge, 1997) 

In addition to the effects of the ‗mean levels‘ of TMT members‘ characteristics, researchers 

studying TMT composition have also focused on the effects of homogeneity and heterogeneity of 

managers‘ characteristics (Cannella & Holcomb, 2005; Hambrick & Mason, 1984). In this respect, 

diversity — the term often used to designate the extent to which a TMT is heterogeneous with regard 

to its members‘ characteristics — has been referred to as a ‗double-edged sword‘ (Milliken & Martins, 

1996). Although diversity is often theorized to be beneficial for teams with high information-

processing demands, it has also been shown to lead to increased conflict and decreased social 
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cohesion, hampering team performance (Harrison, Price, & Bell, 1998). This would suggest that 

diversity in TMT members‘ values and cognitions with regard to their leadership style can negatively 

relate to the consistency of TMT leadership behavior. 

TMT structure and internal processes. In order to effectively perform their leadership task, a 

TMT needs to achieve, at least in a minimal matter, some shared understanding about the collective 

leadership actions of the team, which has previously been analyzed as TMT sensemaking about 

leadership (Raes et al., 2007). One aspect of TMT structure - interdependence — and one internal 

process — relationship conflict — can be expected to be particularly influential for the content and 

consistency of TMT leadership. Previous research on TMT interdependence has shown that the extent 

to which a TMT engages in information-exchange, collaborative behavior, and joint decision making is 

positively related to organizational performance (Barrick et al., 2007; Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2006; 

Lubatkin, Simsek, Yan, & Veiga, 2006). Other research has pointed at TMT collective action—defined 

as the TMT‘s ability to work together while retaining the capacity for ongoing questioning and debate 

throughout the strategy process—as crucial for TMT impact on organizations (Jarzabkowski & Searle, 

2004, p. 405). This would suggest that high TMT interdependence will positively influence the 

consistency of TMT leadership behavior toward MMs. 

TMT relationship conflict can be described as the interpersonal incompatibilities among TMT 

members, which typically include tension, animosity, and annoyance (Jehn, 1995) and has been 

found to be negatively related to decisional and organizational performance (Amason, 1996; Rau, 

2005). Since relationship conflict decreases the quality of interpersonal relationships, we expect that 

it will result in less willingness among TMT members to coordinate their actions toward middle 

managers so that less consistency in leadership behavior is achieved.  

 

Boundary Conditions of the Interface Model 

 Although the applicability of the interface model in different organizations remains to be 

tested empirically, there are a few a-priori boundary conditions that we will address now. The first is 

that the model applies only to organizations with a relatively large size. An important reason for the 

importance of the interface is MMs‘ influence in strategy making and implementation (Currie & 

Procter, 2005; Floyd & Wooldridge, 1992; Wooldridge & Floyd, 1990). Such a role of MMs is most 

likely in organizations with a considerable number of employees — from several hundred onwards — as 

the TMT depends more on information access from MMs when they have less opportunities 

themselves to interact with their employees. Along the same line, the interface would be particularly 

important for complex organizations with a multi-divisional structure or operating in multiple 

countries. 

 Another boundary condition of our model is that it assumes that MMs have some expectations 

regarding the ‗teamness‘ of their TMT (e.g., Hambrick, 1994). Although the actual unity and TMT 

members‘ consistency in leadership might vary, thus producing differences in leadership style and 

MMs‘ perceptions, this reasoning does not apply if MMs do not in itself expect some degree of 

consistency or unity in actions from their TMT. This also implies that we assume that MMs in dealing 

with TMT members, perceive TMT members primarily as representatives of the TMT as a whole, 

rather than as single top-level managers. People have a tendency to see members that belong to a 
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different group than their own (‗the outgroup‘) as more homogeneous in terms of personal 

characteristics and behaviors (Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Turner, 1982). Additionally, perceivers of a 

group generally assume that individual group members‘ beliefs and characteristics can be inferred 

from their group‘s decisions and general characteristics (Forsyth, 1999). To the extent to which MMs 

see the TMT as a group and identify with being a ‗middle manager‘ themselves, these basic human 

tendencies should make it likely that MMs will classify their interactions with a TMT member primarily 

in terms of a ‗representative of the TMT‘ rather than as a manager acting on his or her own behalf. 

 

Implications for Research and Practice 

 Although the interface model as presented here is grounded in existing theories and the 

proposed relationships are based on previous empirical studies, the model as such is new and 

comprises relationships that have not been tested before. Although the interface model may be of 

value for further theory development, we see its ultimate contribution to the TMT literature in the 

empirical test. Therefore, we encourage researchers interested in TMT impact on their organizations 

to incorporate the interface mechanisms and the TMT and MM related determinants in their research 

designs. According to our model, this should result in higher explained variance of organizational 

performance and in more consistent relationships between TMT composition, internal processes, and 

performance. 

 We encourage researchers to use qualitative and quantitative techniques to further specify the 

practices of the interface mechanisms. We have posited that information exchange and mutual 

influencing are expressed in observable behaviors and could thus be studied by researchers with 

observational techniques. Such methods could result in a detailed set of activities describing the 

interaction between TMT and MMs that could serve as the base for designing questionnaires. Further 

insight in the mechanisms from the perspectives of the participants could then be gained by 

distributing the questionnaires to TMTs and MMs. This also allows for an exploration of potential 

discrepancies in experiences between both parties. A subsequent step is then to link measures of the 

interface mechanisms to decision quality, implementation, and, ultimately, organizational 

performance. 

 We would also be particularly interested in further conceptual and empirical work on the 

concept of TMT leadership style, as well as MM follower style. As we indicated before, a growing 

interest seems to exist in leadership research toward understanding ‗shared‘ leadership (Ensley et al., 

2006; Ensley et al., 2003; O'Toole et al., 2002). However, this research does not address how a team 

of managers collectively leads others in the organization. Yet, we can expect that such TMT collective 

leadership can be particularly challenging as it requires awareness, insight, and appreciation of one‘s 

own, one‘s co-leader's, and the collective leadership styles. As indicated by a previous qualitative 

account of sensemaking about leadership (Raes et al., 2007), such sensemaking and coordinating for 

action is a challenging cognitive and behavioral endeavor. As leadership by teams instead of single 

managers seems to be increasingly common (Wageman et al., 2008), we would be interested in an 

assessment of the common and best practices of TMT collective leadership. 

 A further avenue beyond the direct implications of the interface model might be to assess TMT 

leadership toward other organizational actors. Although we see the relationship between TMT and 
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MMs as particularly important, as MMs translate strategic decisions to the rest of the organization for 

implementation and because of their sensemaking function vis-à-vis their subordinates (Currie & 

Procter, 2005; Floyd & Wooldridge, 1992; Sims, 2003), MMs are not the only stakeholder group that 

is of possible interest. TMTs generally have many contacts and stakeholders both inside and outside 

the organization, such as financial institutions, suppliers, and competitors (Collins & Clark, 2003). It 

might be interesting, to see if the content and consistency of TMT leadership actions are also related 

to TMT impact on shareholders, the board of directors, or employees lower in the organization, etc. 

 From a practice perspective, our model implies that those involved in recruiting, consulting, or 

training TMTs for increasing their organizational impact should consider an additional dimension: TMT 

collective leadership toward MMs and others. Much scientific research and practice efforts have 

focused on achieving a TMT composition that is somehow ‗right‘ for the organization, industry, and 

specific circumstances (Hambrick, 2007; Hambrick & Mason, 1984). In a similar vein, research has 

focused on how TMTs could best use the knowledge and skills from their members during TMT 

strategy making (Dooley & Fryxell, 1999) and there is much practical consideration from trainers and 

consultants involved in team coaching that have focused on achieving ‗good‘ TMT internal processes 

(Edmondson & Smith, 2006). However, the empirical effects of both TMT composition and internal 

processes on organizational performance are currently inconclusive. The proposition of the interface 

model is that much insight can be gained from examining the interface mechanisms by which TMT and 

MMs work together to enhance organizational performance. As it is the pattern of relationships within 

organizations, not the fact that ‗great men‘ sit at the top of them, that makes it possible to influence 

and enhance organizational performance (Weick, 1979), the managers, consultants, or trainers 

interested in understanding the impact of TMTs on their organizations‘ performance, would benefit 

from taking into account TMT leadership toward MMs. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Researchers have emphasized the need for exploring the ‗black box‘ of TMT composition – 

organizational performance relationships (Lawrence, 1997; Priem et al., 1999). Yet, they have paid 

almost exclusive attention to those processes that are internal to the TMT, such as interaction 

processes and emergent states (Kilduff, Angelmar, & Mehra, 2000; Smith et al., 1994). However, to 

fully understand how a TMT influences organizational performance, another aspect of that black box 

needs to be understood: the way in which a TMT exerts influence on MMs to make sure that strategic 

decisions are implemented and acted upon. We contend that understanding the interface of TMT and 

MMs is crucial for our knowledge of how TMTs influence their organizations. The proposed interface 

model is theoretically relevant, because it illuminates part of the gap in the causal chain between TMT 

composition and organizational performance. Practically, such a model can benefit TMTs, because the 

mechanisms by which TMTs exert influence might be easier to change and to learn for a TMT than 

aspects of TMT composition. All in all, we urge TMT researchers to start thinking outside the box and 

to examine how what happens inside the boardroom translates into what happens outside. 
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Summary 

 

 

Top management teams (TMTs) are expected to make a difference for the organizations in which they 

work. This dissertation addresses the question if and how TMTs actually exert such influence. To 

better understand this issue, I build on two different theoretical paradigms: upper-echelons theory 

and psychological research on nonmanagerial teams. To advance knowledge on TMT impact, I use 

multiple ways of scientific inquiry, among which a literature review, quantitative and qualitative 

empirical studies, and new theory development. 

 In the first chapter, a TMT is defined as 'the aggregate informational and decisional entity 

through which an organization operates and which forms the inner circle of executives who 

collectively formulate, articulate, and execute the strategic and tactical moves of the organization.' 

TMT impact is defined as 'the effect that the TMT has on the operation and outcomes of the 

organization, which can be positive, negative, neutral, or even absent.' The research paradigms are 

introduced and gaps in current knowledge are identified. I conclude that TMT research should 

examine the role of TMT internal processes as determinants of TMT impact, as well as explore new 

determinants through qualitative and longitudinal research. 

 TMT internal processes describe the nature of team members’ interaction and behavior while 

working on achieving the TMT’s goals. Despite widespread interest from TMT researchers in the role 

of these processes, empirical research is relatively scarce and a clear overview on their effects lacks. 

To achieve such an overview, we build on recent insights from the team literature to make a 

distinction between task processes, relationship processes, and emergent states. Using this 

framework to classify investigated variables, chapter 2 reports a review on empirical studies that 

measure the relationship between TMT internal processes, emergent states, and outcomes. From this 

review, the necessity is identified to examine broader patterns of processes and states over longer 

time periods to complement existing cross-sectional studies on single processes. 

 In chapter 3, we do just so by examining patterns of task conflict, relationship conflict, and 

trust in 41 management teams of student associations with five measurement moments over a 10-

month period. This sample was chosen, as it provides the advantage of a large cohort of teams that 

started working together at the same moment and in a stable composition for one year. The results 

indicate that two main patterns exist that characterize the joint evolution of conflict and trust. Half of 

the teams experienced a stable level of low conflict and high trust, whereas the other half 

experienced a pattern of increasing conflict and decreasing trust. The teams with the stable pattern 

were more effective than the teams with the unstable pattern. This study illustrates the insight that 

can be gained from taking a temporal perspective on team processes, as well as how creative thinking 

about data collection can lead to unexpected possibilities for longitudinal studies over relatively long 

periods of time. 
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 TMT researchers have advocated the use of qualitative and longitudinal approaches to get a 

‘realistic picture’ of how TMTs operate and influence their organizations. Therefore, I entered the 

boardroom of a Dutch organization and conducted observations of TMT meetings and interviews with 

individual managers, the results of which are described in chapter 4. Transcripts of the meetings were 

analyzed with a grounded theory approach with the purpose of building new theory about TMT 

impact. The issue of TMT sensemaking about leading middle managers turned out to be a recurrent 

topic of discussion in this TMT. By combining the results from data analysis with existing theories 

about strategic leadership, sensemaking, and team processes, we propose a model about TMT 

sensemaking, TMT unity in actions, and actual TMT leadership, in relation to decision implementation 

and organizational performance. 

 In chapter 5, the relationship between TMT and middle managers is explored from the 

perspective of middle managers. This chapter addresses the problem that researchers until now have 

mainly focused on financial organizational performance as the outcome of TMT impact, while 

neglecting more proximal indicators of TMT performance. This is problematic, because it can lead to 

inconsistent findings regarding the effects of TMT internal processes and states on outcomes, as 

identified in chapter 2. In order to obtain insight in the dimensionality of TMT performance, we build 

on stakeholder theory and on conceptualizations of team effectiveness in research of nonmanagerial 

teams that both suggest obtaining stakeholders’ evaluations of TMT performance. Analyzing the 

expectations and evaluations of 251 middle managers — an important group of intra-organizational 

stakeholders of a TMT — in France and the Netherlands with exploratory and confirmatory factor 

analyses, a five-dimensional model of TMT performance is proposed, which comprises company 

results, strategic leadership, connectedness, TMT unity, and moral leadership. 

 Taking together the findings from chapters 1 to 5, it seems that the time has come for a new 

direction in TMT research in which determinants of TMT impact from inside the boardroom — internal 

processes and states — are complemented by factors from outside: the way in which TMTs lead middle 

managers. Therefore, chapter 6 presents a new theoretical model of TMT impact, which is called the 

interface model of TMT and middle managers. This model complements and extends current research 

on TMT impact and has the potential of generating more detailed explanations and empirical insights 

on this issue. The two central mechanisms through which the interface model is proposed to work are 

information exchange and mutual influencing, which are influenced by TMT leadership style and 

middle managers’ follower style. 

 All in all, this dissertation contributes to understanding the role of TMTs in their organizations 

by specifying temporal patterns of team internal dynamics and by introducing a focus on TMT 

leadership of middle managers. By doing that, researchers of TMTs and nonmanagerial teams could 

formulate more detailed models for TMT impact and possibly resolve current inconsistent findings. 

Practicing TMTs and consultants could also benefit from the dissertation by considering that TMTs’ 

impact on organizations resides not only inside but also outside the boardroom. 
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Samenvatting 

 

 

Van een topmanagementteam - in dit proefschrift afgekort als 'TMT' en in het Nederlands vaak 

aangeduid als 'Raad van Bestuur' - verwacht men dat het een invloed heeft op de organisatie waarin 

het werkt. In dit proefschrift staat de vraag centraal hoe TMTs dat eigenlijk doen. Ik benader deze 

vraag vanuit twee verschillende theoretische perspectieven: 'upper echelons' theorie en 

psychologisch onderzoek naar niet-managementteams. Ook gebruik ik verschillende 

onderzoeksmethoden - literatuuronderzoek, kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve empirische studies en 

theorie-ontwikkeling - om zo de wetenschappelijke kennis over TMT impact te vergroten. 

 In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt een TMT gedefinieerd als 'een collectieve entiteit in een 

organisatie voor het verwerken van informatie en het nemen van beslissingen, bestaande uit een 

kleine kring van managers die samen de strategische en tactische beslissingen van een organisatie 

neemt en uitvoert'. TMT impact is gedefinieerd als 'het effect dat een TMT heeft op het functioneren 

en de uitkomsten van de organisatie; dit kan positief, negatief, neutraal of afwezig zijn'. Ook worden 

in dit hoofdstuk de twee verschillende theoretische perspectieven geïntroduceerd en worden lacunes 

in de huidige wetenschappelijke kennis geïdentificeerd. Ik concludeer in dit hoofdstuk dat toekomstig 

TMT onderzoek twee dingen zou moeten doen, namelijk de rol van TMT interne processen als 

determinanten van TMT impact onderzoeken én nieuwe determinanten exploreren door middel van 

kwalitatieve en longitudinale onderzoeksmethoden. 

 TMT interne processen beschrijven de aard van de interactie en het gedrag van de teamleden 

tijdens het werken aan de doelen van het TMT. Veel TMT onderzoekers hebben interesse getoond in 

de rol van deze processen, maar empirisch onderzoek is nog relatief schaars. Het bestaande 

onderzoek geeft bovendien geen eenduidig beeld van de effecten van deze processen. Om hierin een 

beter inzicht te krijgen, gebruiken we - ikzelf en mijn co-auteurs - in hoofdstuk 2 recente kennis uit 

de teamliteratuur. Op basis daarvan maken we een onderscheid tussen TMT taakprocessen, 

relatieprocessen en dynamische toestanden. Vervolgens gebruiken we deze indeling om een overzicht 

te geven van de resultaten van bestaand onderzoek naar de effecten van TMT interne processen en 

toestanden op verschillende aspecten van TMT impact. Uit dit overzicht komt als conclusie naar voren 

dat het noodzakelijk is om te kijken naar patronen van verschillende processen en toestanden over 

een langere periode voor het verkrijgen van een goed inzicht in de rol van deze processen voor team 

effectiviteit. 

 In hoofdstuk 3 is dit wat we doen. We bestuderen namelijk patronen van taakconflict, 

relatieconflict en vertrouwen in een steekproef van 41 besturen van studentenverenigingen in heel 

Nederland over een periode van tien maanden met vijf meetmomenten. We hebben gekozen voor 

deze specifieke steekproef vanwege de beschikbaarheid van een relatief grote groep teams met een 

gelijk startpunt van werken voor de periode van een jaar in dezelfde samenstelling. De resultaten 

geven aan dat er in teams twee duidelijke patronen zijn voor de ontwikkeling van conflict en 
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vertrouwen over de tijd. De helft van de teams liet een stabiel patroon van weinig conflict en veel 

vertrouwen zien, terwijl de andere helft een patroon vertoonde van stijgend en relatief veel conflict 

en dalend, relatief weinig vertrouwen. De teams met het stabiele patroon waren effectiever dan de 

teams met het onstabiele patroon. Deze studie illustreert het inzicht dat wetenschappers kunnen 

krijgen van een temporeel perspectief op teamprocessen en ook hoe het creatief nadenken over 

dataverzameling kan leiden tot onverwachte mogelijkheden voor longitudinale studies over een 

relatief lange tijdsperiode. 

 TMT onderzoekers hebben aangeraden om kwalitatieve en longitudinale onderzoeksmethoden 

te gebruiken om een realistisch beeld te krijgen van hoe TMTs functioneren en hun organisaties 

beïnvloeden. Daarom heb ik gedurende een half jaar het TMT van een Nederlandse organisatie 

geobserveerd tijdens de wekelijkse vergaderingen en individuele interviews gehouden met de 

teamleden. De resultaten van dit onderzoek staan beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. De transcripten van 

vergaderingen en interviews zijn geanalyseerd volgens een methode van 'grounded theory' met als 

doel het genereren van nieuwe theoretische inzichten over TMT impact. Uit deze analyses bleek dat 

er een terugkerend thema was tijdens de vergaderingen van het TMT: de relatie tussen het TMT en de 

middenmanagers van de organisatie. De manier waarop het TMT de interactie met middenmanagers 

begrijpt en stuurt, wordt verklaard vanuit de literatuur over 'sensemaking' - de constructie van 

betekenis uit dingen die gebeurd zijn. Door de resultaten van de data-analyse te combineren met 

bestaande theorieën over strategisch leiderschap, sensemaking en teamprocessen, zijn we tot een 

theoretisch model gekomen. Dit model verbindt TMT sensemaking, TMT eenheid van handelen en TMT 

leiderschapsgedrag met de succesvolle implementatie van strategische beslissingen en positieve 

organisatieresultaten. 

 In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de relatie tussen TMT en middenmanagers bekeken vanuit het perspectief 

van de middenmanagers door te analyseren wat zij belangrijk vinden om te beoordelen of een TMT 

goed presteert. Onderzoekers hebben tot nu toe meestal gekeken naar de financiële resultaten van 

de organisatie als indicator voor TMT prestaties, ten koste van indicatoren die dichter bij het directe 

werk van het TMT liggen, zoals de kwaliteit van strategische beslissingen. Dit is een probleem, omdat 

het mogelijk heeft bijgedragen aan de inconsistente resultaten wat betreft de effecten van TMT 

interne processen en toestanden op uitkomsten, zoals ook in hoofdstuk 2 besproken is. In dit 

hoofdstuk baseren we ons op 'stakeholder' theorie en op onderzoek naar teameffectiviteit van niet-

managementteams om meer inzicht te krijgen in de multi-dimensionaliteit van TMT prestaties. Deze 

beide theoretische perspectieven suggereren dat het de moeite waard is om de mening van 

belangrijke stakeholders van een TMT te analyseren, omdat het TMT uiteindelijk van hen afhankelijk is 

voor het uitvoeren van strategische beslissingen. We analyseren in deze studie de verwachtingen en 

evaluaties van 251 middenmanagers uit Frankrijk en Nederland over de prestaties van hun TMT. Uit 

exploratieve en confirmatieve factor analyses blijkt dat een vijf-dimensionaal model voor TMT 

prestaties aannemelijk is, bestaande uit organisatieresultaten, strategisch leiderschap, 

verbondenheid, TMT eenheid en moreel leiderschap. 

 Wanneer we de resultaten van de voorgaande hoofdstukken bij elkaar nemen, lijkt het erop dat 

de tijd rijp is voor een nieuwe richting in het onderzoek naar de determinanten van TMT impact. 

Namelijk een richting waarin niet alleen wordt gekeken naar de factoren die zich binnen de 
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bestuurskamer afspelen - zoals TMT interne processen en toestanden - maar vooral ook naar hoe 

TMTs leiding geven aan hun middenmanagers. Een eerste aanzet tot een dergelijke nieuwe richting 

wordt gegeven in hoofdstuk 6 door middel van een theoretisch model: het interface model van TMT 

en middenmanagers. Dit model bouwt op bestaand TMT onderzoek, maar heeft het potentieel om 

meer gedetailleerde verklaringen en empirische inzichten te geven voor TMT impact op organisaties. 

De twee centrale mechanismen die in het interface model worden voorgesteld zijn het uitwisselen van 

informatie en het in evenwicht houden van wederzijdse invloed. Deze twee mechanismen worden 

verondersteld beïnvloed te worden door TMT leiderschapsstijl en de zogenaamde 'volgersstijl' van 

middenmanagers. 

 Samenvattend kan ik zeggen dat dit proefschrift bijdraagt aan het begrijpen van de rol van 

TMTs in hun organisaties door het specificeren van temporele patronen van interne teamprocessen 

en door het introduceren van een focus op TMT leiderschap van middenmanagers. Hierdoor kunnen 

TMT onderzoekers in het vervolg meer gedetailleerde modellen formuleren over TMT impact en 

daardoor mogelijk ook de huidige inconsistente onderzoeksresultaten beter begrijpen. TMTs zelf, 

alsmede hun adviseurs en trainers, kunnen van dit proefschrift profiteren door in te zien dat de 

invloed van TMTs op hun organisaties niet alleen binnen, maar juist ook buiten de bestuurskamer 

wordt uitgeoefend. 
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